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after.
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New Life

RETAIL TRADE

is given by using Brown’s
In the
Iron Bitters.
Winter it strengthens and
warms the system; in the
Spring it enriches the blood
and conquers disease; in the
Summer it gives tone to the
nerves and digestive organs;
in the Fall it enables the
system to stand the shock
of sudden changes.

of

ength of column,

insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CK).
v

^

CLOTHES

!|

Can be

Dyed

—

AJTD

Fine

LAMSON,
Drug*, Paints, on*,
Pratt’s
Astral Oil.
Agts.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., 21 Market Square

In

Cleansed

I*renM*«l by Tailor5*
PiT^iupn, at a trilling
expense, and expressed C.O.D.

Careful Prepa

The

tion of Prescriptions
APOTHECARY;
Specialty.
E. DANA
60S

Congress St

PHOTOGRAPHY

ARTby LAMSON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.

Absolutely permanent Photographs a specialty.
MATE RIALS, Architect*’*
Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goods
CYRUS F. DAVIS, No. 693 Congress St

ARTISTS’

—

Gentlemen

FOSTER’S
Stationery * Blank Book*.
Clark’s Circulating Library.
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE BOOKS.
FRANK B. CLARK, 616 Congress St.
and Shoe*, Fine Cuetom Work,
13 Preble Street,
for Ladies and Gents, to Measure.
BOOTS
222
St.
WHITNEY GAITER SHOE

POBTLAKD, MAIIVE.
Kid GlOTes cleaned every day at. 10 cents per pal r
sneodtf
jan23

SPECIAL BARGAINS

and Shoe*: Fine and Medium Goods at
low prices.
J. H. WETHERKLL & CO.,
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 225 Middle St.

Boot*

Confection*,

and Fine

I. F. LORD,
CANDIES
Adieu

to
666

successor

Congress Street

Gow,
Maker* and

Upholsterer*
Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
CABINET
DEANE BROS. &
183 & 186 Middle St

Gentlemen: I take pleasin stating that I have used
Brown’s Iron Bitters for malaria and nervous troubles,
caused by overwork, with
excellent results.

SANBORN,

-1

ure

—

Manufacturer and Importer
of Havana t igars, Wholesale and Retail.
ERNESTO PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle St.

CIGARS.

ROOM PAPERS
FOR THE NEXT SIXTY DAYS.

CLOTHING and

Furnishing Good*,
J. BURLEIGH & Co.
184 Middle Street.
Men’* Boy*’ and ChildflLOTHING,
V' dren’s, Wholesale and Retail.
BOSTON & PORTLAND Clothing Co., 266 Middle.

FARRINGTON, 182 Middle St
variety and at Specialy Satis-

in full

THE LARGEST

POOR,

✓

Beware of imitations.
Ask for Brown’s Iron Bitters, and insist on having
it. Don’t be imposed on
with
something recommended as “just as good!'
The genuine is made only
by the Brown Chemical Co.

Men’*, Youth’* * Roy*’
Fine Goods & Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
CLOTHING,
0. J. & F. R.

COAL
factory Price*.
JOS. H.

St.
and Casket Manufacturer*.
and Furnishing Undertakers.
S. S. RICH & SON, 133 Exchange St
No. 253 Commercial

CFFIN

Stock

Retail

Kid Gloves, Laces,
Embroideries and Worsteds.
W. E. PLUMMER. Cor. Congress and Brown Sts

Kid Glove*. Ribbons,
/
CIORSETS,
Laces, Embroideries, Worsted Crewels, &c
E. S.
467

IN THE CITY.

Congress St

MERRILL.

HAUL DAVIS
No. 53 Exchange Street.

Corns*

BY

USING

SOHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bsnioa Solvent,
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

MTV! CURE IS GUARANTEED..^
ceuu.
For aaJ© by all DragginUt.
Try It and you will be convinced like thousand!:
who have used it and now testify to its value.
Price 25

A ik for Hcblottcrbeck’s Corn and
Solvent and take no other.

GOODS, Silks, Shawls, Dress
Good*. Woolens, Linens, &c.
MILLETT & LITTLE. 616 CongressSt.
Good*. Fancy Goods, Silks, Fine
Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls, &c,
RINKS BROS, 241 & 243 Middle St.
Rood*,
Fancy Roods, Hosiery,
Gloves, Worsteds, Yarns, &e.
A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle St.
Cleansing, Carpet Cleaning
and Eeather-Bed Renovating at FOREST CITY

War*

DRY
DRY

DYEING,
DYE HOUSE 13Preblo St,

War Dep’t Office Chief Biqnal )
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
June 12, 1 A. M.
J

Cards and Fine
ENGRAY1NIL
WILLIAMS.

LOWELL. 613 Congress St,
Custom and Ready Made Clothing

IMNE Gents’
Furnishing Goods.
ALLEN &
1

^St.

ft Kerosene Fixtnres, Lamps ftc.
Old Fixtures Kebronzed.
CLEVELAND & MARST0N, 128 Exchange St

GAS
eAS

Fixtnres, Kerosene Lamps ft goods
Fixturos Rebronzed and Gilded.
LEVI S. BEUWB, as Market Square
Furnishing Roods, Neckwear,
Underwear &c. Fine Shirts to order.
CHARLES CUST1S & CO.. 493 Congress St

GENTS*

W holesale and

Retail.

GEO. C. SHAW & CO., 686 & 087 Cong. & 235
GROCERIES,
list.
Middle. Send for

price

CO., Exchango & Federal St.

S. T.
GROCERIES,

Onr stock of Real and imitation piece Laces and made-up Lace
was

more

present

Flour, Eine.Tens,
GROCERIES,
Coffee, PureSpioes, Batter, &c., &e.
582
WILLIAM MILLIKEN &

and

CO.,
Congress St
and finhinr tackle.
Agent for Du Pout's POIVDBB, and
RENPftOCK. G. L. BAILEY. 221 Middle JSt.

Guns

itair Jewelry and Human
all kinds made to order.
BLCCKLINGER, 424 Congress 3t.

store,

Hair Goods
HAIR
A.

oi

dealers in
TTTAJBNESS Mansurs,
B~i
Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
156
Middle St
&
163
&
CHAS. J. WA LKER
CO.,

FOR INFANTS’ HE i.

Goods

47 Free Street

and

Inslin Cans,

than at the

SOCLE

and
Flour.
& CO.,

Hardware,
Supplies.
T. L. MERRILL A CO., No. 9 Market Square

—AKD—

never

Tens

ctuferyTTooD,
Glass and Builders’

Lace Bonnets

complete

time.

Special Fiae, New
York Goods. Buffalo & Wolf Robes a specialty
■MERRY, the Hatter, 237 Middle St
Caps and Furs. Manufacturer
ana Dealer in Furs, Robes, sc.
G. A. SOSSKRAUT, 232 Middle St.

HATS

ft FURS.

HATS,

pharmacy.
Homeo. Medicines, Books and Cases.
S. E. SYLVESTER, M. D. 410 Congress St
Watches, Chronometers,
Clocks, Charts, and Silverware.
WM. SENTKB & CO., 61 Exchange St

HOJIEOS'ATHIC
JEWELRY,

Watches, Diamonds,

Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
JEWELRY,
521
CARTER

492 & 494
niy25

Congress

WELft V, Watche», Clocks, Silver ft
Plated Ware, Tine Watch Repairing.
ROBERT B. SWIFT. 613 Congress
Watches, Clocks and Stive.
of Masonic Goods, Stc.
Manufacturers
Ware,
J. A. MERRILL & CO., 239 Middle St

JEWELRY,

St.
sndtf

Smallwares and

GLOVES, Laces,
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
KfiD
MOOSE & CO., 607 & 609 Congress

OWEN,

Tailor.

ment of Imported Goods.
MERCHANT
F. A.

Fine Assort-

A

SMITH, 231 Federal St.

tailor, a Fine
assortment of Cloths for Gentlemen’s Wear.
AUG. S. FERNAND, 237 Middle S

Merchant

MRS. E. E. FOWLE.
Millinery.
No. 4

COPARTNERSHIP.
Dissolution.

NOTICE

is

hereby given, that the partnership

lately subsisting between Geo. Trefethen and
Thos S Jack, of Portland, under the Arm name of
TREFETHEN & OU.. was dissolved June 1,
1882. Geo. Trefethen is authorized to settle all
debts to, and by the company.

geo!

GEORGE TREFETHEN,
THOMAS S. JACK.

Portland, June 8, 1882.
The undersigned, having purchased the interest
of Thomas S. Jack, iu the above Arm, will contiuue
the Ash business at old place, Nos. 4, 8 & 8 Commercial Wharf, under the firm name of Geo. TreGEO. TREFETHEN.
fethen & Co.
dlw

je9

Elm St

AAILLINEBY ft FANCY ROODS,
ill
Velvets, Flowers and Real Laces.
MRS. J. DRYDEN. Clapp’s Block, Congress St
nnd
Millinery Roods,
Velvets. Satins, Ribbons, Flowers & Laces.
A. E. BARNES, 444 Congress St.

MILLINERY

EASTMAN & CUTT3,
Millinery,
Nos. 1 & 2 United States Hotel Building.
Muitic
Hiring*, Mimical
instruments and Merchandise.
IKA 0. STOCKBK1J >GE, 156 Exchange St

Ml'SIC,

BOOKS,
MUSIC
Organe, Musical Instruments, &e.
&

MUSIC

0. K.

HAWES, 177

Middle

St

ia Great

Glasu

Eye*
OPTICAL
Variety of Shape and Color, The best make.
No. 4
Street.
C. 11.
Goods.

FAliLEY,
Exchange
HANGINGS, Interior Dceera.
lions, Drapery Work, Upholstery Goods, &c.
G. M. BOS WORTH, 691 CongreBS St
(.'bic

A Hons, f.iudcrmau
Ac Maine Piano Co.’s

NOYES, 72 Exchange St.

nutl

OF

FAMILY

CARRIASES
FBOM THE LATEST DESIGN T*

STANDARD QUALITY,
ELEGANTLY FINISHED,
and warranted in every particular. SPECIALTIESJ,AIVI)AI». LANDAULET8,_
CUAI K ES IOHPE8, BBOCOHAMH.
No finer carriages are made in this country. From
10 to 20 per cent, saved by ordering direct from the
Factory.

47 Chestnut St., New Haven, Conn.

mar27_dlawBrn
SAMUEL LITTLE,

Pres.

WM.J.

BKIDE, Treas

BOSTON LEAD MEG. CO.
Oflioe, 24 and 2G Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.
tOItltODEJtS AHD MASUFAerrEEKS.

“BOSTON STAB BBANB

PURE WHITE LEAD
BED LEAD AND LITHARGE.

ot bent makes.

Oi'^&irm
Five makes of Pianos and four of Organa.
PIANOS
SAMUEL THURSTON. No.3 Free St Block
&

Orsmw. Weber, Kraauli A*
Bach Pianos, and Smith Am. Organe.
W. M. FUKBUSH & SON, 436 Congress St

PIANOS

All kinds Frames

Mf’y.
Fine Gold Frames
order.
FIUtoruns?
R, H. KNIGHT, 37
Frame

Specialty.
Temple Street.
OBDEB, Fine

*o

1,194,670.97
Total..$ 3,374,133.33
For Interest.

DISBURSEMENTS.
Death Losses.$816,436.50
EndowMatured

575,060.41

ments

Surrendered

and
Lamed Policies...

Dividends

to

Policy

110,908.25

———--

Holders.

768,610.86

Total.$2,271,015.02
Taxes, salaries, commissions to agents,
medical fees, advertising, postage,

Furnishings,

Harness

Loathes

liamnure,
and Horse Goode. Wholesale and Retail.
SA2>DIjKK\
GKOKGE M. NELSON A GO. 119

Exchange St,

liTOTEN, 32 snxeft, frurnncc* & Eiitriien
Supplies. Agents for the “Crawford Range.”
KNIGHT & HOWARD. 233 &.g35 Federal St.

Ranges
STOVEM,
Agent for wood, Bishop & Co.s’ Goods.
W. D. AMES, 29 Market Square,
and Eanmce*.

OTOVE8) i4«>5igew3 untl Enrcaces.
k3 Sole Agents for Magee Furnace Co.’s Goods.
A. N. NOYES & SON, 12 Exchange St
and Urbscb,
^T07E9, Famnceii,
Sole Agents for the “Falmouth Range.”
k3
F. &C. B.

riUSBiOR,
Jl Gorman.

NASH, 172 & 174 Fore Sfc

Always on frnnd the best
French and English Goods.
W. H. KOHLING, 89 Exchange St

oud ilrapcr.
r|lAILOR
1 First-class Work a
1). E

*'ine

Specialty.
CORNISH,

Middle St.

UKAPER.
always on hand. Satisfaction
F. A. SMITH, 231 Federal St

LEAD PIPE & SHEET LEAD.

AND
fglAILOR
JL Fine Goods

TIN & TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER &c,
the Massachusetts
GOLD MEDAL awarded by
Charitable Mechanics’ Association in 1881.
eodfim
marl

CloclTittaker,
Oliver Gerrish, at
WATCH
WM. SEN TER &
61

guaranteed.

Good* and
249

and

CO.’S,

Exchange Siroo

engine company worked hard and the woolen
mill pat on a force pamp but they could not
The mill was run by Bice
master the dames.
One hundred and
Hutchins of Boston.
twenty-five hands are thrown out of employment, The building and machinery was inA large amount of stock on
sured for $8,000.
&

band was

probably insured in part.

Woman Killed by a Steamboat Collision.
Richmond, June 10.—As steamer Star of the
East was leaving her wharf at Bath this morning, she ran afoul of the boom of a vessel,
which struck Mrs. Lizzie Parrett of Canaan,

crashing her against the side of the cabin, injuring her so that she died in great agony just
Mrs. Parrett
before the boat arrived here.
her way home from Washington, D.
C. Her remains were taken to Hallowell. An
The steamer sustained
inquest will be held.
was on

damage by the collision.
Mrs. Parrett was the wife of John W. Parrett, Esq., clerk in the post office at Washington, D. C. They left that city about a week
Upon
ago to visit his home at Canaan, Me.
some

reaching Boston Bhe concluded to pass a few
days with a relative, Mrs. Herman Bird of
Cambridge, and her husband came East. Fri-

Total..3.891,385.90
ASSETS.

1,364,422.97
295,964.01

and rent.

All other assets.,
288,468.53
Total..

18,859,458.96

LIABILITIES.

Reserve,

actua-

ries, 4 per ct... $15,653,068.00
All other liabiliTotal.. 15,836,847.35
Surplus Over 4 per cent.
Reserve.
3,039,611.61

Financial Record from Organi-

January 1st, 1882.

zation to

Rockland, Jane 10.—Steamer Penobscot

her beautiful appearance.
The Rockland Assault Case.
Rockland, June 10.—Mrs. Gray, wife of
Charles Gray, who committed the murderous
assault on Mr. McCorrison, being about to skip
to Boston, was arrested on a charge of keeping
She was found guilty and
a house of ill-fame.
in default of bail was committed for her »p
pearance at the ..September term of the S. J.
It is
Court. The husband is still at large.
he is making his way to Boston.

Fire in Bridgton.
Bridgton, June 11.—Fire broke out in the
house of Mrs.
out buildings of the dwelling
Fannie Cleaves, last night, eccupied by Rev.

Hon. S. L. Millikan’s Congressional Prospects.
Belfast, June 11.—The friends of Hon. S.
L. Milliken assert that the six eastern counties,
including the Fourth and Fifth Congressional

districts, except the Knox towns, will be substantially solid for him for the Congressiona1
nomination, and claim his success Jj a large
Postal Changes.

Washington, June 10.—The following are
the post office changes in Maine the past week:
Established—Otto Creek, Hancock county,
Wm. H. Bracy, postmaster.
Postmaster

3,318,815,64

§46,138,353.20
Amount paid policy holders and
invested for them. 46,138,353,20
Received for premiums. 39,631,785.47
Total premiums received deducted
from total payments to policy
holders and invested assets,give
interest gain over all expenses

6,506,567.73

INTEREST RECEIPTS SINCE 1873%HAVE PAID
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.
Premium receipts in 1881 were 300,000 more
than for 1880.
There was an increase of over $600,000 of assets
—3,319 policies and $9,636,667 insurance. The

insurance amounted to $16,038,242.
Since 1876 the payments of the company to policy holders have been $2,901,348 In excess of premiums.
In 1878 payments were $1,104,216 more than
premiums received—yet the assets and surplus, one
year excepted, have steadily increased.

ENDOWMENT INVESTMENTS.
The $3,318,816 matured endowments paid living
members have given insurance and paid an average
of 4Ys per cent, compound interest on the money
For insurance

apply

Spauld-

POLITICAL.
Caucus of Philadelphia Republicans
John Wanamaker Proposed as Marshall’s Successor.
Philadelphia, June 10.--Only 24 of the 46
members of the Philadelphia delegation to the
Republican State convention attended the caucus at the Continental Hotel to-night to consider the nomination of a Philadelphian for
Congressman at large, to fill the vacancy on
the ticket caused by the declination of Thomas
Councilman S. Raymond OlayM. Marshall.
burn presided, and Magistrate Ezra Lukens
The absence of so many memwas secretary.
bers was explained by the fact that the call
was issued yesterday, and many had made preResolutions were unanivious engagements.
mously adopted that the political crisis demanded the nomination of a man thoroughly
representing the business interests of the
State; that a committee be appointed to wait
upon John Wanamaker of this city, and urge
him to be a candidate; and that should he acquiesce, the delegates would exert their united
efforts to secure his nomination and election.
The delegation adjourned to meet Wednesday
eveuing. when the committee will report. It
is thought that Mr. Wanamaker will accept.
Oregon Election.
San Francisco, June 10.—A Portland, Oregon, dispatch says the average Republican majority on the State ticket is 1,800, and George
will not have less than 3,600 in the State, the

to

largest majority

ever

given a candidate.Woods,

will have about 100 less. The
Republicans have the legislature by a certain
of
10, which may be increased to 13.
majority
for governor,

T. T. Merry

THE

LEWIS

N.

—

Total.§27,278,894.24

invested.

appointed—Samuel

ing, East BentOD, Kennebec county.

Josses.§9,628,549.65

of....

ar-

She remained an honr
rived here at 7 a. m.
and a half and then proceeded to Bangor.
Daring the stop she was visited by a large
crowd of citizens, who expressed pleasure at

Received for premiums.$39,631,785.47
Paid for death
Paid for matured
endowments...
Paid for surrendered and lapsed

had been in the

majority.

283,779.36

ties.

evidently

New York.

bonds, (market
value).. 2,486,491.66

Accrued interest

that

The stable
O. W. Rogers and Mrs. CleaveS,
and ell were totally destroyed and the house
Insured in the Home of
was badly damaged.

Loans on bonds
& morlgages. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes..
1,620,674.45
Real estate.
1,720,219.30
U, S. and other
Cash on band and
in bank.

man

water a long time. There was no clothing and
the features are so decomposed as to be unrecognizable. A young man named Leavitt disappeared last fall from Turner.

supposed

TARIFF.

McLELLAN,
UOBHA.TI.

RIOT

Honors to the Memory
Dead Patriot.

of

Bloody

Natives and

IMPOSING MEMORIAL. SERVICES

D. W.

FESSENDEN,
PORTLAND

AGENTS,

LOCAL

OFFICE:

48 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.
codtf

febl7
__

__

INTERESTING
to those in wont of

BOOTS and SHOES.
In order to reduce our Stock to make
room for Goods of our own manufacture.

Wa offer at COST for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This Is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from flue hand sewed to comDo not fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine our goods before buying
elsewhere.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE CO.,
Cor. Union St, Under Falmouth Hoteldtf
janl
J

Corn Packers !

New York, June 11.—The Italian residents
of this city held memorial services to-day at
Rev.
Graoe Chapel, in momory of Garibaldi.
C. Stander, an Italian clergyman, delivered a
graphic biography of the deceased liberator.
Cincinnati, O., June 11.—The Italian residents held memorial services to-day, iu honor
of Garibaldi, at which orations in English,
wore delivered by Dr. Loew of Cleveland,
Judge M. F. Force and Joseph Cox of this
city, and in Italian by Dr. Ravogli. A funeral
cortege paraded through the streets, in which
was a funeral car
(containing a column, beside
which stood a
young woman representing Italy, with other living figures representing Garibaldi’s career. This was escorted by nail bearers, and the procession was comDOsed of the
Veteran Gnard of the First Regiment Ohio
Militia, the French Society and Italian Society
Richmond, W, June 11.—The Italians of
this city had a most creditable memorial demonstration this afternoon, in honor of Garibaldi. A procession, with mnsic and a tastefully
draped funeral car, drawn by six white horses,
paraded the principal streets, after which a
memorial meeting was held in Mozart Hall,
where an imposing monumental catafalque
had been erected. The hall was crowded with
Italians, local representatives of foreign governments, city and State officials, judges of the
courts, and many other prominent citizens, including a large number of ladiee. Appropriate
addresses were made by Mayor Carrington,
Col. J. C. Browning, Secretary of Gov. Cameron, who responded for His Excellency in his
absence, Capt. Elliott, on the part of the military of the city, and several Italian orators.
The interior and street front of the building
was draped in mourning. Delegations of Italians from Norfolk, Lynchburg and Petersburg
participated in the demonstration.
San Francisco, June 11.—Very imposing
funeral demonstrations were held to-day iu
honor of the memory of Gen. Garibaldi, under
the auspices of the Italian organization.
Rome, June 11.—A demonstration in memoThere was
ry of Garibaldi took place to-day.
an immense procession, In which a large number of societies, with banners, etc., took part.
Washington, June 11. A meeting of resident Italians of this city was held to-night for
the purpose of organizing a society to raise a
monument to the memory of Garibaldi at
Washington. Dr. T. S. Verdi, a prominent
physician and citizen of Washington, was elected President.
Solemn ceremonies in
Paris, June 11.
memory of Garibaldi were held at the Cirque
de Hever to-day.

mkZOdtf

Enquire of

BlIWHAH & NOBBILL.

Europeans

ENGLISH.

THE

in

GREEK

AND

ITALIAN
CONSULS
WOUNDED.

Twenty Killed and Many Wounded on Both Sides.

A British Man-of-War on the Way
the Scene of Conflict.

to

Alexandria, June 11.—A serious riot broke
out today between hostile natives and Europeans during which several persons were killed and wounded and a number of houses destroyed.
[later.]
The riotous demonstrations took place before the French Consulate to which several of
those morta(]y wounded at the outbreak of the
The disturbances conriots were conveyed.
tinued Borne time before the authorities took
any steps to suppress them. The English Consul was"severely hurt, receiving a gun shot
wound, and the engineer of the British manof war Superb was killed. The disturbances
continued live hours, when a body of military
appeared and dispersed the rioters.
The Greek Consul and Italian Vice Consul
were also severely wounded. The British man
of-war Superb will arrive in port during the
night and land two hundred men to protect the
British Consulate. Boats will also be sent to
on board all British subjects who desire to take
leave Alexandria. It is estimated twenty persons were killed in the riots today, but the exact particulars are as yet unobtainable.

[the latest.]
Cairo, June 11— So far as ascertained the
rioting in Alexandria commenced on a street
near the igreat square. The immediate cause
was the stabbing of an Arab by a .Maltese. A
mob of natives collected, cleared the streets
with sticks, and made their way into the great
square where they demolished a music pavilion and the furniture in the adjoining cafes.
Europeans precipitately lefthe square and took
refuge for some time at the French Consulate.
The soldiers were called out, but they looked
on without interfering during the work of de-

New York, June 11. Tammany Hall was
draped in mourning to-night and American
and Italian flags draped around the portrait of
Garibaldi signified the feelings of 3000 Italians
Liberator’s” memory.
assembled to honor the
All societies were represented, and those who
fought with the deceased wore the red ribbon
of the “Garibaldi Veterans.” T. F. Secchi
presided, and biographical speeches were delivered by Gen. Dassi, Garibaldi’s former secretary and friend, Gen. Dan. E. Sickles, Prof.
P. Norossi, Gen. Franz Siegel, Signor Cipuani
and others.
Chicago, June 11. Three Italian societies,
two French societies, the American Liberal
League and Scandinavian Free Thinkers Association paraded this afternoon in a funeral
procession in honor of Garibaldi.

molition and bloodshed.
London, Jnne 11.—The News’despatch from
Alexandria says: “Eue Des Soeurs, inhabited
chiefly by Europeans is completely wrecked.
Europeans tired from their windows killing
many Arabs, while the latter made terrible
havoc among Europeans in |tho streets. The
British Consul was dragged from his carriage
and beaten. Derviscn Pacha and Arabi Pacha
have left Cairo for Alexandria.
A correspondent of the Times at Alexandria
states the engineer of the British man-of-war
The captain of
Superb was stabbsd to death.
the British iron-clad Invincible is in charge of
the British Consulate.
Alexandria, June 11.—The British Consul
was wounded on the head with a bludgeon.
He is progressing favorably. The mob sacked
the shops of Europeans. Egyptians now occuwy the chief points in the city.

A MOTHER'S TERRIBLE DEED.
Poisons Her Four
Children and Herself.
Chicago, 111., June 10.—Casper Seybolt is a
baker who works at night. After he had left
his home last evening his wifb began preparation for a horrible deed. The pair had four
children, age* respectively 12, 7 and 2J years,
and a baby of four months. She dressed the
four in fresh white cloths with bright ribbons,
then gave them strychnine and as soon as they
were dead laid them out carefully with flowers
in their hands and all their surroundings made
as beautiful as possible. Having put on a fresh
white chemise, decked with ribbons she took a
dose of the poison. This was just before her
husband’s return at 5 o’clock in the morning.
When he appe .red at the door, she met him
and said: “Come and see the children; they
are all dead and gone to heaven. See how pretty they are witli nice flowers for the angels.”
Mrs. Seybolt died about 7 this morning. It
appears that Mr. and Mrs. Seybolt did not live
in entire harmony; that since the birth of her
last child, Mrs. Seybolt had not been iu good
health, and it is Dellevad despondency caused
her to commit the deed. From a number of
notes written by the eldest daughter, aged 12,
it appears that Mrs Seybolt talked the matter
over with her, and got her consent to the terriSeveral are addressed to her
ble tragedy.
schoolmates on childish matters, and two to
her lather. One says: "Forgive me. We have
leave you. Mamma thought ’twas best we
could do.” Another asks him to bury them
decently, and tells him where she leaves monOne addressed to a schooley to buy flowers.
mate says: “Mother was always sick, you know
and thought of dying,often, and how we would
be treated, and so thought it best for all of us
to die at once, and bought something to kill
us—baby first, Annie second, Tony third, I after, and then mother. We did not suffer much,
and now we are all out of trouble.”

Chicago Woman

XLVnth

Congress-ist Session.

HOUSE.
Washington, June 10. Immediately after
the reading of the journal, the House went
into Committee of the Whole (Mr. Robinson of
Massachusetts in the chair), and resumed consideration of the legislative, executive and judicial appropriation bill.
Mr. Steele of Iudiana moved to strike out
the sections appropriating $80,000 for the emplovment of clerks in the Quartermaster General’s and Commissary General’s office in the
investigation of claims, under the act of July
4, 1804, and to insert in lieu thereof a provision
transferring those claims to the Court of Claims
for adjudication.
Mr. Briggs of New Hampshire said that when
his proposition was made upon the army appropriation bill, he had opposed it, but upon
certain charges having been made by Mr.
Blackburn of Kentucky against the manner in
which the adjudication of those claims was
carried on in the Quartermaster General’s
office, the matter had been referred to the
Committee on Expenditures in the War Department, of which he (Briggs) was chairman,
for investigation. That investigation was not
yet completed, and he was not in a situation
to make public the result of the inquiry. From
the investigation he had made, however, he
believed that justice to the government ; nd
justice to the honest claimants demanded that
the claims should be transferred to some tribunals that would investigate them according to
ordinary judicial methods.
Mr. Holman offered an amendment making
the fact of loyalty a jurisdictional fact.

Adopted.

HARVEST INDICATIONS.

as amended by Mr.
was lost—yeas, 04; nays, 83.
Mr. Kasson of Iowa, under instructions from
the Committee on Civil Service Reform, offered an amendment providing that the appointment of additional clerks in the Pension
office, the Adjutant General’s office, and the
Surgeon General’s office shall be subject to the
following regulations; Candidates shall not be
less than 18 or mere than 50 years of age; admission shall only be allowed after a preliminary examination shall havo been passed; the
original appointment shall be for a period of
six months; at the expiration of that period
the appointee, if he shall be found capable,
shall be ontitled to receive a permanent appointment, to continue for three years, unless
sooner removed for cause, or because such clerical services shall be no longer required; the
appointments shall be distributed, pro rata, as
far as practicable, among the various Congressional districts.
Mr. Curtin of Pennsylvania, who originally
introduced this proposition, spoke in support of
it, and was followed by Mr. Willis of Kentucky, who claimed that its effect would be to
bring competent men to the work of investigating pension claims. A long discussion ensued on a point of order raised by Mr. Cannon
of Illinois, and the chair finally ruled the
amendment out on the ground that it changed
existing law. The committee then, after the
consideration of 80 of the 100 pages of the bill,
rose, and the House, at 5.05, adjourned.

Mr. Steele’s amendment,

Holman,

Cotton Nominal, Wheat Above Par and
Corn Weak.
Washington, D. C., June 10.—The June
crop report of the department of agriculture
represents the entire area of 1560 of the principal counties ol the United States, and includes
all but a small fraction of the breadth of the
prominent crops.
The area in cotton is 2 7-10 per cent, less
than in 1881. Texas makes an increase and alVirbo the small cotton district of southeast
ginia; all other states return some less of area.
The largest deficiency is in the states bordering
on the Mississippi river, whore planting in over-flowed districts was not entirely finished on
the 1st of June. The comparison with^ last
year’s acreage is: Virginia, 107 per cent; North
Carolina, 99; South Carolina, 98; Georgia, 95;
Florida, 99; Alabama, 96: Mississippi, 95:
Louisiana, 91; Texap, 105; Arkansas, 91; TenThe average condition of the ennessee, 97.
tire cotton area indicates a depreciation of 11
and averper cent, from perfect healthfulness
age growth. It is represented by 89. The June
condition of the previous crop was 93. It was
99 of the fine crop of 1880. It is better than
last year only in South Carolina and Texas.
The cause of the depreciated condition is mainly a temperature too low for thrift.

RAILWAY MATTERS.

FAMINE IN VIRGINIA.

Trunk Lines to Largely Increase
Freight Bates'to the W est.
New York, June 10.—The trunk lines have
it is said, agreed to advance the rates for
freight to the West nearly double the present
rates. For some time past the rates have been
on the basis of 45c per 100 pounds for first class
freight, 32c for second class, 22c for third class,
and 19c for fourth class to Chicago. The rate
proposed to go into effect on July 1 is to be 75c
for first olass, 60c for second class, 45c for third
class, and 30c for fourth class. Some, however,
prefer to fix the rate for first class at 70 cents,
and for fourth class at 35 cents, leaving the
At the office of
other two as above quoted.
Commissioner Fink, it was said this afternoon
that the exact rate had not been fixed, nor the
time for the new schedule to go into effect, as
not making, because of
some are in favor of
the open navigation, any change until Sept. 1,
but that, as contracts generally expire Jnly 1st,
it was expected the change would then be effected, and that the lake and canal navigation
rates would be advanced to conform with the

The

Hon. Wm. A. Wheeler Declines to Serve
! new schedule.
on the Commission.—Two Vacancies to
be Filled.
A ROBBER’S CASTLE
■Washington, June 10.—The President has
received a letter from Hon. William A Wheelmemer of New York, declining to serve as a
Remarkable Revelations Concerning the
ber of the tariff commission. In his letter
the
of
to
the
Mr. Wheeler alludes
magnitude
Missouri Bank Robbers—Hiding Place of
work to come before the commissioners, the
the Stolen Money Confessed.
limited time at their disposal, and says that in
St. Louis, Jane 10.—The Brookfield robbers
the present condition of his health he feels
had rented a farm where they wore captured
that he could not give the subject the time and
and
had made port-holes in the walls through
consideration its importance demands.
which they could fire on the attacking parties.
The cabinet will have two vacancies (if not
In reaching their bouse CO revolvers were found
more) to fill in the tariff commission on Mon- and over 100
pounds ef cartridges; masks and
the
will
no
action
be
taken
by
day. Probably
explosives were found and the iiouse had every
Senate on the others until the successors of
appearance of a small armory. One of the robWheeler and Phelps are nominated. Platt is
bers told where the stolen money was hid in a
others as
of
talked
among a hundred
den, eight miles from Brookfield, and an officer
Wheeler’s successor, and ex-Senator Rics if
went to get it, accompanied by Frank Ward’s
Minnesota as Phelps’ successor. No one has
wife. The officer was also informed where the
been selected.
Gov. Crittenden
stolen horses could be found.
has telegraphed the authorities at Kansas City
MARINE NEWS.
to ascertain if any of the robbers are men of the
old James gang,and prosecuting attorney Wallace, Marshal Murphy and Dick Little have
A British Steamer Lost.
left for Brookfield for the purpose of identifyNew York, June 10.- British steamer Poning them if they can.
edo, from Rio Janeiro for Glasgow, is reported
to have broken in two off Porte Santo, MadeiBase Ball.
Four of her crew were drownra, and sunk.
At Brunswick—Bowdoins, 11; Bates, 6.
ed.
At Waterville—Colbys, 9; State College, 0;
Starving in an Ice Pack.
second game, Colbys, 18; State College, 5.
June
is
N.
10.—It
St. Johns,
F.,
reported
At Ithaca, N. Y.,—Cornells, 10; Hobarts, 0.
that schooner Ripple is embedded in an ice
At Worcester—Detroits, 10; Worcesters, 2.
pack, twenty miles off Fogc Island, and her
At Providence—Providence, 7; Chicagos, 6.
Steamcrew of twen y-two men are starving.
At Cincinnati—Cincinnatis, 5; Baltimores, 0.
Benacre are also in the ice.
ers Vola and
At Troy—Troys, 17; Buffalos, 4.
Steamer Hercules has been fsent to their asAt New Haven—Rutgers, 22; Y’ales, 12.
sistance. Barque Petunia, from Cadiz, reports
At St. Louis—Alleghanys, 9; Browns, 9.
their
way
seeing eight ocean steamers working
At Philadelphia—Philadelphias, 5; Metrot .rough ice fields between latitude 44 and
politans, 0.
Cape Race.
A heartless mother In Lynchburg, Va., findFourteen men, four children and three woming her child had the small pox, threw it into
en, Hungarian emigrants, were brought to the
a well to get rid of it.

Deplorable Condition of 5000 People In
Patrick County.
Danville, Va., June 10.—A special courier

has arrived from Patrick county in this state
begging relief for the people of that county,
5000 of whom are starving for want of meal
and fioar. Total failure of the crops last year
impoverished them many months agoand their
small supplies have been at last exhausted.
Women and children have already died from
starvation, and 3000 people are now at Patrick
eourt house who havo had hardly anything to
eat for two or three days. This county is situated in a remote and inaccessible portion of Virginia. The roads are mountainous and bad
is slow and difficult.
and communication
Among the poorer classes the suffering is terrible. Efforts are being made at once to organize relief expeditions.

Lynch Law in Kansas.
Lawrence, Kas., June 11.—Peter Vinegar,

Geo. Robinson aud Ike King the negro murderers of Daniel Bonsmau were taken from

o'clock, by a big
jail Saturday morning
crowd of vigilantes and hanged from a bridgo
at

_

one

In the United States Court at Raleigh, N.
C., Saturday, Dempsey Bryaut, Jr. aud J. H.
Boll, louud guilty in the Halifax election case,

were each fined $500.
cases ware continued.

The

Enfield election

James Gifford, of Falmouth, Mass,, fell
from a building Friday, and died Saturday
from his injur:
Tho disease
:ong cattlo at Holliston, Mass,
is pronounced
-stritis, caused by eating poi•
sonous weeds.
Tho Mutual Union Telegraph Company in
New York, Saturday, executed a first mortgage on all its property to tho Central Trust
Company for tho purpose of securing $5,000,000 in G per cent, coupon bonds bearing date of
May 1,1881, aud comingdue in 1911.
The President has commuted tho sentence of
Edward M. Kolley of New Mexico to imprisonment for life. Kelley was to have been jhanged on the 23d inst., for a murder committed
about a year ago.
A meeting in Hyde Park, London, yesterday, to protest against the repression bill, was
The proceedings
attended by 30,000 people.

orderly.
Very heavy rain storms, assuming tho form
of water spouts, visited certain seciions of Iowa, Missouri and Illinois yesterday.
The Hillsdale crew of Michigan, the cham
four-oared crew of A merica, sailed for
were

Eiou
iiverpool, Saturday.

_

|

Gus Anders, proprietor of the Ocean View
Hotel, who it is said, has been made insane by
protracted sickness, Saturday, at Atlanta
City, N. J., stabbed his wife aud then cut his
Both are expected to die.
own throat.

bbl

| Port—

Maine. 9 (X)® 10 00 I Books.... 26 60® 2(! 00
Cape Cod,12 00® 15 00 I Clear.24 60326 00

Address of the Irish Bishops.
Dublin, Jane 11.—The Irish bishops have
issued an important address to their llocks promising the support of the clergy to the people
in peacefully agitating for their rights, but
condemning as the worst enemies to the country the men who recommend illegal courses,
particularly those belonging to secret societies.
The bishops condemn the recent horrible murders, but believe they were due to evictions
which it is the duty of the government to stop
at any cost.
Bourse’s Murder.
London, June 10.—Three hundred soldiers
and police have been drafted in the district
The three perwhere Mr. Bourke was shot.
sons arrested on suspicion of being concerned
in the murder have been relased, as there was
The
no evidence to justify their detention.
only point against the man Kane (whose name
that he
was previously given as Keene) was
laughed when the bodies were dicovered.
Foreign Notes.
A bill has been introduced in the Spanish
Chamber of Deputies providing for the immediate abolition of slavery in Cuba and granting the slaves civil rights.
A correspondent at St Petersburg telegraphs
that the Hre at Baku, which broke out in a
warehouse stored with naphtha on Tuesday,
has extended to the naphtha wells, and is only
likely to cease when the material on which it
feeds is exhausted.

Mess.2100321 60
Sugar,
Granulated. 9% Hams.14 @14Vi
0. 9% Round Hogs....
@
Corned HamslSHglO1/*

Extra

Fruit
Musc’tl Kais!ns2 HO® 3 GO
I.ondon LayersS 10® 3 15
Valencia 11 12
® 13Va
Turkish Prunes. 7~V4&He I
French Prunes.12yj®14

Lars.

Tab, ?!b....m'a@12>*
Tierees, lb JU2V4@12»»
Pall. 12%gl3V*
Bcana.

Pea.3 76@4 00
Mediums.3 76® 3 86
Oranges.
Palermos pbx 7 00®7 60 Yellow Eyes. .3 15@3 25
Messina, pbox.7 00®7 60
Butler.
Valencia pease J) 3®14 lOreamery.23(325
Extra large
Gilt EdgeVennont23®25
8
Lemons.
Choice
20322
M^psina.4 50®6 50 iGood.18320
Ptfemos.4 00 a 5 00 Store.18@17
Malaga.
Cheese.
Xuts.
New.
PeanutsVermont_11 @13
1
76®2
25
N
Y
Wilmington.
Paetory.il @13
Virginia ...2 35®2 50 Skims. 7Vk@ 8
Tennessee... 1 H0®2 00
Apples.
9® 10c Per bbl.6 0036 00
Oastana.ptb.
Walnuts
Filberts

12yk@15c Cooking.0

Pecan

13

12yall4c

@15c

00 30 00

Evaporated.14318
Dried Western....fow«tk
do Eastern.... G@0 Vi

Vmh Beef

Market.

Correoted for the Press dally by Wheeler, Swift
ft Co., Commission Merchants In Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:

Sides.10 @13W, Hinds.10Vi@16Vi
all
Fores.10 @11 Vi Battles.10
Baoks.10Vi@12Vi Rounds.10V4@12

Rumps.llLiglO
Hump

Loins.12

$22

§18

Loins.11
Ore in Market.

PORTLAND, June 10.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

_

PRESSES and Dies for the manufacture

of Corn Cans for sale.
SCREW

Between

Alexandria.

HELD SUNDAY IN MANY SECTIONS.

A

Encounter

Crnberries, p

FOREIGN.

IN EGYPT.

the

_

a

llABfi TO
Underwear ana Neckwear.
MERRILL & CO.. Under Preblo^louge.

£>>HURTS

Warren, June ,1.—The shoe factory owned
by Edwin Smith of Warren, took tire at ten p.
m. last evening and was totally consumed. Tho

STATE ACT., ACBUBN.

Fiaao*,

kering
&Son. Ed McCameron
PIAVOS;
BAXLEY &
Pianos.
MANL'FACTUKEUS

For Premiums.. ..$2,179,662.38

new

PA*>£1€

(Established 1848.)

INCOME.

Add pres, assets. .18,859,458.96

JE

January

1st 1882.

policies.. 6,811,479.76
Paid for dividends 8,620,039.28

cor.

JEWELRY,

BANCROFT.

AnnuaFstatement,

Casco St

Congress,

Warren Shoe Factory.

Loss of the

The New Steamer Penobscot.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Diamonds,
Watches, Clooxs.
Silverware Manuf’rs, Gold and Silver Platers.
ATWOOD & WENTWORTH, 609 Congress St

BROS.,

EASTMAN BROS. &

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

expressage and all
other expenses.... 620,270.88

Fine goods and low prices.
Grocers.
W. L. WILSON &

A DISASTROUS BLAZE.

unknown

and Stores.

Furniture
PORTLAND

AINE.

Mutual

Twenty-Third
Children’s Christinas Toys.
FRUIT,Foreigu
GEO. H. CUSHMAN. 486 Congress St
1

BY TELEGRAPH.

Body Found.
Lewiston, June 10.—L. Merrill discovered
yesterday, in a pond in Turner, the body of an

FLORISTS,Funeral

INURNACES,

weather bulletin.

Barometer is highest in lower lake region
Fair
and lowest in Rooky Mountain region.
weather prevails in New England, Middle
States and lake region with northerly to east
winds and stationary or lower temperature.
Local rains are reported from the Southern
States with light variable winds and lower
temperature as far South as Tennessee and
North Carolina, Warmer southerly winds are
reported from the West Gulf States.
Indicatiois are fair weather will prevail in
the New England and Middle States and lower lake region with cool northeasterly winds
during Monday and shifting to slightly warmer
east to south winds on Tuesday.

NORTHWESTERN

COMPANY, 229 Middle St
Designs and Choice
a
Flowers specialty.
W. E. MORI ON & CO., 616 Congress St
and Domestic,Candies,
Sole
Ranges
agents for the improved Highland Range.
6
M.
No.
O.
& D. W. NASH.
Exchange St

For New England,
Fair weather, northeast to southeast winds,
stationary or slight rise in temperature and in
the lake region falling barometer, and in Middle and New England States rising followed by
falling barometer.

Boston on the Star of the East to join the husband of the former, with the sad result as statMrs. Parrett was about 25 years
ed above.
old, belonged in Washington, and was highly
respected by a large circle of friends.

CaUing

and

TWENTY-FOUR

day evening Mrs. Parrett and Mrs. Bird left

op., Preble House.

Wedding
Stationery.

and upholsteryFine, Medium and Common Goods,
FURNITURE Go., 40 Exchange

We are now showing a choice
line of the above goods consisting
of Fichus, Handkerchiefs, Collars,
&c.
Also, a fine line o

MWAF&wly

DRY

sndtf

nov2?

China and Cilia** Ware.
R. S. RAND,
669 Congress St.

CROCKERY,

sndtf

maylO

Cure Your

Baltimore, Md.

Hosiery,

CORSETS,

disease be

can

H. S. Berlin, Esq., of the
well-known firm of H. S.
Berlin & Co., Attorneys, Le
Droit Building, Washington, D. C., writes, Dec. 5th,
1881:

Middle

Co.,

way

Brown’s
fect condition.
Iron Bitters ensures perfect health through the
changing seasons, it disarms
the danger from impure
water and miasmatic air,
and it prevents Consumption, Kidney and Liver Disease, &c.

a

a

JR.,

no

surely prevented as by
keeping the system in perso

APOTHECARIES;

and

Ladies

6,

watches,
American
Jewelry Silverware, Clock*, Arc.
201 Middle street
CHAS. H.

Chemical*.
Imported Perfumes, Soaps. Toilet Articles &<*
&
KINSMAN
GUPPY,
ALDEN, 473 Congress

beautifully

or

tools, garden

Field and Flower Seeds, Fertilizers, &c.
Agricultural
7 & 9 Preble St.
WM. C. SAWYER & 00.,

Apothecaries;

SPECIAL NOTICES

YOUR OLD)

PORTLAND, ME.,

OF

THE NEXT
HOURS.

FOR

INDICATIONS

Thumb: Eight Dollars a Year. To mall snbsertb
ers Seven Dollars a Tear, if paid in advance.
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Fire at Demar, Iowa, 23 milee north of Sioux
City yesterday, destroyed 13 of the principal
business bouses. Loss estimated at §75,000.
L. E. Hailock, manager of the Alhambra
Theatre, Boston, had a leg broken and wns
severely bruised in New York, Saturday, while
endeavoring to stop a runaway team.
Ten seamen were injured by the explosion of
the steamer Evansville, ,at Calhoun, Ky., on
the 6th inst., three of whom have since died.
Miss M. Livingstone has brought suit against
Henry Fleming, a New York millionaire, for
§175,000, for breach of promise of marriage.
Maria Lawton, alias Lena Murray, was arrested Saturday in Fall River, for larceny
from Lawrence parties.
The beef famine at Montreal causes dissatisfaction among the working classes.
The price
is now 25 cents a pound.
Matthow O'Rourke, 60 years of age, fell
down stairs at No. 187 South Main street,
Providence, Saturday afternooa, breaking his
neck and expiring instantly.
Hoboken, N. J. police station at an early hour
Saturday morning. They were found sleeping
in the old ferry house yard, near the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western railroad, and had
been without food 24 hours.
THE

CONGREGATIONALISTS.

The Maine General Conference—Concern-

ing Clergymen.

and

branches, |European

&

North

American, New Brunswick, New Brunswick
& Canada, Romford Falls & Buck.held, to be
procured at the several stations; Grand Trunk
of Canada, Portland & Ogdensburg, Portland
& Rochester, Eastern Maine Railway (Bangor
& Bucksport) delivered at the conference Bangor & Piscataquis, of the conductors; Boston

Bangor Steamboat Company, International
Steamship Company, Portland, Bangor & Ma.
chias Steamboat Compauy, Bangor & Bar
Harbor Steamboat Compa ay, to be procured at

&

the office on board.
Rev. Francis B. Denio, who has been the
efficient instructor in Greek and Hebrew in
Bangor Theological Seminary, for the last two
years, was elected by the trustees on the 7th
inst., Professor of the Greek and Hebrew.
Rev. Prof. Stearns, of Bangor Seminary, and
his wife left

Boston

on

the 8th inst for

journ in the Azores Islands during the

a sosum-

mer.

Rev. Dr. Fiske of Bath, who was detained
by illness from leaving in the Parthia for Europe, left in the steamer on Friday, the 2d
inst., and will meet his brother-in-law, Rev.
Benjamin Tappan, D. D., of tNorridgewock,

Grain

were

received

telegraph from Chicago to-dav by S. H. Larminie
Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago-Wheat-. --Corn-. --Oats—
by

&

Time.June.
July June. July. June. July.
136
9.40..
70% 44%
136
09
10.00.
69% 60% 44%
10.30.. 132
134% 08% 69% 60% 44%
11.31.. 132% 134
69
09% 49% 44%
12.30.. 132% 134% 69% 09% 49% 44%
1.07.. 133
134% 68% 69% 49% 44%
August Wheat 10 am 111%; 1.07 p m 111%.

Railroad Receipt*.
Portland, June 9.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, f.jr Portland
24 oars miscellaneous merchandise; ror connecting
roads 70 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
Miscellaneous merchandise received by the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, 39 cars.
Dry Rood* Wholesale Market.

following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected dally by Story Jros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
The

tTNBLKACKKD OOTTONb.
»Va Fine 7-4.14'®17
7^ Fin©
6
Fine 9-4.22@26
9
Fine 10-4... .27V4&32V4
BLEACHED COTTONS.
Fin® ti-*.1&
Beet ho m. .li'AMta
WaUj
Fine 7-4.19
Med.38 in.. 8
@11
6
@ 7^ Fin® 8-4.21 @26
JghtSBin..
@14
Fin® 9-4.26
fine 42 in.. 10
@30
Fine 10-4 ..27\b@32H
Fine 5-4....11 @17

Heavy 36 in. 7ViZt
36 in. 6'4®
Light 36 in. fi ®
Fine 40 in. 7H@
Med.

8-4.18^22

§23

Tickings,

Best.16
Medium... 11
Light. 8

The general conference of the Congregational churches in Maine hold their annual session
in Bangor, with the Central church, June 20,
21 and 22. The following railroads furnish
free return tickets to those who attend: Maine
Central

following quotations of

TICKINGS, BTC.
Drills..
Corset Joans....
@18

@14
@10

8SB 9
7

a

8

Satteens. 8(3 9%
Cambrics. 6(3 6}fr

Denuns.12%ffil«% Siloeias.10@20
Cotton Flannels. 7316
®12
Ducks-Brown 9
■'
Fancy 12^116% Twice & Warps 18@28M»
Batting-Best.11%®13
••
Good. 8%@1< %
Block market.

The following quotations of stocks are received
and corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton (mem
bers of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange streets*

Friday.

Boston Land..... 6%
WaterPower.
3%
21
Flint A Pere Marquette common
C. S. & Uev. 7s.
Hartford A Erie 7s. 44
A.T. AS. F. 83
Boston A Maine.144%
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 96
45
L. R. A Ft. Smith.
Marquette, Houghton! A Ont. 60
Summit Branch.
Denver A Rio Grande. 65%
Mexican Central 7s. 84%
Northern Pacific preferred. 77%
•'
Common. 40%

Saturday.
3%
21%
101

45%
83%
144
96
42
60
8

63%
84%
77%
40

[Sales at the Boston Brokers’ Board, June 10.
Deer Isle Mining Company.21c
Eastern Railroad. 36
New York Block and Nloney market.
(By Telegraph.)
New Yobk, June 10.—Money closed at 2@2%
per cent, on call; last loans 2% per cent.
The bank statement is decidedly favorable, showing a gain in the net reserve of $ 1,1184,225.
Sterling Exchange remains very quiet: we quote
bankers asking rates, 60 days bills, at 4.86% per
per £ (of $4.6665 par value), and on demand at
4.89, against 4.86Va@4.89% one week ago. Commercial bills 4.85@4*85% gold.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Government Securities:
United States 6s, ex. 99%
United States 6’s ext.101%
United States new, 4% s, reg. .114%
United States new, 4%’s coup.114
United States new, 4’s, reg.119%
United States new, 4’s, coup.120%
Pacific 6’s of 95.129

in London.
W. D. P. Bliss, who preached at Albanythe last year, accepts a sail to the Boulevard
church, Denver, Colorado.
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
Chicago & Alton.130%
Rev. John B. Carruthers is supplying at
Chicago A Alton preferred. 133
Monmouth.
C. B. Quincy.
127%
Erie. 33%
Erie preferred. 69%
A Pleasant Reminder.
Illinois Central.132
Lake Shore.101%
In the winter of 18G2 an acquaintance, which
Michigan Central. 85%
ripened into intimacy, was formed between a New Jersey Central. 67
to
an
who
was
attached
American
Northwestern.129%
young man,
Northwestern preferred.143%
ship-of-war then wintering in Genoa, Italy,
New York Central.127%
129
and a German gentleman residing at the same
Rock Island
Milwaukee A St.
place. The German,whose name wasSonpold, St. Paul preferredPaul...108%
.123
has since died, leaving out of his estate propUmon Pacific stock.J107
Western Union Tel. Co. 82
erty in Genoa worth 72,000 francs to his old
friend. The acquaintance was formed from
California! mining Blacks.
the simple matter of the German asking the
(By Telegraph.)
from
his cigar in a cafe.
American for a light
SxntFaxjsciSCO. June 10.—The following arejtbs
closing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Thb latter had been admitted to the bar of his
Bcstl& Belcher. 4
native State and was enabled to give some imBodie.
5%
portant information, which was needed by his Eureka..a.. 12%
a
suit
a
Contract
friend, in
pending respecting
1%
'louldl&Cnrry....
relating to the employment of marine dredging Hale &te£Norcro6i... 1%
Mexican.
machines, wherein the terms used were impor5%
Northern Belle.
7%
tant, and tho Italian vernacular was entirely
Ophir... 2%
barren in such nomenclature—the machines
1%
Savage
being an English production. The explana5%
Sierra N evada.
tion doubtless was as satisfactory to one as the
Union JOon.
9%
to
the other. It is understood
devise now is
19-32
Yellow Jacket.
that the devisee is now practicing his profession
...

at

Kittery.

DcMnulc iflarkrti.

Public School Concert.
Mr. Hazell, the teacher of music in the public schools, is to he congratulated on the excellent account the children gave of themselves
at the concert in City Hall, Saturday afterThe ages of the children ranged from
noon.
ten to fourteen years, and their voices were

necessarily thin, hut, notwithstanding this
fact, the children were so well drilled and
numbers so well selected that
Several of
very pleasing concert.
the numbers were deservedly encored. Some
300 children took part. Tho following was the
their musical
a

they gave

programme:
Russian Hymn.Fall Chorus—three parts
Flowers of Spring.—.J.E. Perkins
Soprano Solo, Duet and Chorus. J*-jB
Sportive Little Tnfler. Bishop
Full Chorus—Three Parts.
Hunter’s Song...Mendelssohn
Three Part Chorus.
The Wood Thrush.J. L. Hatton
Full Chorus, with Solo parts.
.Neukomn
Speed My Bark
Semi-Chorus, Two Parts.

2foeueiyfrr“!T:;:}.
Native Land.Charles Carol!
Our

Full Chorus, Throe Parts.
Hither Fairies Trip.J. A. Tully
Full Chorus.

A

Song

of

Summer.T. E. Hazell
Semi-Chorus, Throe Parts.

The Angel of Patience
.Spitta
Full Chorus.
'....Piusuti
ASpringSong.
Four Part Chorus.
Tho Three Chafers.E. Truhn
Chorus, with Solo and Vocal Acorompaniment.
America
Natioual Hymn.
Perhaps few of our readers understand the
difficulties a musical instructor has to contend
with in preparing for such a festival. The
time is the worst that coaid be chosen, siucotheexaminations in the schools are just coming on. Mr. Hazell’s song, “A Song of Sam*
not written a week ago, and yet
difficult composition for children
was given in a manner that elicited the heartiMr. Haest commendation of musical people.
zell evidently has a peculiar faculty for success

mer,”
that

was

quite

with children.
Miss Fannie

E. Jordan accompanied tho
children most satisfactorily on the piano. The
music committee were J. Brewer, Jr., Dr. C.
O. Files and Patrick McGowan.

RlflANQIAL AHD COMMERCIAL
Portland 1>ni 1y Wholesale market,
POttTLAS'D, June 10.
The wholesale market is unchanged, except Pc.*
tatoes, which are very strong and scarce and sales
have been made at 1 5G@1 BO D bush.
The following are to-day’s quotations 'ot Flour,
(jtnto. Provisions. Sc.
an* nr.

Oram.

SaperQno.4 7506 50 H. M. old Corn,
oar lots
@88
Extra Spring. .6 75:36 26
XX Spring....7 0007 60 New Corn,
car lots,
@87
Patent Spring
60
Wheat*—
-760950 Oats,
00
Bran
Sacked
Vi
00@28
Michigan
30 00
Mid*..
ter best.7 0O®7 25

New York.
for middling

fBy. Telegraph.)
June 10.—Cotton closed quiet 12%
uplands and at 12%cfor middling

Orleans.
Flour—The nmrket closed easy; No 2 at 3 00@
3 75;Superflne Western and State 3 85®4 80: City
Mills extra for the West Indies at 6 6(J®6 70; for
South America 6 70@6 90; low extras 4 76@o 30;
Winter Wheats 5 15(5}7 10: fancy do 7 30@7 76;
Winter Wheat patents at 7 30@9 00.
Wheat—market closed quiet and barely steady;
No 2 Red Winter on spot at 1 46@1 46% ; 1 46®
1 46% for June; sales 1 28% @1 29 for July: sales
at
20% for August; 1 19% @1 19% September;
ilwaukee nomiI 18%@1 18% seller year; No 2
nally 1 30@1 32;sales for the week 9,266,000 bush.
Corn—closed quiet and barely steady; No 2 on
spot at 77%@78c: 76%@76%c for June; 77% @
78c for July, 78<%@79cfor August; sales 79% for
September; 79%c October;71o bid, 76c asked seller
year; sales for the week 9,100,000 hush.
Oats—closed easier; No 1 White at 67c; No 2 do
at 61c; No 3 do 69%c; No 1 Mix< d 59c; No 2 do
for week 1,632.000 bush.
68%@58%c: sales
Pork—market closed steaiiy and firm; new mess
on the spot at 20 50;June 20 15@20 50; July 20 25
@20 60; August 20 46@20 60; sales for the week
3400 on spot.
Lard—closed steady ;prime steam on spot 11 72%
bid;ll 70@11 72% for Juue.ll 70@U 72% Julyi
•ales at 1177% for August; 11 80@@11 82% for
Septemberjll 5(>@11 Boseller year;ll 60@11 67%
January.
Tallow—steady at 8%.
Butter—firm; State and Western creameriosat

25%@27%; State dairy 26@26.
Cheese firm; State factories 11@11%.
Chicago. June 10.—Wheat is lower;No 2 Chicago
Spring 132 for easb and June; 1 34 for July; 111
for August; No 3 Chicago Spring at 1 10; regular
or No 2 unsealed at 1 16@1 16% fo» July: 1 07%
@103 aug st. Oora generally lower at 68%cfor
cash; 68%®68%c for June; 69*V*@69%c July;
6»%@69%c for August: 69%c Sept; rejected 68c.
Oats lower at 60e cash; 49%c June; 44%c July;
3»%c for August;34%c for September. Rye lower
71(®72c. Bariev, no trade. Pork higher at 20 60ri)
20 65 for cash; 20 60 June; 20 52% July; 20 70
August. Lard higher 11 40 cash and June. Bulk
Meats in fair demand; shoulders 9 00; short ribs
II 85; short clear at 11 90.
iteempte—66,000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush enont,
212.000 bush corn, 67,000 bush oats, 3,100 bust
rye, 13,000 bnsb barley.
8hipmen.s-2.100 bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat.
224.000 bush corn, 82,000 bush oats,3000 bnsb
rye, 4,400 bush barley.
ST. Louis, June 10 —Flour dull. Wheat is lower;
No 2 Red Fall at 1 32@1 32% for cash; 1 24% for
June; 1 08% for July; 1 03 asked for Aug; 1 02 all
year; No 3 at 1 26. Corn lower at 73c cash; 72%c
June; 71%c July; 70%c August; 69 September.
Oats lower 54% bid cash; 61%c June. Pork firm
at 20 76@21 00. Lard is nominal.
Receipts—4000 obis flour, 16,000 trash whest,
46.090 ousn corn,49,000 bush oats.0,000 bush rye,
0,000 bush barley.
8hjpments-6,000 bbls flour, 43,000 bush wheat,
79.000 bush eorn, 0,000 bush oats, 000,000 both
Barley, 0.000 bnsb rye.
Detroit. June 10.—Wheat dull; No 1 White spot
at 1 28% ; June 1 28%; July at l 28% : August at
1 09; September 1 08%; No 2 White 1 25%.
Receipts 16,u00; shipments 0,000 bush.
flnvann .tlarket.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana.Jane 10.—Sugar market remained quiet

the week; holders continue very ttrm
and are expecting a rise in prices; quotations nominal; Molasses Sugar, 86 to 89 deg., 6% ^7*4 reals
to fair, 7&7Vfe
gold per arrobe: Muscovado, common
reals, Centrifugal Sugar, 92 to 96 deg, in boxes and

throughout

hhds, 8»4‘§9Vfc.
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas
93,900 boxes, 134,6tX)bags and 147,200 hhds; receipts for the week 4600 boxos, 2800 bags and 8,lOO hhds; exports 2600 boxes, 1700 bags and 8760
000 hhds,including 160 boxes and all bags and hhds
to the United States,
c Molasses nominal.
Freights weak and tonnage abundant; loading at
Havana for the United States $y hhd Sugar at 3 00
@3 26 currency; ^ hhd Molasses at 2 00@2 26:
loading at ports on the north coast (outside ports)
for United States p hhd Sugar at 3 60(g3 76; |>
hhd Moasses 2 25^2 60.

Cotton Seed,car lot 30 00
••
bag lots 32 00
Michigan... 0 7607 00
92
lot*..
Corn,bag
St. Louis WinSpanish gold 1.69.
T‘
87
ter fair.... 7 26®750i Meal,
Exchange steady: on United States 60 days at 6@
65
Winter good.. 7 50,07 76 Oat»,
6% prem; short 7@7Vi prem.
11
30
00
Winter bast.. .7 76@8 00 Bran, ••
32 00
t* reduce.
Mid*,
arkeii*
Aervyraa
ISO
Sweet potatoes6 2605 60 Eye,
E* Teiei *ph.)
m'reriaiena.
18020
Tnrkeys.
)
10—12.
P. M.—Cotton market
60
une
.15
I
Lite»poc
Mess Beet
00@15
Ohlekons.
0
ly; Uplands %d; orleane 6 16-Ud;
Em Mess. .16 0O<£16 60
Fowl. 18,o20
quiet and *
and export 2000; fulee; specula
Plato.17 00@17 50
ealee 10,00<
Eggs.19 @20
'.j
Berm’dOnlons,2 6502 761 Ex Plate..18 00@18 60 ture* are etc
Common

..

..

..

..
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We do not rend anonymotui letters and eommnneatioai. The name and address of the writ are in
all eases indispensable, not necessarily for ublicatlon bnt as

guaranty of good

a

faith.

We cannot undertake to return
munications that are not need.

or

preserve com-

Every regular attach^ of the Press Is furnished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, Ail railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor npon ns by demanding credentials
of

every person claiming to represent

our

Journal.

A Republican State Coieirn
WILL

BE

HELD

IN

CITT HALL, PORTLAND,

June 13th, 1882,

Tuesday,

At 11 o’clock A. M.,
purpose of nominating a candidal© for Gov-

For the
ernor, and four candidates for Representatives in
Congress, to be supported at tbe September Election: and to transact any other bnsiness that may
properly come before it.
The basis of Representation' will be as follows:
each city, town and plantation will bo entitled to
one delegate, and for eacli seventy-five votes cast
for the Republican Candidate for Governor in 1880
an additional delegate, and for a fract‘on of forty
rotes, in excess ef seventy-live votes, an additional

delegate.

[)The State Committee will be in session in the Reception room of the City Hall, at nine o’clock on
tbe morning of the convention, for the purpose of
receiving the credentials of delegates.
All citizens of Marne, whatever may heretofore
have been their party affiliations, who believe in
the purity of the ballot and honesty in its count; in
popular government unobstructed bv Executive
usurpations; in an independent and honest judiciary, whose Judges shall not be exposed to the assaults of partizanhatred and revenge; in a sate and
sound currency for the people; in a reasonable ensouragetnent and development of our industries,
and protection of our Laborers against the cheap
labor of Europe, by wise and judicious laws; in effi-

for the encouragement of American
ship building; in popular education:
in temperance; in an economical, just and efficient
administration of public affairs, are cordially Invited to unite with the Republicans of tho State in
•electing delegates to this Convention.
Per Order Republican State Committee.
eient

measures

shipping

and

WM. P. FRYE, Chairman.
FRED N. DOW, Secretary.

PRESS.

CAM

For the purpose of farthering the good cause in
the coming political campaign, the Publishers of the Press propose to issue their Weekly
and Daily Editions at the following extraordinarily
low rates, barely covering the cost of material and
postage.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
Weekly, will be furnished, beginning with the number issued next after the receipt of the order in each
case, and closing with the issue of Sept. 14th, containing a report of the Maine Election.
25 cents-

Hiigle Copies,

DAILY

THE

PRESS !

Will be furnished, beginning with tho number is
sued next after receipt of order in each case, and
closing with the issue of Sep. 16th, with full returns
from Maine Election;

Si.CO

Single Copies, by mail,
lishers.

The Press will contain complete political news
and information besides the customary genera
news, business and miscellaneous matter.
Republican Committees and others desirous of
the triumph of the right, can do no more useful
service than to aid in the dissemination of good

reading

matter.

PORTLAND R
Defenders of

The

CO.,

G

Philadelphia

fraud—tin

T imes says

the Demo-

they

re-

sorted to revolutionary filibustering.
Db. George Riches of Kansas is the lecturer who has engaged Mrs. Jesse James
and the little vipers to adorn the platform
while he discourses upon the virtues of the
dead sneak thief and assassin.
The Sanford News builded better than it
knew when it said: “The Fusionisti who
met in State Convention at Bangor nominated Governor Plaisted for another term
by acclimation, and left the Congressional
nominations to the county conventions.”
The Washington Republican believes that
protection will be the next issue, and that it
will divide the South. The Free Traders
also hold that the tariff will be the next isAs both contestants seem ready for
sue.
the fray, let the fight begin.
A figment of Sout ern imagination: In
Owensboro, Kentucky, a number of sparrows were building a nest when one of them
stood off and seemingly refused to assist.
There was a row, and the next morning a
sparrow was seen hanging from the bough
It
s
on which the quarrel took place.
suspended in mid air with a cotton str ng

about its neck.

'fork

Star takes no stock in the
hopes of Democratic success
expression
in Pennsylvania, and tells Hancock that his
gubernatorial candidacy there this year
would shelve him for 1881, just as Tilden,
Scott and Randall want it to. The Star is a
Democratic paper, and knowing the Democrats as it does, does, not, of course, place
any dependence on them.
cf

On the 27th of this month the people of
Iowa will be called upon to vote on this
amendment to their constitution: “No.person shall manufacture for sale, sell or keep
as a beverage, any intoxicating
liquors whatever, including ale, wine and
beer. The general assembly shall bylaw
prescribe regulations for the enforcement of
the provisions herein contained, and shad
thereby provide suitable penalties for violaIt is
tions of the provisions thereof.”
claimed by its friends that it will receive a
large majority of the votes.

for sale

Republicans have good cause to be encouraged by the news from Oregon. That
State has hitherto been claimed by the Democrats as their own, and they have had some
reason so to regard it; but this time the Recome

out

ahead,

and

the

is sure for the election of a Republican to succeed Mr. Grover in the United

prospect

States Senate when that gentleman's time
expires. It might have been supposed that
the passage of the anti-Chinese bill had
something to do with this gratifying change
of front, but it seems that the Chinese issue
was not before the people.
A Fbench commission of 50 members, all
leading men of France, have the inundation
of the Sahara and its conversion into a sea
under consideration. They have resolved
themselves into three committees, one of
which is examining the practical difficulties
to be overcome, the second the physical, meteorological and hygienic consequences of
the work, and the third the political, commercial and maritime results to be expected.
If the three sub-commissions report favorably, a fourth will be formed to decide whether the work should be undertaken by the
state or left to private enterprise, and on
what terms.
the United States,
according to a Washington special, is awake
to the call of duty—and the plethoric state
of the national treasury. He is an ex-Mayor
of Hot Springs, Ark, This patriotic citizen
is aware of the distressing facts that “the
stream which flows through the place is very
sluggish in the warm season,” that “it affords the only means of sewerage,” and that
the condition' of things “is naturally very
unwholesome.” He also knows that thousands of dollars are spent by Congress every
year in the otherwise senseless purchase of
silver, in order to save the poor bonanza
king from starvation, and in the creation of
“raft and pushboat navigation,” in West
Virginia and Kentucky. Hence this observant man wants Congress to appropriate
$50,000, to “wall in and corner” the sluggish stream of Hot Springs; he claims of
course that “the question is one of national
importance, and should meet with the hearty
At least

one man

in

indorsement of Congress.”

The walls were frescoed with tobacco
But 1 concluded that enough work
could be put into these rooms to clean them.
Then 1 took the next boat and went to Cincinnati, 20 miles down the river—getting the captain’s permission to bring back furniture free
of charge. I found Henry at his father’s—Dr.
Beecher was there then, and Mrs. Stowe was
there. I explained matters. ‘Two rooms,’ said
Henry; ‘you can’t keep house in two rooms—it
can’t be done.”
‘It has got to be done,’ I said, ‘or we must
starve.’
‘Are tlio rooms furnished?’ askodMrs. Stowe.
‘No,’ I said, ‘not even a chair.’
‘And I haven’t a Bingle dollar,’ said Henry,
‘toeven buy a chair with.’
‘It doesn’t make any difference,’ said I, for
my mind was made up. Mrs. Stowe laughed
heartily to think of my ‘going to housekeeping
on nothing,’ as she called it.
I said to my husband, ‘Henry, where is that
bed you told me you owned when you went to
Bchool here in Lane Seminary?’
‘I’m sure I don’t know,’ he answered. ‘Broken to pieces and burnt up long ago, I suppose.’
'Do you know it is?’I asked. No, he didn’t
know for certain, but it was an old thing, and
only a little single bed anyhow. Well, 1 said,
we would go and hunt for it. We went up to
the seminary, and, sure enough, we found that
bed, and Henry lugged it to the boat. Father
gave us a little strip of rag carpet, one breadth,
that wo could lay down in the middle of one
of the rooms. George gave us a cook stove and
a couple of lamps.
My brother contributed
some things. A Mr. Hastings, a former classmate of Henry’s, gave us a set of knives and
and forks. So we went home half equipped.
Then we scrubbed those rooms. Henry and I.
On our knees, with all that soap and sand and
water would do, it took some days to get the
stains out. I forgot to say that when we got
home from Cincinnati I asked the owner of the
building if ho would allow us to paint the floor.
‘O, no!’ he said, ‘it would rot the wood!’ So
there was nothing but scrubbing left for us.
But that triumphed. Some of the people in
the parish gave U3 a table, and, after we had
slept a few nights on the single bed, Borne kind
soul brought in a double bed. I made the
mattress of cheap stuff and filled it with husks.
So we

report.

India doubled its wheat export to England
in 1881-82 over 1880-81; Russia’s was fivefold, Austria’s doubled, and Egypt’s quadrupled. All these countries are growing upon the same scale now, and if our crops
turn out well wheat will have to be moved
board to
very, very cheap to the Atlantic
compete with them.
The New York Court of Appeals has just
rendered a very important decision on “limited-’ tickets, or tickets sold on the condition that they shall be used on or before a
certain date. It holds, reversing the Court
below, that the ticket is sufficiently used if
presented for a continuous ride before the
date named. In this case the ticket was accepted and punched by the conductor at one
end of the line, but the time indicated expiring before the destination was reached,
a second conductor refused to accept it, and
ejected the passenger from the train. This,
the Court decides, the conductor had no
right to do. When the ticket was first accepted and punched, it was# “used’’ within
the meaning of the contract. It could have
been then taken up. and, as far as the passenger was concerned, it had performed its
office. This is good sense, and much undue haste would have been saved passengers
if it had been understood to be the law earlier. The ticket is clearly retained by the
passenger for the convenience of the company
and the purpose of identification, and is not
affected by the lapse of time upon the trip.
In the same case the Court of Appeals holds
that where a ticket entitles the holder to a
continuous passage between two points, the
holder has a right to use it from some intermediate point to the terminal. That is, a
ticket from Buffalo to New York is good for

trip by

passenger getting on
at Rochester.
One is not obliged to get on
where his ticket begins to run, any more
than he is obliged to ride to the point where
it ends. __
continuous

Tr

a

a

The Story of a Country Minister, Told by
His Wife.

[Corr. Bosto Herald.]
Mrs. Henry Ward Beecher can;

preach

as

valuable and instructive a sermon as her husband can. But to begin at the beginning;
I went to Plymouth Church on Sunday morning and heard a sermon on “The Ministrations
of Children.” Before beginning, Mr. Beecher
asked that a collection might be taken up “for
his heart’s sake,” to help build up a chorch at
Lawrenceburg, Indiana. “That is where I began to preach,” he said. “I went there whon
I was first married, when I was 23 or 24—23?”
He looked down at one of the front pews inquiringly and added, “23, my wife says,” at
which there was laughter. “I preaohed in a
schoolroom for two years, and they have been
preaching in that same room ever since. I

swept out the room Saturday nights, filled the
lamps and fitted the place for its use on the
Sabbath. It was in a poor and struggling
community. I had §300 a year salary, and
how we ever lived on §300 my wife can tell
you bettor than I can.” Then he told a story
or two about the little oand at Lawrenceburg,
and the boxes Woj.j passed around, bringing
back §400.
yesterday 1 dropped m to see Mr. Beecher at
the house of his eldest son, Col. Harry Beecher, where he and his wife now live. The colonel and his family were away, and Mr. Beecher
had gone up the Hudson to Peekskill for the

day, his first spring venture up to the farm
which, after all the trials of the last ten years,
he still retains. The handsome three-story
brownstone house, 124 Columbia heights, presented to Mr. Beecher by Plymouth Church 20
years ago, has gone down in the maelstrom o*
litigation, and he and his wife are now driven
to take refuge with “Harry” in a much loss de-

sirable location. Indeed, I believe the Peekskill farm is mortgaged, and Mr. Beecher has
just gone on bonds amounting to $100,000 in
behalf of a South American steamship compa
ny that is very likely to come to grief. He does
foolish things.
At

“Harry’s”

I found Mrs.

Henry Ward
Beecher, and it was not difficult to beguile her
into talking about Indiana and the early struggles in Lawrenceburg and Indianapolis.
“Here we are, in two rooms,” she said, smiling; and added, without displaying any bitterness, “we lost our lovely home during the trial,
and a good deal of money beside; not less than
$120,COO it took to'pay for being troubled so
much. But I don’t care so much now, for Mr.
Beecher has come out of it more honored than
ever before, and his slanderers are unheard of.
Is it not so?”
I assented that it was «o, more or less, and
said, “I could have told them dozens of
.lings that they could find more plansible
charges on. Not in his relations to women,

though; in that he was always above reproach
suspicion. He has had enough adulation,

or

almost adoration, from women to turn any
man’s head; has had foolish and imprudent
letters, but he has always come and flung them
down into my lap. He is inherently and essen-

tially
A

MODEST

MAN.

1

1 enjoyed it—every day and minute of it. I
would like to go through it again;” and Mrs.
Beecher’s face seemed to grow young as she
spoke, and flushed with pleasure at remembering those days of early struggle.
"So he rooms were furnished,” I said, to
recall ,ier to the interesting narrative.
“Yes. after a while. Henry.yet wanted a
book case. Looking out the window I saw a
crippled old wash stand lying over in the corner of the yard, far gone in dilapidation. X sent
him for it. He ne /or had much ingenuity as a
carpenter, but we fastened it together, and
rigged some shelves in it, so that it served him
very nicely for a book case.
Then I found a piece of wire in the road and
strung it across one corner of the room, and
made a curtain of some fourpenny calico, and
kept behind it my wash tub, flour barrel and
cooking uteniiils. And Henry put a stick
across the top which held his saddle. I fastened some sticks to the legs of the single bedstead and made it a high four-poster; and
around this I hung a cheap canopy and fixed
some nails inside, and used it as a wardrobe,
except when wo had company.”
At this moment the birds made such a tumult of noisy music as quite to interrupt and
suppress conversation. The birds, I should explain, were some 30 or 40 in number, and filled
big cages in the great bay window of the room
where we sat. They were mostly of Central
and South American species, several of them
fine singers and most of them prettily marked
and of brilliant plumage. Two large and elaborate buffets, filling the entire end of the room
were laden with rare and precious sets of china,
porcelain and other choice wares. “These we
have saved from the wreck,” said Mrs. Beecher: "these and the birds.
With birds and flowers about us, we can be content; not happy, of
as
we
were
in
course,
Lawrenceburg, for then
we were together all the while, except when
Henry went to sweep out the church, or to
make afire therejwhile I was getting away the
Sunday breakfast dishes. When he had written something in the other room, he would
whistle, and I would run in, with my hands
covered with soapsuds or dough, very likely,
and kneel down by him while he read to me
for criticism or approval. It was happiness!
I’d like to go through it again.”
“How did your husband’s preaching strike
you then as compared with that of his later
vears?”
“Well, I can see that he has grown and
broadened, of course. I was rather partial,
perhaps, but his sermons were satisfying, even
then. He was always personally popular, and
he carried about with him the same hopeful,
cheery, breezy manner that has since won for
him so many frie ds. He
SEEMED LIKE A BOY

then, and he is full of boyishness even now, he
and the boys having no end of fun together.”
“Then you wont to Indianapolis?”
“At the end of two years we went to Indianapolis. He declined calls to different places,
but, on receiving the second or third call from
the Indianapolis church, he laid it before thp
synod, and, on its advice, accepted. His salary, which had been $300 a year, now became
$600; but we had no more than before—rather
less. For, on the one hand, our regular expenses were larger, and on the other he was
the city minister, and was expected to entertain the country parsons.
Those were years
of struggle. Many a time have I sat up all
at
the
in Indianapolis,
night
parsonage
and made a shirt and washed and ironed it,
and sold it in the morning to get money
enough to buy food for the ministers who were
coming to dinner. It sounds hard, but it was
not hardship. I enjoyed it. Yet I wasn’t well.
I was sick. Chills and fever got hold of me
and shook me half to pieces. When I went
home to Massachusetts, after a four years’ absence, my family did not know me.
My mother said when I went in: ‘You
want to see the doctor? The doctor is out, but
will bo in soon. Won’t you sit down?’ When
she found out who I was she said: ‘Don’t tell
your father; see if he will know you?’
And when father came in ho said: ‘Good
morning, madam; do you wish to see me? You
look as if you needed a doctor. What can I do
for you?’ I said earnestly: ‘Well, I should
think you might kiss me!’ He was shocked,
and he spread out his hands and exclaimed:
‘Madam! what a proposition!’ Then mother
laughed and introduced us.
“But those were good times in Indianapolis
—country ministers, shirt-making, economizing, chills and fever and all. For Henry’s exacting public life had not vet come to defraud
me.
Happiness does not depend on money, or
leisure, or society, or even health; it depends
When I got
on our relation to those we love.
here to Brooklyn the public began to get my
husband away from "me. His study was no
longer in the house, but in the church. And
when he went out I used to gasp for breath and
my eyes would fill with tears, for it seemed as
If
WE HAD QUARRELLED.
He couldn’t help it, of course. No woman
ought to marry a man on whom the public has
a strong claim—a popular minister, or a great
lawyer, or a politician—unless she has explicit
ambitions of her own and is willing to immerse
herself in society.
She hastened to the bay window and looked
out. No! That was not he, she said, but she
was looking for him every minute now. What
a lovely day he had had in the country!
You asked me about Lawrenceburg,” she
said, “and X have led into a long talk. You are
have
a journalist, and I have little reason to
much coufidencs in gentlemen of your profession. Be discreet, I beg of you, in what you
say. Ijeave out all that would not look well in
print. But I should be glad to say anyting that
could help the little flock at Lawrenceburg.”
I have obeyed the injunction. X have omitted all that did not seem to belong to the picture, and have, I am sure, included nothing
that the lady need regret. The story seems
more of a monology, of course, than it would if
my own part in the conversation were not properly omitted as being no part of the narrative.
Mrs. Beecher is a wonderfully vivacious and
agreeable lady. She has seen trouble. She has
borne ton children and lost six. With her
square prominent forehead and deep sunk eyes
she seems seventy when her face is in repose;
but in animated conversation she looks not
She has a distinguished
more than 35 or 40.
face and manner, and even those who have
doubted Mr. Beecher’s rectitude must admit
that only a very remarkable man could win
and retain for a lifetime the love of such a
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PPOPOSES
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STREET,

Tlie

Largest

varied Assortment

and

Fine, Medium

of

of N. Y.
Trade.

Low Priced

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CABY.

sum THOM,

3 Free Street
sep‘29

Block, PORTLAND,
dtf

Grand Chorus 1000 Voices.

!
__,>0dtf

Germania Orchestra & Brass Band
OF BOSTON.

§■

Portland Water Co., 1st Mort.

MRS. H. F. KNOWLES

Cincinnati,.°8
Cincinnati,.*>8
Cook

County
Evansville Ind.,

------

$8 to $25

Maine Central R. R. Consol,
Portland & Ogdenaburg R. It. 1st Mort.,
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and
-FOR SALE

SWAN &

UK, WALTER EMERSON

7s
(Js
<»8

tlic celebrated Cornctist of Boston.

Coupon,

$10 to $22

Grand Concert at 2.30 P. M.

BY-

IA. A. TOR BEN.**, Conductor.

BARRETT,

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool and Worsted Pantaloons, $3.50 to $7.50

Deposit Co.,

BUSINESS CARDS.

j L W. Metcalf and Clarence Hale
Solicitors and Practitioners
BEFORE 1 IIE

CoUrt of Commissioners of Alabama Claims.

Rental of Safes in Vault, 810 to 870 per year.
Special deposits at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address
WILLIAM SWEAT, Sec’y and Trens.,
87 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

ADDRESS:

Congress Street, Portland.

470

-AND

Sekago Lake

and

Lung Creek

~DR.

—

Bonds

Railway

TELEPHONE NO. 45.

Portland, He.

and

Refers by permission to—Hon. Janies G. Blaine;
Hon. William P. Frye, 0 S. Senate: Hon. B. F.
Jonas, U. S. Senate: Hon. W. W. Crapo, M. C. Mass.;
Hon. Wm. E Chandler, Sec’y of the Nary; Hon.
Eugene Hale 0. S. Senate; Hon. T. B. Reed, M. C.f
Maine; Sbellabarger & Wilson, Washington D.C.;
Moses Taylor A Co., New York City.
myS'Jdtl

MUNICIPAL

_

C.,

shington,

mar30godly
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ASSOCIATED AS

ARE

gusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebimk.

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,

qy.

i

jun7

Dibectoks. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Gonld, William G. Davis, H. J. Libby,
Jacob MeLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. D. M Sweat, all of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan, Anson P. Morrill, Au-

COMPANY,

<fc

CROOKErT

L. J.

Haa

loaded the House and Office

and Plaaaaut St

Cor. of

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

Formerly occupied by Dr.
Office Hours from Oit.

bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

SEER,
D. W. Clark & Co.,

MH.

.3B.TI.AKri>.

a

2.00
2. 0

V
X
9

a

As <JLo JRx&'

Market

Customers can commence taking Ice at
they desire and delivery is ill be
continued until notice to stop is received

feb25

any time

JOHN A. DODGE &

fflcolc.

in

garian, Millet,
Lawn

Me.
Hall, Market Square, Portland,
_att

“For manyyeare I had suffered from a complaint
which the physicians called Gravel. I had employed some of the most noted doctors without obtaining any permanent relief, and for a long time my

regarded

case was

as

in

our

I used that and two

three bottles more, and—to make
—I

healthy

am now as

a

man

we

claim for it. No

apply it to the most tender plant. Use a
quantity and Increase as the Plant

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.
W. C. SAW& CIO.’**, 9 Preble Street. GEORGE
BROTHER’S, 46
BLANCHARD &
Union Street, and A. A, MMTCHKliIi &
CO.’fi*. corner High and Commercial Streets.
at

__^

mylO

m I E. FAIRWEATHER,
Has just added to her stock of fancy work, Zephyr and Germantown
wools, with patterns for working
them.
Also, South Kensington

Crcwds*

Stamping

on any

Material

war-

permanent.

ranted

M. E.

A out 5000 Tons of
Ice, 12 to 15 inches thick,
for immediate or Sum-

delivery. Applv to

C, P.

„,BT.

OR

—

«=>•
GOLD MEDAL, Si

1878,

BAKE

^Breakfast

i a la.

Warranted alsoi
Cocoa, from which
Oil has been remov'd.
times the strength of (. oc.

u.

pure
-ess
a

of

three

mixed

Starch, Am root c Sugar,
therefore far inc re onomiIt la delicious, nourishing,
cal.
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.
with

and is

W. BAKER &

CO., Dorctester, Mass.
dFM&W&wCm

feb24

Aromatic Pino-Palmine Mattress.
The

Drycst, Purest
Bedding.

and

Best

Made of tbe sweet and wholesome Pine Fronds
and Palmetto spiculas of Florida.

The

Only

Hygienic

Bed.

Pino-Palmine does not absorb disease germs from
the body, nor take up the excretions. >it is, therefore, always a clean and pure bed.
Call and sec a sample.

J.

NO.

MEN
USINESS
BUSINESS
WANT

H. GAUBERT, Agent,

201 Middle Street, Portland.
dim
,m*yl8

OF

IN

Can do better In the Went than lu any
other Section of the Country.
Rare Opportunities!—Few os liood, None Better!
re75 rapidly growing Towns (moet productive
and Iowa) along the
giona of Minnesota, Dakota,
North
*
of
the
lines
Chicago
constructed
recently
Western Railway, offer unequalcd inducement*
business men of hunted capital. For
to
particulars address CIIA8. JB.
C. & N. W. R y Co., Chicagcx
Commissioner
Land

Touching

373.

d2iti

ap

1882.

1882.

Interest,
Total,

& SOULE,

Strayed
Water

answering to the

$5,813,223.33

IN 1881.

a'§M,J2A*l2
399,130.88

-.
Claims by Death,
....
Endowments and Annuities,

484,879.10
1,394,268.87
982,019 32

•

...
Dividends to Policy*holders,
All other Expenditures,.-

Assets

46

1,812.920.87

......

*

Total.$5,577,399.53
Dec. 31st, 1881. Market Value,.$35,718,811.58

Liabilities, (eserve at 4 per cent.)
Surnlus as regards Policy-holders,
Number of Policies in force, 4G.05&, Insuring,

LET.

10 lbs.
15 “
20 “

“

....

~

and Livery Stable No. 11 South

Boarding
centrally
THESt.,
and

2.00
2.50

“

To Let

dtf

To Rent.
Stable and Garden on Willis street now
Suitaowned and occupied by C. W. Smith.
for one or two tenements. Come and see it.

HOUSE,

With BeaatfnI Pottery
Centre**

dtf

ju3

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Satsnma, Kioto, See.

Land for Sale Cheap.
of

desired size, situated

any
coln and Kennebec streets
LOTS
terms to purchaser.

English Duplex,

Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

Special Agent,

J4w

June8

V.Tiolesalo and Retail.

Manufacture anil keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in the world;
is food for
every article of which it is composed
worms from
grass. It also cOectually drives earth
is often so
the lawns, and likewise kills moss, which
stable
troublesome in old lawns. After applying
and
many
manures to lawns, also Superphosphates
is a long time
it
in
now
use,
lawn
dressings
other
before the children can ho allowed to play on them
Not so with the
on account of the offensive odor.
for there
composition which wo offer to the public,
to prevent chil
is
of
which
it
composed
is nothing
and all
dren using the lawn as a play ground at any
times.
psyTry it and yon will use no other.
put up in bags of 10, 25, 60 and 100 pounds.
Bap-Directions in each bag.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & WhitNo. 7
ney’s, Market Square. W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s,
Preble Street, Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No, 4t>
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, corner High and

Commercial Street.

Futures bought and sold
Corros ondence

Margins.

full
Thorough-bred Setters,
and
Retrieving
Spaniels.
nedigree
6
‘
MANASSEH SMITH,
Woodford’s, Maine.
dlw&wlt
je0

keel boat, 23 feet, 3 inches long
8 feet wide, formerly owned by tlie late Walter
Will be sold at a bargain.
H Lvde, of Freeport.
or C. L. MeApply to W. G. Merrill, .Freeport,
my3dtf
cfeery, Mail Office, Low 11, Mass

SLOOP-RIGGED

icago Market

on

Invited.

on

mar3dtf

BROOK

ICE
WE

are

prepared to furnish Ice of superior qual-

ity for families and offices from Kimball
Also, POND AND RIVER ICE,
equal to any cut this winter for Stores, Steamers
Brook.

and Vessels at reasonable rates.

BURNHAM & DYER
aplSdtf

a

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
recent cases. Each box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxe for five dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
John C. West* Co., guarantee sLx boxes
proprietors,
to} cure any case. With each order received for
boxes,
six
accompanied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar’
to
return
the money If the treatment does not
antee
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents n Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
uovlb
d&wly46

Wholesale andSRetail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Prices.

Job lot of Fancy Cards, which

we

selling at 3 and lO cent* per Dozen.
Also Birthday, Sohool, odd cards, and New Sets &e

IRAC. STOCKBRIDGt
mayl3

ANOE ST., Near City Hall.
dtf

by Bathing
dition in Canal Basin
EXPOSURE
any
in
of
the Town of

House

or

in

a

nude

Lowest Market

at

W liarf

IMPORTED

WINES &

LIQUORS

•( nil kinds, in the

ORIGINAL

DIRECTORY

-■—-—

Book Binders.
m A. QUINtllf, Bssio 11, erlBMrt
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

J. I.

me.

Pattern and Model Maker.
BAROITB, :« Cress 8«., Portland
m3:20

EDDY REFRIOERIIOR.
c
>
®
o

2

£

00

B

as

«

o

is

or
otner public place
Deering
Bight
any Dwelling
Public Highway will be punished to the

I9tl FORE ST.,

a
a
ui

*
«

CS
Slate Shelves, Iron Ice Racks, Pure
Dry Air, Economical In Ice, Convenient
and Easy of Access, with a reputation of
35 years standing.
FOR SALE IN PORTLAND BY

PACKAGES,
BY—

R. STANLEY & SON,
con-

of the law in this case made and provided.
GEO. B. LEAVITT, ) Selectmen
of
GEORGE LIBBY,
}
THOMAS J. RIGGS, J Deering.
<J2W
my30

extent

Specialty,

—FOR BALE

NOTICE.
in

a

Brown’s

are

156 EXC

j

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
aplSdtf
Orders received by telephone.

CARDS!
Jnst received

BUSINESS

Guaranteed.

Cure

322 Commercial Street,

Office 73 Cross Street.
TELEPHONE NO. 337.

of Person

SLOOP FOB SALE.

Merchants.

KIMBALL

“M

DOGS FOR SALE.

Mo

157 Commercial St., Portland, Me.
122 La Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,

142 & 144 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

Portland,

Seeds, Previsions,

Grain,

C. W. BELKNAP & SON,

mh20

W. JORDAN,

COTTAGE House with small barn and lot 80
by 90 feet, very pleasantly located on Montreal street, will be sold very low. Inquire of C. W.
maj30dtf
SMITH, 7 Willis Street.

A

DEBILITY.

NERVOUS

S. H. LARMINIE & CO.,
Commission

INSURANCE CO.,
17 Exchange Street.

OCEAN

dtf

A

eodtau

& Son

Pearl, LinPortland, on

on

in

very easy

C. E. JOSE & CO.

OFFICE 28 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

Belknap

ESTATE.

REAL

Fitted complete with the

|

acres

house,

C. H. ALLEN,
Staudlsh, Maine.

address

or

TABLELAMPS

oolO

Dressing.

two

a

particulars

FOR SALE.

HEDGES & HODGES, STATE AGENTS.

Lawn

Lease.

junddlw*

Sal

A.

or

Ocean

_

Chicago.

abundance of

st., Woodford’s, nice, large,
story's.
to eight
ON House and
stable, with from
of land. For
inquire at the next

ELEGANT

Losses paid immediately on completion and approval of proofs, without waiting the usual sixty or mnety

S. H. LARMINIE,

an

one

$2,910,649.00
$127,411,677.00

»

with

located

thirty-six stalls; now boarding 22 teams.
A good opportunity for the right man to secure a
good business. Apply to B. SHAW, 48 Mi ExjunSdlw*
change St.
room

We call particular attention to our Androscoggin
Ice for families and offices.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office will be ontitled to a proper reduction.

j«3

let!

TO

$1.50

month,
aily
per
“
“
“

junSdlw*

St.

PriCiSfoi families and Offices.

Evorv Policv issued by this Company contains the following conditions, and Is absolutely Nen-Forfeitable- In case of Lapse after two or more Fnll Years, Premiums have been paid, the full Four Per Cent.
Reserve Value will be applied bv the Company, at the option of the Assured, in either of two ways:
BIRMT To the Extension of the full amount of the Insurance for such period as the fall value will pay
for at the Company’s Published Rates: or, 8ECOYD—On surrender of the Original Polioy within Three
ILLBSTBArldiy, Policy No.
Months from date of Lapse, to the purchase of a Paid-up Policy.
B8 496 was issued Oct. 20 1871, for $5,000 on the Annual Life Plan, at age 37, annual Premium
to $1,072.65. The Policy lapsed in
amounted
less
were
whioh,
Dividends,
Premiums
Ten
paid,
81*18 80
to the purchase of Term Insurance for
?88l‘ and the Company applied the Reserve Value of $689.76
10
so
that
the
Premiums
7
aod
of
10
paid for oyer 20 years of Insurance,
days;
85 OOO for the period
years
It was optional
the average yearly cost being $53.57, which is at the rate of but <10.71 per thousand.
or to surrender ihe original Policy for a Paidas
Insurance
Extended
take
the
to
above,
with the Assured
up Life Policy of $1,390.

apr3

to Let.

or

Three St6ry Brick House, 10 rooms,
Bath Room, Sebago water, gas. furnace, cemented cellar, good drainage,
everything In good order, stable for two
horses.
Enquire of Lewis O’Brion, 723
Congress Street.
d3t
jult)

$32,808,162.52

....

AUG. H. FORD,

of

name

suitably
AC. R. Milliken’s, 166 Commercial St. jel0d3t*

TWO

...

Surrendered Policies,

Stolen.

or

Spaniel pup,
A
Gold; breast white and 4 white paws. Tbs
rewarded by leaving It at W.
finder will be

ranee

$4,000,302

■

EXPENDITURES

FOUNIX^

joOST AND

CURTIS

dtf

TO LET.

Premiums..

Messrs. C. W.

MATTOCKS
—

dec31

to II a. in.

may25

Exchange Sts.,
eodtf

Cor. Middle &

Hospital.

Ocneral

Maine

Apply from 9

6s

front rooms, furnished or unfurnished
62 Free
with board. Sign of the two lions.

RECEIPTS IN 1881.

_dtt

mer

INDIANA,

Commissioner of Maine.

FAIRWEATHER,

icTfor^

Male Nurse Wanted
Attlie

For Stile

Abstract of Animal Statement made to the Ins

days.

sale.

_d2w*

ju»l
6s

Woodbury & Monlton

8 33LM ST

mayO

5s

AMZI DODD, President.

Belknap & Son,

goods may also be found

MUNICIPAL

3NT- «F.

with it. Directions with rach Box.
Manufaclured by

142 & 144 Commercial

a

TO

application, and it has positively no offensive o'dor. Try It and you will be well pleased

These
YER

ME.,

Wanted.
modern built bouse of about 10
westerly part of the city. arranged
A rooms
for one family only, with all the conveniences and
pleasantly located. Address BOX 693, City.
mO purchase

No. 56 Cross Street.

easv

C. W.

4s

A

FOR SALE BY

the

there Is In

as

matures.
This compositisn gives the plants a luxurious
which no other
growth and a dark rich green color,
food gives them; it also gives the flower of the
beautiful
color.
and
more
richer
a
plants brighter,
It has no equal for Plants la the house or garden,
the
to
most
of
the
is
Ladies,
and what
importance
is its

MUNICIPAL

MUNICIPAL

ot

compound has been thoroughly analyzed by
procompetenl Professor of Chemistry, who
one need
good for all

18

GOOD Custom Shoemaker. Addro38 A. S
JunSdlw*
MELCHEB A SON, Bath, Me.

in the

EVANSVILLE,

OWEN. MOORE & C0.„

This

it

Wanted.

long story shor

a

PLANT/OOD.

fear to
■mall

MUNICIPAL

TELEPHONE

with a similar completeness in every single instance,
and I trust some other sick and discouraged mortal
may hear of It and try the ‘Favorite Remedy’ as I
may24eod&wlm
did.

nounces

A

ME.,

(BOARD OF EDUCATION)

country.
Since then I have recommended ‘Favorite ;Remcdy’ to others whom I know to have suffered from
Kidney and Liver complaints; and I assure the public that the‘Favorite Remedy’ has done its wort

a

SITUATION by an experienced retail Shoe
Salesman, who can command country trade.
jun8dlw»
Address SALESMAN this Office.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

All who knew the

hopeless.

village.

Sale of Men’s Hosiery.

•

circumstances said I muBt die.
Finally, my wife
induced me to t> y a bottle of Dr. Kennedy’s ‘Favorite Kemedy’ which ah. hod somewhere heard of nr
Without the slightest faith In It
seen advertised.
but solely to gratify her, I bought a bottle of a

druggist

BATII,

For the past four weeks we have been preparing; for a special sale of Gentlemen’s Fine
Hosiery, by picking; up “Jobs” from the many
importers who wished to close out odd lines.
We have secured one hundred and fifty dozen
fine fancy styles, such as usually sell at 50 and
at
be offered to-day
75 cents. These will
the popular price of 25 cts. per pair. Limited
to 5 pair for each purchaser.

Statement of Mr. Washington Monroe of Catskill
Green County, New York.

Addres*
COMPETENT accountant wanted.
jel0d3t*
Key Box 1074 with reference*.

A

feblSeodly

GARDINER, ME.,
DEERING,

An Interesting Story—A Hopeless C se
Cared. A Good Keasonlfor Happiness.*

Accountant Wanted.

~B0p7~

THURSDAY, JUNE 8th.

Special

TO GRATIFY HIS WIFE.

_WANTS.
WASTED.

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice "AT
OFFICE, will be entitled to a proper deduc-

We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect of our drivers in leaving the Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, if made
at the office, will he attended to promptly.
d6w
my30

@aid Ihadn;

*

at the olllce.

THE
tion.

CO.,

§1,000.

§1© to

and

Job

No, 37 Plum Street.

BANKERS AND STOCK BROKERS,
No. 19 Wall Street, New York,
Who will send free full information showing how
large profits may be realized on investments ot

Timothy, Clorer, Flax, HuuBed Top, Blue Brasa,
Braaa, Orchard Braaa,
Barden, Flower, Bird Seeds, Ac.

ealera

A

/OVI

Xl XT’ IS SL?1
Jw P P ■ B

$1.50

10 lbs. Daily per monlb,
“
“
«
15 «
“
“
“
20 “

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

|

BERRY,

STEPHEN

wishing to make money in Stocks sheuld
communicate with the old established firm of

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES:

m.

eodti

Partios

NO. 53 MARKET STREET.

it y.

J3m

k\*

STOCKSPECULATION

„dtt

to

Street.

Middle

194

octS

Greene.

m.

nyH)_
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o
i

SAMUEL HANSON,

x,

a. m..
ox

For time

Fnret* from Portland, Bath and Hruaswick, SI for the Bound Trip, iurludiua
AduaiN»iou to the Grounds, the Rcberwal
and Concert.
V

a

VALUABLES, and the RENTAL
of SAFES in its FIRE and
BURGLAR PROOF
VAULTS.

___

9.15

Trains loave Portland at 8 15 and
Bath 8.00 a. m., Brunswick 8 35 a. m.
trains from otter places see posters.

Chartered ia 1875 by the Legislature of
Maine for the SAFE KEEPING of

#

ALLEN

oodt

mch.7

Portland Safe

II A. Nl.

REHEARSAL AT

FFBLIC

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Suits,

BOSTON, and

OF

-7s
7s

--

Chicago,.7s

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Light Weight Oversacks,
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festival!

The Immense Success of Last Year to be

Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of
Private wire to Chicago.
xr v
) 953 Broadway.
340 Broadway.
Branches,
Grand Central Hotel.
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CLOTHING

VP

MADE

CALL and SEE

t over carefully, and cont
So I aga
cluded that two rooms woo Id do—sleep in the
parlor. I discovered two small rooms over a
stable. The horses had been moved out, and
the building leaned up against a store next
door. They were the dirtiest rooms I ever

and most

Musical

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and Bonds bonght and sold only on comDeposits received.
mission for cash or on margin.
4 per cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members

OPEN !

NOW

143 Pearl Street.

afford luxuries.

JjOUSE
WEDNESDAY, JUKE 21, Mi,
IHARANACOOK
Clews & Co.,
Henry
NEW YORK.
18 NEW
BANKING

WENT TO HOUSEKEEPING.

He has never had sufficient confidence in himself. He always faces an audience with hesitation. Sometimes when I want to go and
hear him lecture he says, quite seriously,
“Don’t go, Eunice; I’m going to make a muddle of it.’ I used to let that influence me to
stay at home; but lately I find that he is just
when he thinks he isn’t.
as likely to do well
It is something of a trial to him to go into sofor instance, at the
a
little
woman.
party,
ciety—to
houses of our neighbors. His face will blush
when we go into a room, as if he were a perfect novice.
It was two or three months after Mr. Beecher began to preach there. He had $300 a year
ENGLISH LITERATURE.
We thought we could
—not quite $6 a week.
risk it on that, and he came for me up to WorP
EVERETT S. TIIK
M
We boarded for a few
cester county, Mass.
form a class in English Literature
to
months. The church consisted of 24 women
for young ladies who may wish to continue
and one man; and about the first thing Henry
this study beyond the school course. Two lessons a
did—it sounds funny now—was to turn that
week will bo given, UELIIMM5G OCT. 3rd,
one man out of the church for unworthiness.
and continuing through the Winter and Spring.
Circulars will be found after June 16th at the Book
Then there were 24 women—mostly working
store of Messrs. Boring, Short & Harmon.
women, school teachers, sewing girls, etc., and
MW&Ftjyl
jun5
Miss Sawyer officiated as a sort of deacon,
though when we had communion Henry usuand Classally borrowed a real deacon from another town.
Instruction in
I remember how bashful I was when I went
ical Studies.
into that little circle as “the minister’s wife.”
The first Sunday Miss Sawyer met us on the
Given to private pupils by the subscriber
steps of the ‘church,’ as we called it, and Mr.
Beecher said to her, ‘Miss Sawyer, I am glad
to introduce you to Mrs. Beecher.’ I was
flustered, and I said,‘How do you do, Mrs.
Beecher?’ Mr. Beecher laughed at me and
has teased me ever since about it. The other
dtf
j»n24
day they sent us a photograph of the church.
" ■
It is almost exactly as it was then, excepting ———-11
that they seem to have built a parsonage. I
said to Mr. Beecher, ‘Those steps look natural.
That step is where you introduced me to Mrs.
Beecher, and that step is where I tore my new
delaine dress.”
•‘You must have had to economise on $300 a
year, Mrs. Beecher.”
“Yes, most people nowadays would call it
economizing somewhat,” she said with asmile.
“One day 1 was told that we must leave our
boardinghouse. -They needed the room fora
member of the family who was coming home.
There was no other place in town whore we
could board within our income. Henry was
down at Cincinnati, attending the synod.
What to do I didn’t know. I thought that if
Also a ehaioo stock of firs t-olass
we could get four rooms we could go to housekeeping—a parlor, bedroom, study and kitchen.
I ran all over town, but could find no such
Then I concluded
rooms that we could afford.
that three |rooms would have to answer—
study iu the bedroom. But my search for
those rooms was equally a failure—too high.
We

couldn’t

_
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juice.
juice.

Tine crop year is now closing with .visible
proof that the food supply of this country
has proved inadequate to the demands upon
it, and, while speculators raised the price
earlier than natural causes would have done,
it is now clear that no causes could have
kept grain cheap enough to export much because little is left, now that domestic demands are drawing to a close. The most
serious feature of the entire business, howto
ever, is the enormous stimulus given
grain production—first by the failure of
English crops, arid lastly by the failure of
But for bad crops in 1878-80 it
our own.
would have gone hard for us to sell our
enormous production of wheat and corn;
but for our failure last year it would have
been hard for India, Egypt, Australia and
the rest to sell the crops they grew in 1881.

Dcm ocratic

crats lost their common sense when

publicans have

in the

saw,

in

*

_

The New

originating

Address

PORTLAND PUBLISH

party.

bepobt

truth, whatever,

a

Postage will in all cases he prepaid by the Pub-

looking as if they had been tenanted by
pigs—except that pigs don’t chew tobacoo, do
they? The floors were carpeted with tobacco

Democratic
sources has been circulated that (Japt. C. A.
Boutelle has made some coniftination or arrangement with one of the gubernational
candidates to further his—Captain Boutelle s
—candidacy for a congressional nomination.
We are authorized to say that there is no
A

Importers,

TLANDMK.

O. W.
may5

FULLAM,

41 Exchange Street.

eod2mo8

For Sale.

Saloon for Sale.

and Fixtures of Fruit and Confectionary
store 235 Congress street. Good stand. Low
rent. Will be sold at a bargain. Enquire on premju3dtf
ises.

rrmE best paying place In Portland for sale, al1
A furnished and ready for occupation. Terns
•asy. Call on I. \V. FaRKEH, 401/^i Exchange
jun9U3t*
street.

STOCK

«

TTTE ITEKEBS,

VICINITY^

CITY AND

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice is hereby given—2.
To Let—G. M. Young.
F ir Sale.
Herbert L. Briggs Attorney at Law.

Visible Improvement.
Mr. Noah Bates, Elmira, N. Y., writes:
“About four years ago I had an attack of bilious fever, and never fully recovered.
My digestive organs were weakened and I would be
After using
for days.
two bottles of yonr Burdock Blood Bitters the
improvement was so visible that I was astonished. I can now, though 61 yftirs of age, do a

completely prostrated

fair and reasonable
trial size 10 cents.

day’s

Price $1.00,

work.”

d

junl2

w

_

How many

a

sweet

face is marred

By yellow teeth and failing gums,
And mouth and lips all hot and hard,
And breath deep-tainted as it comes;
And yet, with SOZODONT, we may
Keep all these dire defects at bay,
MW&F&w

jun 12

Free of Charge— Sample bottle of Adamson’s Cough Balsam at ail drug stores. Owing
to its perfect harmony in combination it is
the very best mixture for the speedy cure and
relief of Croup, Colds, Throat or Lung DisTrial size, 10
eases. Large bottles, 35 cts.

junl2-MW&S&w

cts.

Nor an experiment or cheap patent mediIt is prepared
cine is Brown's Iron Bitters.
by one of the oldest and mast reliable chemical firms, and will do all that is claimed for it.

junl2-MW&F&w
WOULDN'T TAKE $500 FOR IT.
Pino In Case

of Hay Fpver.

That incorrigible plague, Hay Fever, seems
We
to have met a master in Pino-Palmine.
invite the special attention of those suffering
from this annoying d sease to the following:
New Haven, Oct. 23,1881.
Gentlemen:—Have be„n afflicted for eight
seasons with Hay Fever, of the worst type.
Have spent hundreds c f dollars with only temone of your
porary relief. This season ordered
Pino-Palmine Mattresses.* In a month was
greatly relieved. In two months was pc sitivecured. Wouid not take 8500 for my mat-

ly

treBS, if I could not get another.
Moses H. Hawkins,
No. 119 Hill Street, New Haven.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle St.,

Portland.

ju2dtf

__

Forty Years’ Experience oj an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female phy
sicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty yearB with never failing
success by millions of mothers for their children. It relieves the child from pain, cures
dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,
and wind-colic. By giving health to the child
Price Twenty-five Cents
it rests the mother.
a

dec3S,M&W&wly49

bottle.

Bright's Disease, Diabetes.
Beware of the stuff that pretends to cure
these diseases or other serious Kidney, Urinary
or Liver Disease, as they only relieve for a
time and makes you ten times worse afterwards, but rely solely on Hop Bitters, the only
remedy that will surely and permanently cure
cause of disyou. It destroys and removes the
ease so effectually that it never returns.
eodtc
may 30
_

Harper’s Bazae.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress Street and D, Wentworth, 553 Congress,
corner of Oak street.
Brief Jottings.
bright but cold. Mercury 01°
Yesterday
at 8 a. m., 64° at noon, 59° at sunset; wind
southeast and southwest with fog in the evenwas

ing.

Arrests for the week 49; drunk 26.
Ten deaths in the city last week.
Collins’ Band will give a concert in Congress

Square

to-morrow

Saccarappa

night.

now

boasts of

night police

a

foroe.
The steamer Express has finished repairs and
will go on the Island route today.
The fire seen at Woodford’s Saturday night
was caused by burning brush.
It is now expected the new steamer the State
of Maine will make her trial trip July 5th.
The United States Revenue Steamer Wood-

bury, Captain C. A. Abbey,arrived in port yesterday.
Total value of foreign exports for the past
week is $47,902.34, including 892,339 feet of
lumber.
The Marshal and

deputies seized eight half
barrels of whiskey Saturday from the basement of a building on Foie street.
Saturday the Marshal gave orders to the police to drive off all itinerant peddlers from
Market Square.

Trinity Commandery of lAugus'a, invited
St. Alban Commandery to tarry with them on
their coming excursion.
The Novics defeated the Old E
the depot
to 19.

grounds Saturday by

a

;

Ireds on
of 28
ore

A request was received at Newport Saturday
from the Friends of Falmouth, Mass., that the
next yearly meeting of the Friends ho held at
Portland.
The contract for building the sewer in Howard and Turner streets was awarded Saturday
to Jamos E. Flannagan, and pipe for the same
to be furnished by Joseph L. Smith.
The American Fire Hose Manufac uring

Company of Chelsea, Mass., offer our department all the hose they may need owing to the
bursting of the reservoir.
Messrs. Henry and Prentiss Loring have
made an additional purchase of Albert .Stephenson, of a strip of land adjoining the former
on the Cape Cottage road.
The Maine Veteran Association of Massachusetts have made arrangements to visit Calais August 14th, on the occasion of their annu-

purchase

al excursion.
It was Knight, Green & Co., who built the
Mr.
reservoir, not Knight, Redlon & Co.
Wescott says the reservoir will be repaired in
week.
The Eastern Yacht Club’s annual regatta ocEntries are
curs toff Marblehead on June 21.
from the New York, Brooklyn, Seaa

expected

wanhaka, New Bedford, Boston, Dorchester
and Portland clubs.
In the yacht race at Peaks’ Island July 5th,
there will bo two prizes—the first, a valuable
chronometer; the second, a fine spy glats. All
yachts entering must first be measured by Mr.
J. W. Dyer, the Club’s measurer.
The regular monthly meeting of the Congregational club will be held at Grand Army
Hall this evenine. A poem will be read by
T. S. Perry of Cumberland, and Hon. George
F. Talbot will read a paper on the topic “The
Causes of Modern Crime.”
The barkentine Skobeleff will be launched
at the yard of Master George Russell, at Deering Thursday. This fine vessel of 623 tons
burden is owned by J. S. Winslow, and others
of Portland, and will be commanded by Capt.
Price F. Tucker, formerly master of the brig
Fannie B. Tucker.
The St. John Telegraph says: “The steamer
“Falmouth” had a trial of speed with the
“Secret” for Annapolis on leaving Bostou harbor on
at full

Monday morning. The steamers raced
speed for thirty miles as far as Thatch-

er’s Island, the “Falmouth" badly beating her
competitor by eight miles. The highest speed
attained by tho winning boat was fifteen knots
an

hour.”

Schooner in Distress.
Tlie United States Revenue steamer Woodbury,” Oapt. 0. A. Abbey, arrived at this port
and reports
a cruise,
last evening from
having assisted in distress the schooner Annie

F. Hall of Castine, lumber laden, on the morn'
The “Hall” was in a daning of the 11th inst.
close to Otter Island ledges,with
position
gerous
and no room
her anchor fast among the rocks,
to get underway. The “Woodbury” observing
her signal for aid went to, and succeeded in reand
lieving her, and also in saving the anchor
chain.’ She then towed the schooner clear of
danger and enabled her to proceed on her voyage from Bangor for New York.

AIN.

Grand Trunk Employes Take a Hand.

urday Night.
hearing was had Saturday evening in the
Aldermen’s room on the petition for the ap-

AUCTION SALES.
Brewery Fittings—F, O. Bailey & Co.

MERCHANTS’ APPRECIA-

TION OF JOHN

Tho Hearing Before the Committee Sat-

A

In Insolvency
Annual Meeting—Cumberland Bone Co.
Horse Covers—Alfred Haskell.
Novelies in Milinery—E. P. Fernald.
Hearing on Alterations of Street Lines.
Now Is tbe lime for Bargains—Mrs. S. J. Clough.
Mutual Life Insurance Co.—W. D. Little.
Bananas—J. W. Libby.
Examination of Teachers—Thomas VY. Tash.

PORTLAND

pointment of a woman physician for the city.
The select committee to consider and report
Messrs. Little
upon the petition consisted of
and Winslow of the Board of Aldermen, and
Messrs. Bradley, Noyes and Fogg of the CounDr. Sarah W. Devoll.Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, Mrs. Quinby, Dr. Frederic Henry Gerrish and Gen. S. J. Anderson were present.
Alderman Little presided, and read the petition signed by Hon. S. E. Spring and othersthe appointment of Dr. Sarah E.
cil.

requesting

Palmer as additional City Physician.
Dr. Sarah W. Devoll was the first speaker
for the petitioners. The Petitions she said are
two in number—one presented by women and
the other by men. The word “more” was
from
the men’s petition, and
ommitted
the women’s read that the j“women and chil
dren would be more suitably attended by a
Are women physicians
woman physician.”
on an equality here? Two-thirds of the practice is among women and children, and from
much of that

practice

as

well as from the prac-

ticejhere

among the poor,women
excluded. Women have not an
with

tion

men

m

physicians are
equal recogni-

public

omce.

the
is
it
that
speaker believed
duty of every woman, when there is a wrong
toward woman discovered, to seek to remove
it: and when there is a right to be gained, to
The

seek to obtain it. All may not be aware of
how great a factor women have been in medioine. The speaker here traced the history of
the practice of women physicians from the
days of ancient Egypt to the present time.
the presentation of the petition
thoughts are essential—the person and
place. First, the person must he fit for
place, and second the place must be fit ffor
In

two
the
the

the

person. There is a natural fitness in the pracThe woman
tice of women among women.
physician is needed in the home of the poor,
and the more womanly she is the more is she
needed. I believe that preventing medicines
are more needed in the homes of the poor than
in the homes of the rich, and I know that
women physicians give special attention to preventing medicines in their own homes. There
in the
are now three women city physicians
country—one in the city hospital of Philadelphia one in the 11th and 12th wards of that
city, and another in charge of the out-door
poor of Boston (Dr. Sarah M. Crawford) and
to more (thoroughly bring out her point the
speaker read a letter from Dr. H. B. Wheelright of Boston, strongly endorsing Dr. Crawford and bearing testimony to the value of her
work, Dr. Wheelwright being the immediate
official superior of Dr. Crawford a letter was
also read from Dr. Crawford to Dr. Devoll
giving some details of her work for the past 22
months.
Dr. Devoll here considered some objections:
First, the matter of Balary. The women do
not ask that injustice he done to any one.
With physicians the equivalent for money is
often the same as the money itself. It isjso at
the city hospital, and why should the women
physicians not share in this money that is appropriated, or better still in this experience
that is regarded as equivalent to money? Second, it is said “you are asking lor a favor,”
but are a e? The practice asked for is the
hardest part of the practice, involving the
night work, involving the hardest and most
wearisome practice of all, and are we asking a
favor when we ask for a share of this practice?
Dr. Devoll, in reply to a question by Mr.
Bradley, said there are three women physicians in Portland, none of whom have as extensive practice as some men physicians here.
Dr. Palmer has been here only since last October. Dr. Devoll added that a large number
of women hold hospital positions in the country. In reply to Mr. Noyes, she said that Dr.
Palmer has been in practice one year. She
graduated at the Philadelphia school, at the
New England Woman’s Hospital, and was at
the hospital and almshouse at Tewksbury,
Mass.
Dr. Frederic Henry Gerrish was the next
speaker. He testified to the able and judicious
manner in which the duties of the city physician have been and are being performed.
There is no harder worked man in the city
than the city physician. The speaker had had
special opportunities to trace the course of
women in medicine, first in Michigan, at the
Medical College, and second as practitioners,
and in many instances he had seen the good
effect resulting from their employment, and ho
believed that it would be much better were
women

physicians

more

generally employed.

The large majority of women find it to be a
very great trial to be attended by men, and in
many cases women doubtless* suffer for years
before giving the fail particulars of their case
to any mao, no matter how much they may respect him, and this feeling he was not inclined
Dr. Gerrish said that
to regard as a false one.
he believed that a woman physician is needed
and
the
here,
spoke in the highest
among
poor
terms of Dr. Palmer as a student and physician, and bore testimony to the success that
has attended her practice here.
M. A. Blanchard, Esq., spoke earnestly in
favor of giving the women a fair chance. “Let
the gentlemen of the Council not ask for outside opinions, but let them conclude that this
is the right thing to do, the just thing to do,
and then do it.”
Miss Hersey spoke of the necessity of having a woman physician at the hospital, and
paid a high compliment to Dr. Cummings. A
woman physicion can do much in aid of reformatory work.
“I notice Gen. Anderson here,” said the
chairman, “shall we hoar from Gen. Anderson.” and Gen. Anderson made a brief speech
He hesitated about
favoring the petition.
signing the petition at first, because he was not
prepared to ask any expenditure of money
from the city. Upon further consideration of
the question it had seemed to him only a matter of right, and as a matter of right he advo
cated it. He believed he represented a strong"
body of citizens who are in favor of the granting of the petition.
Dr. Devoll called attention to the fact that
in the seventeenth century one Peter Byman
was arrested in Wells for practicing midwifery, that branch of the practice being then in
the hands ot the women.
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens spoke earnestly in
favor of the petition and of Dr. Palmer. She
believed that the highest moral welfare of the
women and children would be advanced by the
appointment of a woman physician.
Mrs. Merrill spoke of the need of a woman
physician in the reformatory work, in the care
“of the unworthy woman, whose very history
we would shield from the knowledge of men.”
The present city physician was requested to
speak, bat declined to do so.
Alderman Little returned the thanks of the
committee to the speakers for the information
given, and the general hearing was adjourned.
At the conclusion of the hearing the committee held a short session and adjourned till
Thursday, Juuo 22d, for further consideration
of the matter.
Personal.
E. G. Humphrey of the St. Johnsbury and
Lako Champlain railroad, is at the City Hotel.
Rev. T. B. Thayer of Boston is at the Preble
House.
Dr. A. E. Macdonald, the famous insanity
specialist, and Mr. Henry A. Mariotte of New
York, are stopping at the Falmouth.
Rev. John Battisby of Chatham, Ont., and
Rev. Wm. King of Buxton, Out., are at the
United States Hotel.
Mr. James Day Ackerman, of Portsmouth,
the veteran expressman, for twelve years conductor on the Eastern railroad, is dangerously
ill at his home in that city.
J. S. Winslow, G. W. Parker, A. H. Atwood, J. S. Russell and J. E. Sawyer are the
committee from Portland Commandery to arrange for the trip to Haverhill.
Haulau’s condition has remained unchanged. His medical attendants say all danger has
passed, and his ultimate recovery is a matter
of time and careful nursing.
Mr. D. C. Murphy, signal observer, was relieved Saturday by Mr. Wm. W. Eichelberger
who arrived Irom Washington IMday evening.
Mr. Mnrphy will now take charge of the East,
port station. Mr. Eichelberger was lately stationed at Mobile, and more recently at the cenMr. J. H. Melton,
tral office in Washington.
at present in charge of the station at Eastport,
will come to Portland as assistant observer.
Among the graduates at Abbot Academy,

Andover, Mass., are Misses Effie Dean Dresser, Portland, Annie Frances Frye, Rockland,
The Bosand Lydia Alice Maxwell, Weils.
ton

Journal says:

“The

reading,

‘The

Night

Watch,’ was given by Miss Dresser with great
intensity of dramatic fervor, and with delica"
At the planting of
cy of thought and feeling.
the class tree, the president of the class of ’82,
Miss Frye, presented the spade to Miss Torrey,
of the class of ’83, pleasant l!ttle speeches beiDg made by both.
Odd Fellowship.
Golden Temple No. 3, Patriarchal Circle,
was instituted at Biddeford Friday evening by
the Deputy Supreme Oracle of United Brothers
Temple of this city, assisted by the Temple
officers. Golden Temple has thirty-six charter
After the institution the following
elected as its officers and installed by the

members.
were

Deputy Supreme Oracle:
Counsel—C. H. P. Hampson.
Venerable Oracle—C. H. Brackett.
Oracle—C. H. Nelson.
Vice Oracle—J. H. Dearborn.
Secretary—C. J. Butler.
Financial Secretary—C. C. Sawtelle.

Treasurer—Joseph Etcliells.
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Marshal—Fred Green.
Commander—J. L. Small.
Trustees—H. W. Stockman, J. 0. Haley,
George H. Waterhouse.

The Falmouth Hotel was the scene of a notable event Saturday evening. Last Wednesday’s Press announced the fact that Mr. John
Main, the efficient represent Mve of the Grand
Trunk Railway in this city, w as probably about

promoted to Assistant
Agent, with headquarters at
to be

sneral Freight
D troit, and Fri-

When
day morning the news was conlir
the wholesale merchants on Commercial street
—most of whom transact a gooa deal of business over the Grand Trunk—read the announcement they determined Mr. Main should
not leave the city without some substantial appreciation of him, on their part, as an official
and a man. Time was short, for Mr. Main had
been ordered to leave for his new post to-day,
but a little time accomplished good results. A
few merchants who carried a subscription paw* by every
per were met more than half
merchant asked to subscribe, and the only reason why we do not publish the list of subscribers is because many who wore not asked,owing
to the want of time or because they were absent from town, would feel slighted, when there
was no such intention. The employes of tho
road also determined to make a presentation,
and decided to do so at tho same time with the

merchants.
At 8 p. m. parlor No. 10 was filled with some
one hundred and twenty-five gentlemen representing all the departments of the Grand
Trunk road, and some eighty merchants. It
would be useless to call names, for all were
there who could get in. It had been the intention to have ex-President W. S. Dana of tho
Board of Trade make the presentation speech
on the part of the merchants, but a sudden attack of illness in his family defeated the plan,
and John W. Deering, Esq., kindly consented
officiate.
Capt. Deeriug said the company had assembled for a special object, to bid good-by to Mr.
to

Main and to present him with a memorial on
the part of the Portland merchants as a proof of
their kind wishes. He referred to the faithfulness with which that gentleman hat^always
attended to the interests of the great company
of which he was the representative in Port-

land, to his urbanity With his dealings with
the merchants, and his earnest efforts to help
both. He hoped the watch he was presenting
would he a reminder of the pleasant moments
he had passed in the Forest City, and in beGod spoed.”
half of each and all wished him
Mr. W. W. Duffett, Assistant Treasurer of
the Grand Trunk, then stepped forward and
referred to the many years of pleasant intercourse between the employes and Mr. MainMany of their members had parted from them
in that time, but none whose loss would be
more deeply felt than his. You cannot, said
more or better friends than you will
leave behind you here, and may the links of
this chain (here presenting a superb chain)
only serve to bind us all the more closely together. In conclusion he wished him, from

he, find

all, long life, health and prosperity.
Mr. Main rose to reply, but it was evident it
with difficulty he could restrain his emotions. The affair had been so sudden; he had
received no previous intimation of the extent
was

of the demonstration; and the heartfelt expressions of sorrow ac his loss on the pari of
the speakers proved too much for him. Ho
said: “Gentlemen, I cannot put it into words.
It is a terrible thing to go away from Portland,
where I have lived for sixteen years. I came
here at that time with a letter to Mr. Porteous,
and since then I have grown up along with
you.” Here hi? voice trembled, and he said,
“I can’t say any more. I thank you very
much. I shall always cherish the pleasantest
recollections of you all.”
Remarks expressive of the high appreciation
in which Mr. Main was held were made by Mr.
John H. True, of True & Leighton, Dr. Mer-

rill, L. 0. Wade of the Pbess, Edwin Clement, of E. Clement & Co., and others, and the
party then broke up with farewells to Mr.
Main.
The watch is a heavy, open-faced Swiss, valued at 9250, purchased at J. Ambrose Merrill’s.
"
J. M.”
On the outer case is the monogram,
On the inside case is inscribed:
Presented to John Main
by
Merchants and Friends.
Portland,
Jane loth, 1882.
The chain is formed of close links, is vory
heavy and is valued at 9100. Attached to it is
a locket with a head cut in cameo on the onyx.
There was beside an elegant seal ring. A porte.
monuaie accompanied the watch, containing the

comfortable

sum

of 9500 in

gold.

MUSIC AND THE

officiated at this
a very effective
sermon from the 119th Psalm, 130th verse
“The entrance of Thy word giveth light.”
Here the floral decorations were of great beauty, and their tasteful arrangement the subject
The Rev. George Lindsay

yesterday, preaching

NOTE3.

The Longfellow Statue.
Saturday afternooD, the committee, composed of Messrs. Geo. F. Talbot, J. P. Baxter, H.
S. Burrage, Israel Washburn and Thomas
Tasb, reported in reference to a statue for Prof.
and Rev. H. S.

elected secretary. Superintendent
Tash stated that he had presented the subject
at the recent meeting of the Maine Pedagogi-

Barrage

admiring comment by all visitors. “Children’s Day,” in mammoth letter of evergreen,

of

the front of the organ, while
at the left of the pulpit was a handsome evergreen cross, with the Scriptural injunction
“Seek^ye the Lord while he may he found,”
and on the right the crown of reward, with
the words, “God giveth us richly all things to
enjoy.” Upon and about the pulpit was a profusion of many hued flowers, interspersed
from different
among which, and suspended
cj nrds,
points in the building, wore the cages
not
ittharn'jniously
whose glad songs blended
with the deep tones of the organ. Selected
music was rendered by the Sabbath School
children. There was a baptism of infants.
After
In the evening a concert was given.
the overture and prayer, a programme of fortyfive numbers was gone through with, which
included some very fine singing, recitations
and readings by home talent, of which Longress street feels proud. After the programme
was finished, the pastor made a few remarks,
which ended in the presentation to the superintendent of the Sabbath School of a largo ana
handsome family Bible, a present from the
teachers and scholars in appreciation of their
good will and wishes towards the superintendent, and for their appreciation $of his labors
The reamong the people and in the school.
marks of the pastor were responded to by Mr.
Stevens, who was taken completely by surprise.
A more pleasant day never was spent than that
of June lltb, 1882, is the verdict of all who attended Congress street M. E. church.

appeared

across

was

cal Society in Bangor, and had received assurances of enthusiastic support from teachers
throughout the State. His idea wa3 that a
substantial sum could be raised, in small
amounts, from the teachers aud scholars of the
of Maine.
Remarks were made by Hon. Geo. F. Talbot,
Rev. H. S. Burrage, Hon. I. Washburn, Jr.
and others, and all were ’confident that the
money requisite for the statue could be raised.
It was thought $20,000 would bo needed.
The committee appointed at the previous
meeting reported in favor of an immediate or-

public schools

The
and the leport was accepted.
committee was authorized to present a
constitution and by-laws at the text meeting,
which is to bo held at the same place next Saturday afternoon, at 4 o’clock, at which time
some definite plan of action toward raising the
requisite funds will probably bo adopted, and a

ganization,

same

permanent organization perfected.

CASCO STREET CHURC41.

Yesterday, one of the pleasantest of
days, was well chosen by several

summer
of our

churches as Children’s Day. The services at
Casco Street Church were appropriate and interesting. Ti e platform was literally an arbor
of rich foliage, bright Jane flowers beautifully
contrasting with the dark evergreen in the
background. The gallery was vocal with the
music of numerous singing birds, while the
organ was festooned with wreaths of green and
pure white.
Rev. Mr. Lowden, without naming a text,
proceeded to say, addressing himself particularly to the children, that ho would draw a few
lessons from the life of Samuel; and the first
was, How much children owe to a mother’s
care and influence, citing the successful career
of Moses, as greatly indebted to his mother’s
influence during the years of his childhood;
and also of Wesley, Walter Scott, Napoleon’s
tribute to a mother, and of the lamented Garfield.
Second, It is manly for the child to give
cheerful obedience, and right for the parent to
feel constantly a hearty sympathy with the
child, and this sympathy and this obedience
will lead to obedience to God.
Third, The life of Samuel proved that in
honoring God we are ourselves honored; and
closed with an appeal to .the children to be
honest and faithful and true, trusting in God
and meeting bravely the trials of life as the
best assurances of honor and success.
CHESTNUT STREET CHURCH.

Children’s day at Chestaut Street Church
drew a crowded house as usual. The organ
festooned with evergreen, and above the
key-board was placed a beautiful floral harp.
An immense floral arch, six feet high, was
erected over tho platform. Inside the alterwas

rail a profusion of bouquets was arranged an^
several memorial emblems to Mrs. S. V. Patterson, including a beautiful cross from the La-

Other elegant memorials were
dies Circle.
those to Mrs. C. H. Baker, and Master Henry
P. Loriug, Mrs. George O. Goese presided at
the organ with her usual grace and ability.
Singing birds in cages were hung around the
church and baskets of flowers suspended from
every arch.
J. H. Lord, the efficient superintendent presided and the music was led by Mr. J. S. Staples. Dr. McKeown the pastor, baptised thirteen
infants and presented each little reoipient with
a miniature bouquet. Tho excellent singing by
tfae children was interspersed with solos by
Miss Milliken, Mrs Dr. Piles, Mrs. Cole and
others.
In the tpreuing the service was continued
made by Capt. Coyle, Ira
and addresses
Locke, J. B. Donnell, Geo. L. Kimball, Gen.
J. J. Perry and Rev. Dr. McKeown, interspersed with music by the choir.
STATE STREET.

The thirteenth anniversary of State Street
Sunday School was celebrated last evening.
The Secretary, Mr. Henry S. Payson, announced the membership amounted to 237, with an
average attendance of 16S. There are 27. classes
under 27 teachers. There bai been.an increase
in the membership during tho year, with no
deaths and no additions to the church. The
receipts and expenditures aro some §360. The
librarian, Miss 0. M. Dow, announced TOO
volumes in the library.
There was a very pretty floral display and the
Sunday School services were very interesting.
They consisted of singing and recitations. Rev.
W. J.-Tucker, D. D., of Andover, made a very
interesting address cn tho importance of drilling the school in those Biblical truths that
would take root and govern the children’s
hearts.
Tho Procession of tho Blessed Sacrament
took place at the Catholic Cathedral yesterday
and proved a highly brilliant spectacle.
FERRY VILLAGE.

Children’s Sunday was observed at the
Methodist church in this village yesterday. At
the afternoon service tho pastor, Rev. True
Whittier, preached a sermon to the children,
and the exercises were all appropriate to the
day. In the evening a concert was given by
the children at the church, and was largely
attended. Tho church was prettily decorated.
Important Sale of Shipping.

Saturday

noon

Messrs.

A herd of Hereford cattle, consisting of 107
bulls and heifers and 27 calve3, passed through
this city Friday night en route from Hallowell

Lafayette, Ind. The animals were imported in March, and have been at Mr. J. R.
Bodwell’s farm in Hallowell, but now are being taken in “palace” cars, to the farm of
There
their owners, Messrs. Earl & Stuart.
are only four bulls among the number, but one
to

of these is a noble fellow, just two years old,
and weighing 1915 pounds. Royal 15th, which
expresses this fellow’s title and pedigree, is intended for show, and his owners are confident
Twentyof making him weigh 2200 by fall.
seven among these animals are direct descendants of “Lord Wilton.” Many of them have
taken first prizes, and one has carried off 11,
having never been beaten. The present lot is
intended solely for breeding, of which business Messrs. Earl & Staart make a specialty.
None of them are for sale; indeed, the gontlemen.express strong doubts as to whether there
is money enough to purchase Royal. The cars
in which they were shipped over the Maine
Central to this city were well worthy the name

“palace cars.” They were fitted up with
every convenience with proper apartments for
those who had care of the cattle.
of

The Island Travel.
The warm weather of the past few days has
tended to direot attention to the islands. It is
expected that the steamers will commence on
their regular summer time table June 25 th.
There will be four boats on the route this season, as follows: The Gazelle, Capt. A. S. Oliver; Express, Capt. John Fi3her: Minnehahai
Capt. William Craig; Mary W. Libby (spare
boat), captain not yet appointed, All these
boats have been overhauled and put in

thorough repair. That popular gentlemen,
Capt. C. H. Knowlton, will have the general
manageme nt of all the business, and has fitted
up a very handsome office and waiting room on
Custom House wharf, at the east side of which
will be made

all the boats will land. Landings
at the old points on Peak’s, Cushing’s, Hogi
and two trips daily to Long Island by the

F. O-

Bailey

& Co.,

at their office on Exchange street, made an
important sale of shipping to close np the estate of the late Andrew Spring. There was a
good attendance of parties interested in shipand much interest was manifested. The

ping,

tsrms of the sale were cash, and
gives the Dame of the property,

Deering, $2800.
l-32d ship Rufus E. Wood, J. S. Winslow,
$1425.
1-8t,h bark S. E. Spring, H. P. Dewey, $1325.
l-8th bark A. C. Bean, J. S. Winslow,
$1850.
l-8th bark Edmund Phiuney, J. S. Winslow,
$1950.
l-8th bark Blanche Howe, J. S. Winslow,
$950.
^
l-8th bark Isaac Jackson, H. P. Dewey,
$2325.
l-8th brig Bello Prescott, J. S. Winslow,

$1450._
Portland Bicycle Club.
One of the principal attractions at the Peaks
Island 4th of July celebration will be the parade and races of the Portland Bicycle Club.
The club is being drilled for the occasion, by
Captain A. W. Pierce, and will make a flue
showing. The races will be the first ever held
here, and will excite considerable interest. The
club now has a membership of twonty, and is

Steadily increasing.
Accidents.
Mr. Samuel Holoway, white repairing the
damage to Oak street Saturday, was badly
bruised by the caving in of the side of the
street.
A sailor

going on board

slipped

some

his vessel Friday,
molasses hogsheads and fell
nearly tearing off his loft thumb. Dr. Palmer
dressed the wound.
Mr. Charles Malian was thrown from his
carriage last week, and was bruised about the
on

face.
On Wednesday

boy by ithe name of Geo.
Mahoney at Sacoarappa had a finger so badly
crushed by a heavy weight falling upon it as
to necessitate its
amputation, and a little
daughter of Frank Palmer fell and fractured
a

her arm.
At the Sebago wood-board mill last week
two men met with quite serious accidents

by catting their hands, one a young
the name of Freeman, the other
Davis.

is three for Robie.
The Lewiston Jonrnal reports Poland delegation of four divided.
Cherrytield elects five delegates for Robie.
Millbridge elects two delegates for Robie.
Bowdoinham elects five delegates for Robie.
West Bath elects two delegates for Robie.
Pbipsburg elects three delegates for Robie.
Georgetown elects two delegates for Robio.
A special dispatch to the Press from Bath
announces that the entire delegation from Sagadahoc county, forty-four in number, is for
Robie.
At a Republican caucus held In Saco, Saturday, the following were elected delegates to
the State Convention:
Wm. H. Deering,
Ivory Lord, Joseph Hobson, E. P. Burnham,
S. F. Chase, W. T. Booth by, Arthur Boothby,
G. Bickford, John R. Andrews, O. C. Clark,
W. O. Freeman, R. L. Bowers, S. C. Hamilton. An Associated Press dispatch says the
delegation is about equally dividsd between
Thomas and Robie. Thomas, however, claims
ten of the delegation, while Robie on the other
hand claims eight.
Sangerville elects three delegates for Thomas.
Greene elects three delegates for Thomas.
Poland elects five delegates for Thomas.
Eastport elects seven delegates for Thomas.
Meddybemps elects one delegate for Thomas.
Uennysville elects two delegates for Thomas.
Edmonds elects one delegate for Thomas.
Princeton elects three delegates for Thomas.
Rangeley eleots two delegates for Thomas.
Palermo elects three delegates for Thomas.
Brighton elects one delegate for Thomas.
Mayfield elects one delegate for Thomas.

man

as

opposing

for member of

reports

me

candidacy of Capt. Bontelle
Congrsss, and as a possible in-

candidate. This is all a fiction. The
It is siginterview ho names never oocurred.
It was
nificant that it originated at Aagasta.
intended to effect the approaching convention.
Its sentiments were never uttered or entertained by me.
I am as little likely to be an independent
candidate as any man in Maine. I prefer to
be a Republican candidate.
I began,to vote
with the Republican party when that party began to exist, and have voted with it at every
I havo traveled 25,000 miles
election since.
within the last ten years, speaking for it, and
have given the best efforts of my life to its service. I believe in its principles and glory in
its record; a record which future generations
will say is the proudest page in American his-

tory.
While it is what it now is, the party of equal
rights, freo schools, a fair ballot, protection to

American labor, and an enlightened, progressive policy, I shall support it, whether a private in its ranks or
and honors.

receiving its emoluments

Capt. Bontelle, two years ago, made a gallant fight in the Fourth District against vast
odds.
By the established usage of the party
ho is clearly entitled to a renomination. I
did in the Fifth District what he did m the
Fourth, running largely ahead of my ticket in
both my own county and district, and increasing the Republican vote of the district by 4,066,
a gain much larger than was made in any othand I am a candidate
er district in the State,
now for only what has been cheerfully conceded to every decent white man since the party
was organized, namely, a second nomination;
and I ask this usage against no one who has
not already received it and more.
I believe, too, that inasmnoh as the candidates for Governor and two members of Congress are conceded to that part of the State
west of the Kennebec river, that the convention will deem it both wise and just to let the
other two congressional nominations come
But whatever be the
from the larger east.
event of this or any other convention that I
participate in you will find me cheerf ally and
cordially sustaining the ticket of the Republican party which has for so many years conserved the country’s interests so well.
S. L. Milliken.

(an Indian remedy,) called Dr. William's Indian
A single box has cured the worst
ointment.
No one
chronic cases of 2G or 30 years standing.
need suffer ffvo wiuutes after applying Inis wonder
ful soothing medicine.
Lotions, instruments and
William’s
electuaries do more barm than good.
Ointment absorbs the tumors, allayB the intense
at
after
getting warm in
sight
itching, (particularly
bed,) acts as a poultice, gives instant and painless
for
Piles, itching of the
relief, and is prepared only
private parts, and nothing else.
M.
Bead what the Hon. J.
Oofllnberry, of Cleve-

land says about Dr. William’s Indian Pile
Ointment: “I have used scores of pile cures, and
it aff wds me pleasure to say that I have never found
anything which gave such immediate and permanent relief as Dr. William’s Indian Ointment
For sale by
U F. PHILLIPS & CO.

Wholesale Agents,
mar30

Bead all the advertisements of Spring medicines,
and then use AVER’S SARSAPARILLA, which
contains more real curative virtues than all the
others combined. It radically cures all diseases of
the blood, and is the best alterative, tonie, diuretio
and blood purifier ever produced.
Sold by all druggists. Ask for AVER’S SARSAPARILLA, and do not be persuaded to take any
other. Price, $1; six bottles for $5.
d&wlw
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Brief Extracts from Testimonials

ASSETS

FOR THE FOLLOWING

Caroline B.Winilsw, M.
Washington, D. C.
With three months’ use of the Reactionary Lifter,
Its effect
I am a physio ally regenerated woman.
has been magical. I esteem it a blessing which can
not be over-estimated.
Clayton Keith, M. !>.,
St. Louis.
It hardens the muscles, steadies the nerves, and
whole
physioal system, thus enabling
tones up the
it to resist disease.
Horatio Gomea, HI. Ha,
New York.
satisfied with your machine AM Rs efI am

fully

fects.

Robert Hamilton, M. ».,
Saratoga Springs.
It is entirely satisfactory to me, and possesses all
the merits claimed for it.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, 111* D.,
Harvard University.
It furnishes a concentrated form of exere lse whio
I nave found salutary, agreeable and exhilarating
The particular apparatus you use, “The Reactionary
Lifter,’’ is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement.
R. C. Moffat, M. D.,

Brooklyn.
It is the most perfect compendium of exercise imIt
is
particularly adapted to ladies suffaginable.
ering from uterine and kindred weaknesses.
CinwRon A. Ltng, M. D.,
Buffalo.
1 was astonished at the wonderful potency of cumulative exercise in reaching
infirmities or long standing.
elation to me and other medical

chronic

now rev-

friends.
Unvid Wooster, M. D„
San Francisco.
I do not hesitate to unqualifiedly commend the
Reactionary Lifter to all poisons sufferingfrondyspeptic or rheumatic affections, and to evpry person
of sedentary employmeats.
C. Pcckham Fitch, M. B.,
W«u> York.
It is almost indispensable for the maintenance of
health: it develops the entire muscular structure,
and imparts tone and vitality to the whole organism

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS

shall 8.11 the
ON WEDNESDAY,

^

F.

^Noiustitution of the kind in this
BE CAREFUL TO

|

country or the world has been mere satisfac-

APPLY

AND

as

Agent,
d*«

THIS

TRIMMINGS,
such

berland, against the estate

as

in the said County of Cumberland, adjudged to be
an Insolvent debtor, ea petitlen of said debtor,which
petition was filed on the tenth day ef June,
A. D. 1882, to which date interest en claims is te be

ORNAMENTS AND BUTTONS,
ONE WEEK
J«ne 13th» al

bo sold AT COST for
ON Ij X, commencing
will

temputed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said Debtr
or, and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden
by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or mere assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
to be holden at Probate Court room in said Portland, on the third day of July, A, D. 1882, at ten

CLOUGHS,
561 Congress Street.

MRS. S. J.

OF TEACHERS.

EXAMINATION

examination o£ candidates
for teaching
public schools of Portland,
will meet for the examination of teachers at the
of
High School Building on Thursday, the Oth day a
July, next, at 10 a. m. Applicants must pass
in
the
branches,
following
satisfactory examination

THE

sub-committee

o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand

on

in the

vency for

'“aH

on the morning
applicant! must be present will continue
specified, and the examination
finished.
sooner
unless
through two days
to
No further examinations will take place prior
the opening of the schools.
...» ,_
THOMAS TASH, Superintendent of Schools.
j«12 dtd
Portland, June 10, 1S82.

above

BANANAS.
LIBBY,
Briggs,

attorney at law and solictor
—

American & Foreign Patents,

No. 93

Exchange St, Portland,

Me.

Ugp-AU businerB relating to Patents promptly and
Jnl2tf
faithfully executed.

ilOKSECOVERS.
am

furnish those in want with

a

superior article, of various styles and sizes, with and
without hoods.
Now

ALFRED HASKELL,
Nos. 370 & 372 Fore and 17 Moulton Sts.
dlw»

jal2

NOVELTIES

Y.

IN fllLLlN

my Summer Goods just opened ara some
very desirable Dress Hats for Misses and chilalso
something new for trimming Ladies’
dren;
Summer Bonnets.
E. I*. EEBKAl.D, 311 1-2 Ce»|rtn SI.

AMONG

P. s.—The first finality of mourning geods alwayz

j*12

in stock.

NOTICE

adjudge, will then and there alter the line of said
street and fix the damage as required by law.
CHARLES F. LIBBY,

so

WILLIAM T.

MURRAY,

AUGUSTINE D. SMITH,
on Laying Out New Streets.

Committee

JeI2

dtd

is hebebi given, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust oi Administrator with the
Will annexed, of the estate of
ELIZABETH J. BANKS, late of Standish,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given

All persons having debonds as the law directs.
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are roi
the
same; and all persons liA
quired to exhibit
debted to said estate are celled npen to make
payment to
SAMUEL BANKS, Administrator
with tbo Will annexed.

VTOTICE IS HEBERT GIVEN, that
IN the subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the truet of Administrator
of the estate of
SUSAN H. NEVINS, late of New Gloucester,
in the
bonds

Connty of Cumberland, deceased, and given
the law directs. A ll persons having de-

as

mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons Indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
AMOS H. NEVINS, Administrator.

Annual Meeting.

TO LET.
three

at

302 Cum-

pleasant, sunny
of
berland Street. Inquire at the house
TWO
G. M. YOUNG,
rooms

or

junI2d3t*

cor.

Congress

and

THOROUGHBRED
Puppiee.

4

and YorkMAPLE ST.
dlw«

jne'12

HORSES

This Horning. Among them arc
several Heavy Norman Teams.]
1 PAIR CHESTNUTS,
1 PAIR BLACKS,
1 PAIR BLACKS,
•
1 PAIR BAYS,

95c
10c

Men’s Gauze Vests,
Men’s Linen Collars,

Qt.
Ladies’ Gauze Vests, 25, 37, 50c
Ladies’ Fancy Hose, Regular
95c
Made,
15c
Child’s Fancy Hose,

$1.00

Elegant Corsets,
3.

$1.00
Best 3 Button Kids,
25, 37, 5©c
Gauze Lisle Glo res,
All Linen Handk’s, Fancy, 12 l-9c
-3L,
lOc
Ladies’ Linen Collars,
Misses’ Lace Collars, 25, 50, 75c
lOc to $1.00
Laces, White,

3900
3140
99931

98601

Also Teams from 9400 to 9300.
fifteen of these Horses are from
lOOOto 1100. They are adapted
to general business, and among
them are many good drivers.
Any one wishing a good Horse
as there are
should call early
many good bargains among them.

6.
Buttons, Gilt and Steel,
Buttons. Pear

,

Buttons, Metal,
Buttons, Jet,

lO

7.
Germantown Wool,
Zephyr Worsteds,

dtt

SAVE MONEY
By buying Black and Colored
Dress Goods, Silks, Rbadamas,
Morie, Mervilieux, Surahs, Table
Linen, Parasols and Hosiery of ns.

We have the best assortment, all
the Novelties, many styles not
shown elsewhere, and sell t e best"
goods as cheap as poor goods are
sold.

Cnuvascs,

8.
Fans,
Crimped Se(s,Sit:g c,
“
“
Double,

m*yl5

St.
Congress
_oodtt

Wedding William S. Lowell,

15c to $1.75

Parasols,

J. M.DYER&CO.

to 38c

20c
20c

AND

Vis

Gards.
$2

10c
15c

H. I. ~TELSON & CO.

CAhD PLATE ENGRAVER

ting

50c to $5
to

AND

j

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Recep-ons a Specialty.

513 Cl \GRESS STREET.
<Stt
mehll

boarders, In one of tbe most
J? pleasant towns in New- England. Houso pleasant, scenery beautiful. Apply early.
a

few

summer

Charles Chandler,
may 13

Fryeburg Centre, Maine,

eodlw*

with the dim and shadowy

of sunflowers and
the walls, and used
as accetsories in the interiwhen exterior
ors, and

patterns

lilies

on

compositions

reasonable PRICES
A

Complete Line of Spring

and

Snmmor

BOOTS & SHOES M Arrived.

new designs which we are now
showing in onr “Up Stairs” room.
Stamping executed in the very

best

manner.

Owen, Moore & Co.

used,

were
was

equally

then the artist

happy in their arrangement
The proof of the negatives
gave Mr. Wilde the greatest
satisfaction, as does the

JEsthetic and other poses of
Hearn the popular photographer of the State of
Maine, whose new and elegant studio is located in
How’s Block, 514 Congress
Street in tills city.
feb20__

BLACK.

Brocade Satins
AND

BLACK AND COLORED

RHADAMES.
We have again received a fresh
invoice of some elegant patterns in
Black Brocade Satins for Overdresses, and a beantifnl line of
Black and Colored Rhadames.
These goods we shall sell at
prices which will be satisfactory to

Customers.

our

Please call and examine.

CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED,
Cor. Congress & Elm Sts.
uay24aoiitf

Jolyjth 1882

WORKSJIRE WORKS.

FIRE

for the sale of the

Agents
COl.OllEB VIBE
line
MANUFACTURER’S
Rockets,
the country, consisting
WORKS
Alt

of

finest

of

in

Candles, Colored Fire, Bengal Lights, Pin
Wheels, Scroll Wheels, Triangles, \ ertical W heels,
China Flyers, Flower pots, Batteries, Bomb Shells.
Floral Fountains, Star Mines,Fancy Pieces,jusorted
Balk ons
case Fire Works, Paper Balloons, Paper
with Fire Work Attachments, Animal Balloons,
Caps,
Paper
Chinese Lanterns, Flags, Torpedoes.
Toy Pistols, Cannons, Fire Crackers, Cannon CrackMasks.
do
Pistols,
Mammoth
Paper
Caps,
ers Fnnk,
Celebrations for Cities and Towns furnisned at
short notice. Price lists sent on application.
Roman

AND RETAIL.

WHOLESALE

DAY, JR. & CO.,

C.

2awM&Th&jy3&4

ja5

SALE

AUCTION

OF TWENTY-FIVE

and

Ladies’

Children’s

PONIES!!!
and

Carriage Mart,
At the Nationnl Hone
Portland and Friend Street*, Bo*to«s,

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14,

ON

1882.

and
Commencing at 11 o'cleck A. Mwe shall otter and
sell 2& of the handsomest Shetland, Creole
to t>60
300
from
Poaiee,
weighing
Dalmatian
of Boslbs., ever offered at any one sale in the city
ton. These ponies have been under our immediate
thorwe
have
charge for the past three months, and
oughly tried and tested them in harness, saddle, and
on
their
we
are
tested
stable, and feel conlident that
inins and oats, and therefore able to give correct
I heir
with
us
favor
formation to all those who may
4 of these ponies are
and
patronage.
presence
hamlsomelv spotted, 1 a cream, 1 a buckskin. 2
golden sorrel, 1 beautiful black, the balance are
rich bays and browns. They can bo seea bow upon
U«ts
application at the Mart, and lull descriptive
will be given in the Boston Herald. Daily Advertismailed
er, Even!nr Transcript, ete., and catalogues
of Auctioneer, tlvo days
upon application to ofttoe
previous to sal©.
On the same day we shall sell 2 African Donkeys,
on© of them the smallest and most comical-looking
animal in the coUBtry, aud both thoroughly broken
to saddle and harness. Also Pony Cart- Wagons,
and Phaetons, with Harnesses for Ponies of all sizes,
together with full sized Beach-Wagons, Canopy
Carts.
Phaetons, Surry Village, Chester and Dog
The attention of Intending purchasers is respectfulto be
fouud
be
ly requested, and the property will
as

represented.

.WOHEH COliMAN A HON,
Auctioneers and Brokers in Horses, Carriages,
Harnesses, Saddlery, yc.,

Portland and Friend Streets, Boston.

McKENNEY’S
CITY TIME
From Cambridge Observatory
The

morning.

ev

only store In the City, making a specialty of
Clock business and employing a practical

CLOCK MAKER.
-IT-

Every lady interested in Art
Needle Work, should examine the

were

some,

were

jen71012

Stationer.

SEASONABLE GOODS

ML G. Palmer.
■710R

emblematic,

to be

Art Needle Work.

A RARE CHANCE

compositions which

I have always

the best and largest
stock of Summer Boots, Shoes and
Slippers ever offered in this State,
including all the nobby and desirable styles of the season. Also, cu
torn Boots made to measure an 1
waaranted to fit and satisfy.

as

being explanatory of the
doctrines of this new disciple. Among many of the

ATTRACTIVE

511
10 to 25c
25 to 75c
20 to 50c

characteristic,

187 Middle Street.

RVFVS BAWD.
my20

3.
Black Spanish Laces, 25, 50, 75c
19 and 15c
Tubular Braid,
50c
Colored Spanish Laces,

which

positions

many
very

are

111 COLORED

Street,

81 Franklin

finest,

_d4w

Wilde, the ^Esthetic apostle,
in

Arrived at my Stable,

DBPAR.TMBKTT i

_dtd

1882

36 HORSES

NELSON’S

Sc CO., Auctioneer..

Exchange Street, I’erllnnd, Jlaine.

A prominent New York
Artist
photographed a
short time ago Mr. Oscar

Green Sts.

FOR SALE.
EBgUsb Png Dogs

shire Terrier

the
ffUlE Annual Meeting of Stockholder! theofoffice
I. Cumberland Bone Co. will be hald at
of the Company, 2 V4 Union Wharf, on Tuesday,
June 20, at 3 p. m.
F. D. ELLIS, Clerk.
Jcl2 dtd

w3w*24

New Gloucester, June 6th 1882,

or

to

w3w«24

Standish, April 18,1882.

dlw

iofs Alii SHOES.

je'i

application

Notice

96 MIDDLE STREET.

OP

Henri ig ra Alteration nf Street Line.
Is hereby given th»t the Joint Standing
Committee on Laying Ont New Street#, who
were directed by an order of the City Council, passed Jane 6th, 1882, te consider the exnedleney of
straightening tee Easterly line of the Western
Promenade sontherly from Bowdoin street, will
meet at the junction of Bowdein street and said
Promenade on Monday, the lfth inst, at > o’clock
in the
afternoon, to hear all parttee interested, and
then and there determine and adjudge whether publio convenience and necessity require that said
Promenade should be so altered, and if they shall

ALBION LITTLE,
RHBERT M. GOULD,
DAVID B. RICKER,

Just received 150 Bunches the finest
fruit of the season. Shall receive the
snme every Wednesday and Saturday.

Herbert L.

PARKE3,

GEO. W.

as Messenger of the Court of lnselsaid County of Cumberland.

;_}el2&10

'Arithmetic,

jul2d3t*

the date first abeve written.

Deputy Sheriff,

Elementary Geometry. Physical and
includDescriptive Geography English Grammar,
ing Composition, United States History, Physiology,
Elements of Music, (Mason’s) Elementary FreeTeaohHand Drawing, and Theory and Praotiee of

«! W.

of said

GEORG! C. FELT, of Portland,

Passementeries, Laces,

Fringes,

fittings.

Sale will be in parcels to suit purchasers, and
will be positiTe. Terms cash.
The property will be taken out aud deltrered by
the sellers at the brewery.
Full information obtained and premises Inspected

OSCAR WILDE

Court ef Insolvency for the County of Cumberland
State of Maine,
Jume 12, A. D. 1812.
In ease of GEORGE C. FELT, Insolvent Debtor.
is
to give notice, that on the tenth
day of June, A. D. 1882, a warrant In inissued
was
solvency
by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
theceurtof insolvency for sail County of Cum-

all our

auction on the premises, on
31st day of June. A. D.
p. m., all the mtiugs of the
1882,
(2)
well known Foraet City Brewery and Malt House of
Jamee McGllnohy, Esq., at Cape Elizabeth, Maine,
including kiln, steam pumps, mill and iiVyutor,
ususl
copper boiling tub, refrigerator aud all other
be sold at

WILL
Wednesday, the
o'clock
at tw*

Jul2

In Insolvency.

low is the Time for Bargains

Fittings

AUCTION.

AT

No. I.

STREET.

EXCHANGE

jCO., Auctioneer*.
dt)t

F. O. BAILEY

TO

W. D. LITTLE,

ft

Brewery

on

BEFORE YOU INSURE,

INQUIRE

BAILEY

O.

jn8

ja7

The

June

This ia one of the most
and abundance of fruit.
desirable locations in the City and the sale should
attract the attention of parties wanting a moderately priced house desirably located,

Viz:

REASONS,

tory than this great financial organization.

201 MIDDLE STREET.
PORTLAND, ME.

14, at 3 io’clock P. M.
desirable property No. 11<>
The house is
Winter street two bouses from Pine.
two story, contains fourteen finished rooms, Gas.
■Sebago Water. Bath Boom, Water Closets, Good
Cemented Cellar, Furnace, porfect drainage. Lot
contains over 6000 square feet, on which is a stable

1843.

...

BULLETIN.

from prominent Professional Men.

Estate

•A.TTCTION’.

BY

1st—It is THE OLDEST Company, with 88 years of experience.
2d—It is the LARGEST COMPANY in the world by many Millions of Assets.
®d—It is purely Mutual, with no Stockholders to cat up its profits, and no
bonuses allowed to Officers, Trustees or Employe*.
4th—It confines its business to regular Life and Endowment Policies, and the
granting of Annuities, and has no new 01 experimental plans.
6th—Its premium rates are lower than any other Life Insurance Company, and
its Policy-holders receive large Diridends annually.
6th-No Policy-holder NEED forfeit his Policy, providod three annual premiums
have been paid, and application is seasonably made for a paid up Policy, when
necessity arises to do so.
7th—Its Assets hare more than doubled during the past ten years, notwithstanding the six years of financial panic.
8th—Us Receipts for interest and rants alone haro exceeded its Death Claims
TEN MILLIONS of Dollars ($10,000,000.)
9:h-It affords the cheapest, safest and most reliable Insurance of any Company

MANN’S

and relieving
It has been a

IN

Real

Desirable

$95,000,000.

—FOR

REACTIONAhT HEALTH-LIFT

m.

we

Portland, Maine
Tk&M&wly

White Mountain Club.

The Journal says that the Hon. Z. Chaffee,
in full
Tuesday, sent his check for the payment
in Auof the taxes on the Sprague property,
This
gusts, for 1881, amounting to »14,9b7.04.
ot
looks as though there might be a settlement
the Sprague business there at an early day.

ESTABLISHED

Merchan

of Furniture and General

Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a.
oot3dtf
Consignments solicited.

diae every

OF MEW YORK.

ers

Last! Mo
One Meed Suffer'.
A snro euro for Blind, Bleeding, Itching, and
Ulcerated piles has been discovered by Dr. William,
Cure Fouud at

novb

The Bay view is also very extensive.
If the weather is .bad, the excursion will be
on
postponed. The party will reach Portland
the return, at C o’clock.

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE C9

PILES! PILES! PILES! HAVING
I
prepared to
A Sure

Regular salo

II

C. W. ALLEN.

BAILEY,

r. o.

added to my Oil Clothing department
the manufacture of Water Proof Horae Cov-

George

peaks.

SalnrMB IN Exchange St.

ju!2

the

_

three and a half miles to Mr. True Warren’s,
at the foot of the hill. There is then an easy
climb of less than half a mile to the summit.
The view is very extensive, taking in the Camden hills, the mountains of Eastern Oxford
county, and the principal New Hampshire

4'TT-Bl

31

dependent

by

The members of the White Mountain Club
and as many of their friends as they choose to
invito, will hold a field day at Bradbury mountain, in Pownal, Thursday noxt. The regular
train will leave Grand Trunk station at 7.30 a.
station at
m., and arrive at North Yarmouth
8.15 a. m. Carriages will take the party about

Be Particular to Insure With

Letter from Hon. 8. L. Mllllken.
To the Editor of the Press:
The Boston Globe correspondent

P. O. BAILEY Sc CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

(By Associated Press.)
Eennebunk elects sir delegates “uninstructed, with Thomas proclivites.

the following
purchaser and

amount paid:
1-lGth of Bhip St. John Smith, to John W.

Notable Cattle.

Gazelle.

:

CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL.

DRAMA.

The latest about Messrs. Gilbert & Sullivan’s new opera is that it is founded on Tennyson’s “Princess.”
Planquette’s latest comic opera is based on
the story of Rip Van Winkle, and tho music is
described as very charming.
D’Oyley Carte
has purchased the English and American
rights for it.
Giglia Nordica, which name by the way is
not a whit prettier than* Lillian Norton, by
which name the young lady is known when at
home in Boston, is soon to make her Parisian
She will probably
debut at the Grand Opera.
appear as Ophelia in Ambroise Thomas’s opera
of “Hamlet.”

Longfellow.
Judge Symonds presided,

seven delegates lor Robie.
Skowhegan elects seven delegates for Robie.
Bingham elects two delegates for Robie.
Moscow elects one delegate for Robie.
Concord electa one delegate for Robie.
Moose River elect* one delegate for Robie.
Palmyra elects four delegates for Robie.
Norridgewock elects two delegates for Robie.
Pittsfield elects four delegates for Robie.
Fryeburg elects three delegates for Robie.
Fairfield eleots five delegates for Robie.
Waldoboro’ elects three delegates nil pledged.
Acton, heretofore reported three for Thomas,

Paris eleots

CONGRESS STREET M. E. CHURCH.

church

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY

NEW

AND

PULPIT

EVENT.

<

MOVEMENT FOB A FEMALE
CITY PHYSICIAN.,

THE

MONDAY MOKNING, JUNE 12.

NOTABL

PHYSICIANS.

CITY

Ladies’ Cloth
Top Bntton, only *2.00.
§2.00.
Clove Kid ••
“.
1
nw
Mon's
Shoes, Straw and Oxford Tic.
Bala, and Bnttoa Beote.
“
Congress Boot* In all prices.
Child' :'s Lawn Tennis In NEW and NOB,:ut.
US’Styles, &c. <fo., ffcc., at

F. W. DEARBORN’S
381 Congress Street.
ap20

Maine Medical Association
i fllHE thirtieth annual meeting of the Maine Med; X ioal Asstwlation will be held In the Otty Bnll! ding, Portland, Jane IS, 14 and 16,1882.
CHAS. O. HUNT, Secy.
I may'.'Odtd

be largest stock of
ho State of Maine.

h

Clocks

All kinds of Watch, Clock and fine Mechanical
pairing done in the best possible manner at
flowest prices for fine work.

re-

Watches, Clocks anil Jewelry,
sold

on

installments.

MeKElEY, IRE JEWELER,
547

St.

Congress

PORTLAND. ME.dim

Je6

HliS TACKLE!
In

d2m

on

foun'’

a

331

: its

varieties, vholcssle and retail.

Ulidc ;lc
Opposite Fr

O.
mayaa

Ia.

P

Street,

louth Hotel.

VILEY.

dl1*

Wit and Wisdom.

POETRY.

In Houston there seems to be an innate animosity toward Galveston, and it does not do to

Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep.

MISCELLANEOUS.

express your opinion about any particular
Houston institution unless the opinion is prepared expressly for tho Houston market. ^Por
instance, I was in a drug store, getting some
medicine, and I inadvertently remarked;
“Your city seems to be pretty well laid out.”
All in tho world I meant to say was that the

G. H. C.

“Now I lay me down to sleep.”
When fades the last faint ray
Of the rosy tinted day,
There gently steals a solemn thrill
Through the evening air so still,
As from each hearthstone, far and near,
Rise the voices of the children clear,
As in their perfect trust they say,
While from their noisy sports they stray.
And twinkling stars in wonder peep,
“Now 1 lay me down to sleep.”

streets were broad and straight, but the druggist glared at mo, and then bawled out;
“Houston is well laid out, is she? you leprous
outcast from Galveston! I tell you, you vile
Galveston emissary that HouBton is a lively
enough corpse to lay out that little fishing
town at the other end of the bayou. You come
here swelling around and trying to break tip

LYDIA E. PIWKHARfTS
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
Is

Positive

a

Cnre

For all those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses
bo common to our best female population.
A

Medicine for Woman.

Invented by

Prepared by

a

Woman.

Woman.

a

Dbrsororj Since tho Dawn ef ITistory.
tF*It revives the drooping spirits, invigorates and
harmonizes tho organic functions, gives elasticity and
The Greatest Hedleal

firmness to the step, restores the natural lustre to the
eye, and plants on the pale cheek of woman tho fresh
roses of life’s spring and early summer time.
££F"Physician3 Use It and Prescribe It Freely.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulant, and relievos weakness of tho stomach.

That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex
this Compound is unsurpassed.

LYDIA E. PINKHAWS BLOOD PURIFIER
will eradicate every vestige of Humors from the
Blood, and give tone and strength to the system, of
man woman or child.
Insist on having it.
Both the Compound and Blood Purifier are prepared
at 233 and 235 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass. Price of
Cither, 01. Six bottles for 05. Sent by mail in the form
of pills, or of lozenges, on receipt of price, 01 per box
for either.' Mrs. Pinkham freely answers all letters of

inquiry. Enclose Set. stamp. Send for pamphlot.
No family should be without LYTlIA E. PENKH AM’S
LIVER PILLS. Thev cure constipation, biliousness,
and torpidity of tho liver. 25 cents per box.
0>
j]9>8old by all Druggists.*^

MWiF&wly

eggs.—N.

*The term hydra may be used to represei t
If you would battle sucany manifold evil.
cessfully with this many-headed monster of
disease you will find it expedient to keep Mrs.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound always at
hand.—Dr. Banning.
than A
million of dollars. It takes years of patient industry and integrity to amass a debt of a million dollars, and at times we get almost disowes more

couraged.—Boomerang.
The only iron preparation
color the teeth, and will not cause headache or
constipation, as other iron preparat ions will,

[[From the Home Jounrnl.]

A

CURE.

SKIN

REAL
THERE

IS ONLY ONE

AND THAT WITH SIMPLE NAME.
Beware of imposters, pirates, or any old articles
which now suddenly claim to be best. They have
been tried and found wanting, while th’s has been
proved a remarkable success.
NO

POMPOUS NAME.

This curative needs no pompous or incomprehen’
Sible title of Greek or Latin to sustain it, but its
simple .English name appeals directly to the common
And the people are signally
sense of the people.
manifesting their appreciation of this frankness by
selecting and using Dr. Benson’s Skin Cure in preference to all other professed remedies.
Dr. C. W. Benson has long been well known as a
successful physician and surgeon and his life study
has been the diseases of the nervous system and of
the skin; since he has been persuaded to put his
New Remedy and Favorite Prescription as a “Skin
Cure” on the market, various things have sprung up
into existence, or havo woke up from the sleepy
state in whioh they wero before, and now claim to

be The Great Skin Cure.

ggp-Beware of imitations,

or

the various articles

which have been advertised for years or struggled
along, having no real hold or merit on the public,

now endeavor to keep head above water by
advertising themselves as “The Great Skin Cure.’
None is genuine and reliablo, except Dr. C. W. Benson’s Skin Cure. Each package and bottle bears his
likeness. Internal and external remedy, two bottles
Price $1.00, get at your druggists.
n one packBge.

that

A Hoosier youth named Qosley or Gosling,
probably the latter, saw a girl at church, courted hor two hours, and at the end of three was
married to her. A man who does up all his
courting in two hours and then marriesmisses
lots of fun. It’s like stuffing himself with
peaches and cream in five minutes and then
having dyspepsia the rest of the year.—Detroit
Free Press.

CAUSE AND CURE.

Dr. C. W. Benson’s Celery and Chamomile Pills
are valuable for school children who suffer from
nervous

headaohes caused by

overworked

an

brain

in their studies, and for all classes of hard brainworkers whose overtasked nervous centers need

repair and sedation. Nervous tremor, weakness,
and paralysis are being daily cured by these pile.
They correct costiveness, but are not purgative
tree
Prioe, 50 oents or six boxes for $2.50, postage
to any address. For sale by all druggists. Depot,
Baltimore, Md., where tho Doctor can
Letters of inquiry freely answered.
a C. N. Crittenton, New York, is
Dr. C. W. Benson s remedies.

be

addressed.

wholesale agent fo

mayl7MW&Flm

kvJSXXH
THE

Great

LIQUID
FOR BLOOD, BRAIN AND
NERVES.
X3TA

SUPEKIUli JN u 'x'jxxxx v

x, mxj^i-

CINE, RICH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOT
A CHEAP, ALCOHOLIC DRINK.^J Highly

recommended by Chemists and Physicians aa
A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAY8
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,
It does not atimulato the brain or irritate
the system and leave deleterious effects. On
the contrary, it furnishes just that which is
necessary to the brain, strengthens and quiets
the nerves, purifies the heart’s blood, and
thereby makes only the best flesh, bone and
muscle. tW It works wonders, curing
NERVOUS and GENERAL DEBILITY,
MALARIA, DYSPEPSIA, INSOMNIA.
Produces a healthy action of the Liver and
Kidneys, fortifying the system against tho
miasmatic influences, and will be found invaluable in all pulmonary and bronchial difficulties. DELICATE FEMALES, NURSING
MOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
find no remedy equal to this healthftil blood
and nerve food tonic. CETPor sale by all Druggists. 81.00 per bottle. Prepared only by
WHEAT BITTERS CO.,
Office 10 Park Place, New York City.
aa

eodeow&weownrm

xnar27

Introduced in 1864. five years prior to the in
troduction of any other New England remedy-

for the same diseases.

toration is

probable._

Major (to his soldiers)—“You claim to be
soldiers? You are not even jackasses; but depend on it I shall yet teach you sense”—(noticing the long faces of the officers)—“excepting, of course, the officers.”—Fliegende Blatter.

If you wish to purify the blood, make free
It is an economical
use of “Wheat Bitters.”

physician.

_

When Fenderson heard the cannon yesterday
afternoon he asked, “What’s that?” “The
Governor taking his seat on the Common,” he
wastold. “Thunder!” exclaimed. Fenderson;
“Does he always sit down as hard as that?”—
Boston Transcript.
Rub it In.
Jacob Leckman, 274 Clinton street, Buffalo,
N. Y., says he has been using Thomas’ EclecOil for rheumatism. He had such
back that he could do nothing; but one
entirely cured him.

lame

a

bottle

It is all humbug about tramps being lazy
and not willing to exert themselves. One of
them near Marshall, chased a farmer a mile
and a half with a club.—Texas Siftings
Horeford's

Acid Phosphate
Medicine.

—

Valuable

“I
Dr. W. H. Parmeloe, Toledo, O., says:
have prescribed the ‘acid’ in a large variety of
diseases, and have been amply satified that it

Hum won n home reputation (luring the
of
pant sixteen year* that places It at the head of

cure of the diseases
therapeutic a»ents for the active
portions only of
women
Composed of the
harmless seeds and plants, it exerts a healing influand
produces satisfacence over the female system,
tory cures in every form of Chronic Weakness to
for
valuable
Send
pamphlet.
which it is app'ied
Letters with stamp answered by lady proprietor.
Buy of druggists, if possible; if not, we will mail
rills on receipt of price. §1.00 per box; 0 boxes,
*6 00
Cordial, §1.00 per liottle; 0 bottles, $6.00.
Address H. F. THAYER & CO.', 13 Temple Place,

Boston, Mass.

agents.”

A
and
the

L

and Cereal Brain
Food for the invalid,
sufferers from Head-

Vegetable

Nerve
aged,
ache, Vertigo, Paralysis, Epilepsy,
Hysteria, Convulsions, Sleepness-

nees and Nervous Prostration. An
invaluable and certain cure. A
peerless nourishment for the
brain. Send for proofs of wonderful cures. Buy of your druggist if possible; if not, we will
mail it on receipt of price. 60
cents per box: 6 boxes, §2.60.
Address H. P. TH&YER & CO., 13 Temple Place,
Mass.
my8MW&F&wlynrm
Boston,

A new contribution basket has been invented which rings a gong every time a button
without an eye or a ten cent piece with one is
drbpped into it. The first Sunday it was tried
in an Amsterdam church it went off like a
Gatting gun the whole round trip. —Burlington Hawkeye.
Medical Science never produced so valuable
a remedy for the treatment of diseases, requiring a general alterative medicine, as Wheat
See advertisement.

Bitters.

Eastern jtailroad.

Winter Arrangement will go into effect
—

Traill* leave Portland.
At

DEATHS
Deering, June 10, Daniel Furbish, aged 81
years.—member of the Maine Charitable Mechanio

Association.

[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2Va o’clock,
at ids late residence, Pleasant street, Deering. Burial at convenience of the family.]
In Farmingdale, J une 4, Sarah B., wife of Jas. S.
McOausland, aged G2 years 8 months.
In West Gardiner, May 20, Lizzie F. Spear, aged
33 years.

FROM

Alene.. .New York..Pt an Prince.. Jne 13
Arizona.New York..J iverpool...June 13
Gallia.New York..Liverpool...June 14
France.New York..Havre.June 14
City of Puebla.New York..Havana.June 16
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool...June 16
Suevia.New York..Hamburg... June 16
Saratoga.New York. Havana.... June 17
Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool ..June 17
Atlas.Boston.Liverpool... June 17
Abyssinia.. -.New York..Liverpool...June 20
Santiago.New York. .St Jago.June 20
Servia.New York. .Liverpool...June 21
City of Alexandria New York. .Havana.June 22
Germanic.New York. .Liver* ool...Junc 24
Niagara....New York..Havana —June 24
Andes.New York..Kingston.... June 27
Wisconsin.Now York..Liverpool.. .June 27
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool. .June 28
Alvo.New York. .Port Prince.. Jne 30

for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
and is attached to this train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11
p. m.
At 8,45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations onO nway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Bock port,
Newburypoi
Lynn, Cnels land Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1.10 p. ni for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, fc -nnebunk, Wells, North and South

ern

This powder

A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesoinenaes. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans, Royal Baking Powdkr Co.
New York.
febl8d&wly

that young man in the vestibule would come
inside and satisfy himself whether she is, or is
not here. That would be much better than
keeping a half-inch draft on the occupants of
And in the solemn silence
the back pew.”
that followed, the congregation could hear a
sound outside as of the retreat of an army with
banners—Christian at Work.
To Ladies.
I( you wish to render your skin white and
soft, use Glenn’s Splphor 3oai\
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one min-

Summer

Complaints

At this season, various diseases of the
bowels are prevalent, and many lives are
lost through lack of knowledge of a safe
and sure remedy. Perry Davis’ Pain
Killer is a sure cure for Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Summer
Complaint, etc., and is perfectly safe.
Read the following:
Batnbridge, N. Y., March 53,1881.
Perry Davis’Pain Killer never fails to afford
instant relief for cramp and pain in the stomach.

Joseph Burditt.
Nicholville, N. Y., Feb. 2,1881.
The very best medicine I know of for dysentery,
cholera morbus, and cramps in the stomach. Have
used it for years, and it is sure cure every time.
Julius W. Dee.
Moingona, Iowa, March 12,1881.
I have used your Pain Killer in severe cases of
it gave almost
colic.aud
cholera
morbuB,and
cramp,
instant relief.
L. E. Ca ldwell.
Carnesville, Ga., Feb. 28.1881.
For twenty years I have used your Pain Killer
in my family. Have used it many times for bowel
complaints, and it always cures. Would not feel safe
J. B. I vie.
without a bottle in the house.
Saco, Me., Jan. 22, 1881.
Have used Perry Davis’ Pain Killer for twelve
years. It is safe, sure. and reliable. No mother
should allow it to be out of the family.
H. I. Nayes.
Oneida, N. Y.,Feb. 19,1881.
We began using it over thirty years ago, and it
alv ays gives immediate relief, would haruly dare
to go to bed without a bottle in the house
W. O. Sperry.
CONWAYBORO, 8. C., Feb. 22,1881.
Nearly every family in this section keens a bottle
in the house.
Dr. E. Morton.
U. S. Consulate,
Crepeld, Rhenish Prussia. Feb. 8,1881.
I have known Perky Davis’ Pain Killer almost
from the day it was introduced, and after years of
observation and uso I regard its presence in my
household as an indispensable necessity.
I. 8. Potter, U. 8. Consul.
Bubton-on-Trent. Eng.
I had been several days suffering severely from
diarrhoea, accompanied with intense pain, when I
tried your Pain Killer, and found almost instant
relief.
H. J. Noone.
21 Montague St.,London, Eng.
During a residence of twenty-throe years in India,
I have given it in many cases of diarrhoea, dysentery, and cholera, and never knew it to fail to give
R. Claridge.
relief.

absolute confidence such a statement as the
following in a letter addressed to a Brooklyn
“Come to San Franrelative of the writer:
cisco if you would riso to affluence with wearing your life out. I’ve lived here two years. I
Six
came without a dollar in my pocket.
months ago I shot a Chinaman who wa3 duna
and
now
I’m
a
me
for
wash
rich
bill,
ning
man.”
No
have

Pellets

disappointment.—Wiggin’s

inherent power to cure Dyspepsia,
Constipation, Piles, Sick or Nervous Headache,
and all diseases of the Stomach, Bowels and
Liver. Never surpassed in the history of medi
cine. Sufferers, try them, and ye wil> suffer
no

an

Fifty cents a bottle
mail on receipt of price.

more.

Sent by
Miss Sawyer’s salve, as noio
the world. Twenty-five cents

druggists.

at

prepared,
a

box.

beats

Sent

Proprietors, Rockland,

A tobacco hater says, “Two cigars a day will
with flour.” Fogg says he
buys half a dozen cigars some days, but he
doesn’t find it any easier to supply the family
with flour for all that. Ho thinks there must
be a mistake somewhere.—Boston Transcript.

Larcom, St John, NB,

GO M#S'

after taking some

highly puffed

long testimonials,
no

fear

of

up stuff, with
turn to Hop Bitters, and
any

Kidney

or

Urinary
or

The national English disorder of h’s has now
oven broken out in print. The London Times
in its report of Lord G. Hamilton’s recent
speech in the Commons on the Arrears of Rent

Bill, makes him say: “The very next season
of scarcity or partial famine that occurred in
Ireland would reopen the land question, and
call into play tho same passions, and provoke
the same strife between conflicting interests,
which had brought the Land League into existence, hand forced the and of an unwilling Legislature.” -[Hear, hear.]
Boston Brown Bread.—One cup flour, one
cup rye, two cups Indian meal, two-thirds cups
molasses, two cups milk, one cup lukowarm
water, one teaspoonful salt, and three tea-

spoonfuls Congress Yeast Powder.
two or three hours.

Steam

absorbed into the system in just the
without bringing on other troubles.

^ASTfc^

jul2

to

cure

it

A medicine to be popular must be both agreeable
and efficacious, the Hop Plaster is a rare union
of vegetable agents combined with safety, reliability
and effectiveness. The indiscriminate use of medicines taken internally is far more productive of injury than benefit.

The most powerfully me l icated and effective plaster ever invented is the Hop Plaster, it embodies all
the medicinal and sedative properties of the Hop in
combination with the most highly approved gums
and balsams known to modern pharmacy.

The Hop Plaster is made porous, thus allowing
free evaporation of moisture, stimulating the innumerable pores of the body to a healthy action and
giviug tone and vigor to the whole system. Its a
discovery of a Yankee chemist.

ICO Times More Effecany other plaster
battery for Pain
and Weakness of the Lungs,
Liver, Kidneys, and Urinary
Organs, Pa* tial Paralysis,

tual than
or electric

The medicinal virtues of tho Hop have been utilized for centuries; they are all concentrated in the
Hop Plaster, and do more real good in relieving
pain than any root, drug or herb liquid medicine in
the whole domain of nature.

M&Th2w

Hop Plasters are sold by all druggists inthe United
States and Canada, 25 cents each or 6 for $1. and
guaranteed to be the best in the markets. Avoid

cheap

worthless

goods.

Mil, HOPS, QliiNiNE BARS,

DELICATE
Sickly Children,

There is

Aged, Convalescent, Overworked, Careworn, Emaciated,
Nervous and Sleepless.
SO 1IBC3 More Nourishing than any Halt liqacr, lfMto
freo from its injurious properties.

S

ns excuse

the

mcli22

a

owe

2aw&weow

OR. HENRY BAXTER’S

SKINNY MEN.

ner.t

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Aubnrn, 8.30a. m.
6.00 p. m.
and
12.30. 3,16
From Gorham, 8.30,9.40 a. m., and 12.30
p.

a. m.

t Sleeping Cars attached,

in-

cluded, between Boston and Maine Central R. K.
only.
through to Bangor every morning, andSkowhegan SuncUy Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday
morning.
far

©«?■©•

After

constipation

barque Sur-

ME31URANBA
Barque Hosea Rich, from Norway, arrived at
Oth
inst. reports 11th, lat 48 N, Ion
Chatham, NB.
39 W, spoke schr “G W Grant,” of Belfast, bound
of
foremast
by the head and jibboom.
east with loss
Wanted no assistance.
Hillsboro for Newfrom
Sch B J Fellows, Clark,
ark put into Vineyard-Haven 8th, aud reports, 1st
of
in
Fundy, lost anchor
Bay
Inst during a SE gale
and OO fathoms chain, and carried away maintop-

follows

eases, etc., all °f which these

cpeediiy euro by removing thecatwe.
Keep the Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organs
Bitters will

Nervous Debility and Weakness of the Generative Functions. Clears Cloudy Urine, stops
losses and escapes in same. The great Reliable Tonic for General Debility or Special
Weakness. A complete Rejuvenator for Ex-

mSch

Parkor M Hooper, Lane, from Portsmouth,
passed up the Kennebec 7th with loss of jibboom
and gear hanging. Appeared to have been in col-

in good

working order, and perfect liealtli
will bo tlie result. L&di©3 aad others subjecttoSICk Headache "ill find relief

haustion, Faintness. Excesses, Advancing
Age, Ague, Chills, Female Weakness. &c.
£1 at druggists, or by express, prepaid, on
receipt of i$l.25. E, S. WELLS, Jersey City, N. J,

1,SSchSeaBird,
with

McMullen, from Bluehill for New
stone, put into Boothbay 8th, leaky.
York
Sch
yoming, Bellatty. fromonSt John, PR, for
ashore
Cape rienlopen
a Northern port, wont
point 9th and had to take a lug. She was towed to
anenored.
and
Damage, if
Breakwater
Delaware

ASK

and permanent cure by the use of these Bitters
Going tonic and mildly purgative they

PURIFY THE BLOOD
by expelling all Morbid Secretions.

IH’OIEfc

Price 25 cts. per bottle.

For 6ale by all dealers in medicine.
Send
address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions.
HE.\P.Y, JOHNSON & LORD, Props., Burlington, Vt.

reported,
fishermen.

Gloucester 9th, sch Cora E Smith, Crockett*
Block Island; Alice, of Portland, do.
sch Gertie May,
Spoken, 8th-off Capo Elizabeth,
Jewett, cruising.
Ar at

MW&F&wly

no3

Sheriff’s Sale.

DOMESTIC! POUTS.
GALVESTON- Cld 5th, brig Sarah Gilmore, Grif-

Cumberland ss.

and will be gold at Public
June 9tb, 1882, at store
in
the city of Portland, in
Middle
street,
No. 208
said county, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, the folviz:
property,
Thirty-nine Pictures,
lowing personal
two Mottoes, five cases containing Plated Ware.
The above named personal property having been attached on the original writ December 21, 1880.
Terms of the sale cash.
Dated at Portland, June Oth, A. D. 1882.
GEORGE W. PARKER, Deputy Sheriff.
on execution
Auction en Friday,

TAKEN

Otli, ech Matilda Kranz,

“cfd Orin'ship

Crescent City. Kelley, Havre.
Cld 5th, sch Clara L Dyer. Nickerson, Utilla.
MOBILE—Ar Stb, sen Bcdj B Cburch, Kelley,

BCEDAR KEYS, FLA—Cld 2d, brig Mary E Thayer
"JACKSONVILLE—Cld Ctb, seh T H Livingston,
7th, sob Carrie Bell,

The sale of the above named Plated Ware is adto June 11th, 1882, at the *nmc
and place.
at
Dated
Portland, this Oth day of June, 1882.

GEORGETOWN, SC-Sld Ctb, seh Ella M Hawes,

journed
time

^NOItFOLK—Ar7th.

brig Edith, Pettigrew, Boston, to load tor Martinique..
BALTIMORE—Ar 9th, sobs Nellie Star, Colby,
Kennebeo; LaVolta, Whitmore, Wilmington. NC;
Kdw A DeHart, Hodgdon, Jamaica.
Marla,
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th. brig EllenHaskell,
Cummings, Feruaudiua; schs SP Adams,
Gardiner
St John. NB; South Shore, Whitmore,
Cld 8th. schs Helen H Benedict, Manson, Boston,
Mima A Reed, Nash, do.
Ar 9tb, schs Ada Barker, Edwards, Fernandina,
EliaPressoy, Averill. Bangor.
Cld 9th, barque Wandering Jew, Uimer, Boston,

dtd

jelO

FISTULA AND PILES.

(alan^tflMfej

WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842,) and
ROBERT M.ltEAD, (M. D., Harvard 187(5.) 41
Bomer.et ttlreet, Baai.n. give special attention
to the treatment of F1BTE1.A, 1*11, its, AIVB
A 1.1. BIBEABEB OF THE KKt'TCM,
without detention from business.
Abundant references given. Pamphlets sent

Chapin’s Buchu-Palqa.—A quick, complete
for Catarrh of the Bladder, Urinary,
Kidney and Bladder Diseases, in male or
euro

female, Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty
of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick
Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Urine,
Milky and other deposits. Stricture, Stinging,
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation. Whites,
Irapuro or Diseased Discharges, Pains in the
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,
Dicers, Tumors, &c. $1, at druggists,by express, prepaid, $1.25.

L F Mun-

barque Clara E McGUvery, Griffin,
80p'a88etfup9th,
T Wing, fm
from Cardenas for Philadelphia; Henry
barque Ameri-

Lloyds,
Sid 9th, ship Carrollton, for New lacoma; brig

can

on

application.

mT. IlIueiisoI
has

NEw'y?JRK—Ar^Jth, ship Henry Villard, (new)
Baker, Bath; brig Josefa, Davis, Sagua;

schs Elva

|

ocl9

MW&F&Wlj

opened

an

office in

Portland and can bofc- ud
at

\o. 27(5 Middle St

corns.
I

0017

colonial, Windsor,

and

SUMMER RESORTS.

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Lln»> tc New fork.

Stesmers Eleanors and Franconia
Will unm farther notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY,** ®
i. Me, and leave Pier 37, Sait River, New York,
at 4 P. M.
every MONDAY and THURSDAY,
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomm<5«%r
a
this
very oonvenieaiv
for
making
cions
passengers,
and comfortable route for travelers between New
months these
summer
the
Maine.
York and
During

steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, Including
State Room, 95; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York-Inrwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Atf’t, Pier 88, E. K. New York.
Tickets ami State Rooms can be obtained atSS
no pasExcnaiigt. Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1,
dotoati
sengers will be taken by tb:« lino.

CLYDE'S

PIIILADEBaPIIIA

Vermont.

Open June 1 to October. 'Ibis summer resort is new and situated on
Lake Champlain, 8 miles north of
For full description
St. Albans.
r send for circular.

K. PARKER. Prop.

_d2

jue8

moa

AND

—

NEW ENGLAND
STEAMSHIP LINE

BOSTON

with
OLD COLONY RAILROAD.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde **«*“and SATURDAY
er», sailing every WEDNESDAY
la

lUaqunin Bay, Nivunton,

Coun-

___dtt

Maine

FROM

HOTEL SHAMPION,

Western

Annapolis,

ties, and Prince Edward Island Ball Hoads,
and Stage Koutes.
BS^-Freight received np to 4 p. to. and any information regarding the same may be bad at the
office of the Freight Agent, P-allroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Com pany'a Office, 40 Exchange St.
T C. KERSEY’, President, and Manager
my25

—

onnectlon

direct to

DPla.il

adelpnia.
Lines

Connecting there with Clyde 8team
Water Line.
all
Through Kates and Bills Lading given
point in New England to Philadelphia.
For Kates and information apply to
Ka 1

to

C., and

Charleston,*. C.,Washiugf—
no

from

any

MINK., Agent,
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Mast

1). I>. C.

74 EXCHANGE STREET
feb20d

—AND——

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

WOLFE’S

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Millwanke
Cincinnati, 81. Loni., Omaha, Haginaw, St. Paul. Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all points In the

CALIFORNIA,

FOR

To

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICEK Superintendent,
octl7dtt

Eumford Falls & Buu&neld
and
Canton for Portland
4.00 and 9.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
" r““
Loavo Lewiston at 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld,
Porn. Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
Leave

__

F^'SKSlSSLewiston,

OTIS HAYFORD, Snpt,
dec3 dtf
Portland. Dee., 6tb, 1881.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
Asa

general beverage

after Monday, April
Trnins
1S'«I, Passenger
PORTLAND
LEAVE
an—po K BOSTON at 8.45 a. m. 1.10
(Express,) and 3.30 p. m., arriving at 3ostonBosat
1 16, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave
ton at 8.30 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 3.30 p. m.,
8.00
arriving at Portland at 12.30, 6.00, and
Portland for Scarborough Reach
D. m.
and Pine Point, at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 and 5.30
p.m. (See Note.) For Old Orchard Bench,
Saco, Riddeford and Kennebunh, at 8.45
a. m. 1.10,3.30 and 6.30p.m. Fo: Wells,at8.46
a. m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.) For North Berwick, Salmon Falls, Rreat Falls, Dover,
Exeter, Hnverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8.45 a. m.. 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
For
Market, at 8.46 a. m. and 3.30 p. m.
Rohcester, and Farmington, N. II., at 8.46
1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For Alton Bay
a. m.
at 8.45 a. m. ana 3.30 p. m. For Manchester
and Concord, N. II., (via Lawrence,)at 8.46
a. m.;
(via Now Market Jnnotlon) at 3.30 p. m.
Morning Train will leave Kennebnnk for

and necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

other alcoholic

A

preparation.

■

Steamers!

public

over SO years duration in every

lection of

our

country of Udolpho Wolfe’s

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by

unefjualed

the medical faculty and a sale

by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists

FARE $1.00.
The aavonte Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
tOF-Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.

J.B. COYLE, Jr., General Agent.

and Grocers.

dtf

Portland, Bangor & Machias
STEAMBOAT €©.

Spring Arrangement.
The

18 BEAVER

STREET,

’JEW YORK*

jal4

,,

Parlor Car Seats secured In advance at

Depot Ticket Offlce.
gp“Xhe 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Sound Line Steamers for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
train connects with all Bail Lines for New
York and the Soath and West.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Portland for
Boston
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
for Portland at 8.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road eoaneot with all
runing between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trnnk
trains at Grand Trnnk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensbnrg trains at Tranefer StatlQT-i.
A)', trains stop at Exeter ton minutes for refreshtnsiiis. First mass Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrsueo and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to ail points West and
South may be bad of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Dflice, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
g. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent. Portland.
dtf
dec2

eveniuK.nl 11.13 o’clock, oron the arrival of
Pullman train from Boston, fov Kockland, Cnoli Be, I»eei l.le, Hid*wick, So. We.l Harbor, Bur Harbor (Mt. Desert), Vlillbridge,
Jour-pan and Mnehin.porl.
Also leave Portluml every Tue.dnv Eye
niuu same time for vlillbridge, touching at intermediate Landings.
BeiurniuK, leaves Machiasport, everv 31OBday MorniuK, at 4.30 o'olock, and Millhridge
every Moudny and Thursday at SA. 31.,
touching at intermediate landings, arriving n PortPullman
with
land lame evening, connecting
Freighttaken for
.light Train for Boston.
both
trips.
Jonesport
The Lewiston connects at Kockland with Boston
& Bangor steamers for Bangor.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Portland. May 1, 382.dtf_

T_ET OTFICE.
Second

Tickets, Cabin,

Passage

and

Cabin,

and prepaid, with choice of the
best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, Na-

Steerage, outward
fastest, largest and

A

STATION IN NEWreSK.iVS&S*..

■

PASSAGE

of Burdock Blood Bittern will satisfy the most
Greatest Blood Purifier ea earth.
PRICE, $1.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 Cent#.

course

skeptical that it is the

Sort, Trenton & Philadelphia,

Steamer CITY OF R1CHW1I. E, DENINSON>
leave Railroad
——
liiday

uz"pMOND,

■•-f-n Matter, will
| jr**'W-—0^.-1—.a

General Ocean Steamer

Bound Brook Route.
New

and

Aromatic Schnapps ig superior to every

B3F**NOTE—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland, will not atop at Scarborough Beach, Pine
Point or Wells, except to take passengers for

-BETWEEN-

Zealand

The new aa
splendid eteameis sail from New
Fork on the 10th, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
as below.
S. 3. City of Para, June 20 1 S. 3. Colon.May 30
3. S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
June 10.
For freight or passage rates and the fullest info:
matlon, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. t. KABTi.KTT * CO.,
113 State Street, cot. Broad St.. Boston,
or to vV. D. LITTLfc & 0O„
31 Kiohange 3t.. Portland.
]o3Sdtf

Portland at 7.26.

Parlor Care on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.46 a. m. and
1.10 p. m.

Islands, New
Australia.

Sandwich

vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

saltr of

On and

CHINA,

JAPAN,

FOSTER, MILBURN & CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.

W.l. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.

Stations la Philadelphia
L’hiladolphia <fc Beading R. R.

M.V.'&Fly

tional, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian 1ine9, to
and from all porta in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $20 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Nieriing an*l Continental exchange in
Also agent Morris European and
sums to suit.
American Express for packages and freight to all
Also agent for the celebrated
of
the
globe.
parts
Acidia Coal by the cargo. .Apply to
J. L,. FARMER,

Agent,

No. 22 Exchange Street.

11 tf

mchl6

Boston

Express Trains, Double Trask Stone Balias
Be

(at any railroad
boat oiflee in Now England) Tie

sure to

bay

BOITSTD

tscuets

BROOM

or

NEW ENGEAND AGENCE,

Washington Street, Boston,

ohSSdtt

lien Pass.

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Etna.

BOMK.

FARE.
New Tort and Philadelphia {^OO
ESI 1

—A1TD—

Mean

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agouti). It. R. olN. J.

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

licaTSS each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday
Cures

Dyspepsia,

plaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
in a bad State of the Blood, or
accompanied by Debility or a low
State of the System.

Effectually
the nasal

CHANCE OF TIME
On and after Monday, December 5ih, ISSt,
Until further notioe passenger trails
will rnn as follows:

allays

inflammation,

protects the membrane

from additional colds,
completely heals the
sores and restores the
of taste and
sense
smell jbcneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled for
colds in the head.
Agreeable to use. Ap-

ply by the little finger
LJ
“ a V
SrelVC.rC» into the nostrils. On
receipt of 50c will mail a package. For sale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.
d&wl y4H
GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
The Great EngAn' TRADE

Remedy.
TRADE MARK lish
unfailing <*

wr

MARK

Seminal Weakness.
Ini potency, and all
Diseases that follow
os nsequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Latitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Prematuro
Old Age, and many
other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or
Consumption and a AFTER TARING.
Premature Grave.
particulars in our pamphlet, winch we desire to
send free by mail to every one.
Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at fl per package, or six packages for #•">
or will bo sent free by mail on receipt of tlio money, by

I

VAKSOI TU, N. S.
One

Trip per Week,

am* atter FRIDAY. Juno
tbe favorite and superior seaHrnn»going steamer
--wrii'it.
will leave Rail Road
at
everv
FRIDAY
1.00
of
State
foot
St.,
Wharf,
p. m. (or on arrival of morning trains of Eastern
and Boston & Maine Rail Roads, and Grand Trunk
Express Train from Montreal,) for YARMOUTH,
arriving there next morning, where connections are
made with Western Counties Railway. Fishwick’s
Express Line of Steamers, ami stage lines for ail
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
Frieght received cn days of sailing up to twelve
o’clock, and positively none taken after that time.

s2d,

-■

Horsey, Agt.,

II. I*. C.

Bail Road Wharf.

BEFORE TAKIHB.

addressing

THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, J3urrAi.o, N. Y.

0®^Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 201
Ondibuna !f Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.

Congress St,

ftU2‘2'.Ulyr

**=
LEAVING PORTLAND
8.U5 n. m.—For all stations, through to Barliugton, Bwanton, Montreal and Ogdensburg.
•J.45 p. ni.~For Fabvan’s and intermediate sta-

__dtf_

na >12:;
m

a

a

g

||gj*

ROYAL MAIL

Li Nt STEAMSHIPS.
g% QUEBEC to LIVEBPOOL

JILLAIl

EVEUV

SATUBBAV.

Ocean.
Voyage—Only
Shortest
FIVE DAYS from Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from G LAXGOIV, LiTerC*oipool. ({iicpiiBiowa, Londonderry, and
wny to BOSTON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed for safety ami speeu.
Cl BIN, $70 and $SO.

Into mediate

$40, Steerage

at low rates.

St., T.
Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange
P.McGOWAN, 422 Congress St., or \ ork.207
New
ALDEA, Genernl Agent.,
*’“‘*ad®'Broadway: Boston. Mass., 1G State
Sts.
phia. Pa., N. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut

tions.

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
tl.OO a. m.—From Fabyan’s and Bartlett.
Edwards & "Walker’s
ti.00 P> m.—From Burlington and Swanton.
from
hardware store,
J. HAMILTON. Snp’t.
I
June 3rd to 26th.
deedin'
Portlftnd, Dec. 3, 188
dtf

Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and Sort*
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission
ravage Ei^ht Dellnn. Hound Trlp$S£
Meals and Roo 3 included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
f£. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
]0 L ng WfcnrT, Host»»
(ijSJt.

cleanses
passages of

Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,

For

Portland & Qgd§stiurg Railrosd

..

From long Wharf. Boston. 3 p
From Fine S*rset Wear:
m.
Philadelphia, at 1C a. m
f
one-half the r*
Insurance
>
^miling vessel.

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm

—

Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Clinton,
Mashas, Lowell, Windham, and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. si.
For Rochester, Springralc, Alfred, Wat.
erboro and Saco River.7.30 a. m., 1.05
p. in., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Returning
leave Roohester at (mixed) 6.46 a. mu 11.24
R, m.. and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
6.46 p. m.
(mixed) 3.36 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and
For Gorham. Saccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
1.05, G.’JO and (mixed)
at 7.30 n. on.,
*0.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. tiain from Portland connects al
bye- June, with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
lcWost, and at Colon Depot, Worcester, for
'tew York via Norwich l.inc, and nil rail,
l|.*tpringflelil, also with N. Y. A N. E. R.
ti (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadel*
phin, Mnltimorc, Washington, and the
Month and with Boston At Albany R. R. for
the West.
Close connections rnado at Westbrook Jane
tlon with through trains of Mo. Central R. K., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
tTalns of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Hollins A Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
* Doos not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Tickc„ Agent.
dec3dtf
GEO. P. WE.S' >1 T. Snpt.

c

od&wly

mar

ARRANGEMENT.
WINTER
_On and after M onday, Hoc. 5,
will learc
■S&HMKmumiH 1881, Passenger Trains
For,|nEt| at },;io a. m., cm!
—"
.a*—1.»5 p. va., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7:80 p. m.
Kotnrnirj leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
1.26 p. m. and 6.45 p.
m., arriving at Portland at

Wfeai fagfe.

No

Nervous Affec-

tions, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Com-

over
=

Monan, Campobelle, Dfgby, Annapolis. Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Neweastlo, Amherst,
Dalhcnsie, CharBatlmrst,
Piotou, Shodlac,
lottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, ar.d other
and
Canada, Interstations on the New Brunswick

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’i.
Portland, Dee. 6th, 1581.
dtf
dec2

m.

PASSENGER OFFICES

Office hours—12 to 6 o’elock r M. (except Sun
maylOeod3m
days.)

Chapin’s Injection 'Fleur is to be used*
with Buchu-paiba, in cases of Impure crl
Diseased Discharges. With Syringe, $1, at*
druggists, sent by express, prepaid, for $1 -25.B
Both oy express, prepaid, on receipt of $2.2\>.jj
E. SB WELLS, Jorgoy City, M,J B

Ij

ON ANH AFTEIi JIONUAI, MAY -4<>ih. *«e««nof
IhiH Line will
er»
Leave Knilrrad Wharf,
foot of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
at ti p. m., for
and Friday,
Eastport and 8t.
John, with connections for Calais. Kobblcstou, 8t.
Pembroke. Honlton. Woodstock, Grand
Andrews.

Limited Ticket* <!r*t and second c!a«n
8'. John and ilaiifax on «ale a: reduced

Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,

From

daily, Snndavs

run

iRuns

m.

12.30 p.

at

SUMMER ABHANGEMENTS.'
WEEK.
THREE TBIP? PER

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Diseases of
the Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Pal pitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

prise, Averlll, Hong Kong.

1 rank Walter,
Ellsworth; Ella, Bailey, Gardiner;

follows:

m.

Will give mmediate relief, and
in a short time effect a perma-

Sid
Wallace, San Francisco.
Ar at Antwerp 9th inst, ship J A Thompson, Rog-

E Pettiugili, York. Caibarieu; Jed hrye, l-angloy,
St John. NB; William Butman, Morrissey, BaDgor,
firowu do,
Franconia, Austin, and M A McCanu
NelSami Nash. Humphrey, Oushrag; F A Nelson,
and Leonora.Witham,
Alley,
Alta-Vcla,
son, Calais;

p.

1.05 p.
and
1.00
trains from ’.Vateryillo,
at 6.40
Lewiston
and
Rockland
Bath,
Augusta.
p.m. The Night Pullman Express trsln at 1.60
roads
oonmvctii:
The afternoon
m.

Charlottetown, P. E. I.

rates.

MONDAY, OCT. 17th,
ran as

Ifnlifax, 8.15 a. m., 2.46 p. m.; Mt.
John, 8.15 a. m., 0.00 p. m.; Houlton, 9.00
m.; St. Stephen, 0.45 a. m.j Bueksport,
б. 30 a. m., 6. p. m,; Bangor, 7.1u a. m., t7.46
p.m.; Bexter, 7.05 a.m., 4.40 p.m.; Belfast,
6.35 a. in., 2.60 p. m.; Mkowhegan, 8 20 a. m.,
2.40 p. m.; Waterville, 9.22 a.m. 1.56, tlO.oO
p. m.; and 5.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
8.00 ».m 10.10 a.m., 2.46 p.m., tl0,66 p.m.;
Bardiuer, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m., 3.07 p. m.,
(11.14 p. m Bath, 6.65 a. m., 11.15 a. m., 4.10
p.m., Brunswick, 7.26 a. m., 11.48 a. m.,
(night.) Rockland,
4.85 p. m., tl2.35 a. m
8.20a.m., 1.35 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a.m.,
11.28 a.in., 4.16 p.m. Phillips, 6.40 a.m.
Farniiugton, 8.20 a. m.; Wiuthrop 10.26
follows: The
as
a. m. hetng due in Portland
and
Bath,
morning trains from Augusta
The day trains
8.36 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40
from Bangor, and all Intermediate stations^ and
From

а.

NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

11MB BIT®

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Liverpool 8th inst, Ehip John B Walker,

Breakwater 9th,
'a™* Delaware
Whitmore, Cardenas.

after

TIME.

DEPARTURE*:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m.,
12.35 and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.30 a. m„ 1. 30 and 5.15 p. m.
For Goriinm, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30

3 fi«»HD

thousand other diseases that
their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of
and

WHOM

brig

and

ON 1SSI, trains will

for suffering from

a &

If it’s Liver Trouble, Constipation, DyspepHsia, Piles, Night Sweats, Decline, CcnsumpPalpitation, “Wru;;’ I Iealtii Pjesewjeb”
gjtion,cure
you. If lacking 1 esh, vital, brain or
spill
«nervc force, use “Wells’ Health Kexewer/'
JgToatest remedy on earth for Impotence,
fl Leanness, Sexual Debility. Absolute cure for

Ellsworth. 80 tons, has been
Hooper,
purchased by Boardman Bros, of Calais, for the
business.
coasting

sch Anita. Jewett, Fort do Franco.
NEWCASTLE—PasBed down 8th,

CHANGE~0F

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

cTfi.

A Blood Food for
Women, Nursing Mothers,

of

^wflAliNGTON^NC—Cld

Railway of Canada.

Grand Trunk

Kftugcley Lnkcy iTlousuoulh, Wiuthrop,
Keailfleld. West Watcrville and Norlli
S nrmtn^ion
via
12.45 p. m.,
Aiimou
Brunswick) 7.00 a. m.

d&wlmo

may20

Geo Washington, of Boothbay, 73 tons, lately
employed in the fruiting trad8, has been purchased
by Green, Brower & Co, of Portland, for the fishing

S

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
dtf
deo5

On and after Holiday, *»ec. 3lh, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for S«. John. Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on E. ft' IV. A. Railway,
12.66. and tll.16 pm.; St. Andrews, Mt.Mtepben, Fredericton, Aroostook f ounts,
lUoosehead Luke, and all stations on It. &
p.
Piscataquis K. U.. 111.16 p. m., (or 12.5ofor
over night);
m., noon, and remain In Bangor
and
Bangor, Mucttsport, Uexter, Belfast
mkowhegan, 12.45 p. m., 13.6o p. m., tll.16p.
m. Waterrille, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. m„ 12.65
p. m., 11.16 p. nt. and 5.15 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hullowell, «ardiuer, Kicltmoud.and Brunswick 7.00 a. in.,12.65 p.
7.00 a. w.
m., 5.15 p. in., tll.16 p. m.; Both.
12.65 p. m., 5.16 p. m. and 11.15 p. m. on
A:
Knox
and
Saturdays only; Rockland,
12-65 p.
Lincoln It: K., 7.00 a. m..
m..
12.45
p.
m.; Aubnra nad LewintOBj
5,05 p.m. Len iMion via limn*wick 7.00
a. m., tll.16 p. m.; FavtuinisioB, Phillip*)

Hop Plaster Co., Manufacturers, Carter,
Harris & Hawley, General Agents, Boston.

Seh

filNEWoiiLKANS— Ar

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N.B., Halifax, Nl. S.,

steamers

Nervous Pains and Weakneees, Malaria and Fever and
Price £5 Ceni*.
ague.

Sold Everywhere.

STEAMERS.

Boston.

are

Scb Sarah W Hunt, (of Bath) Steele, which arrived at New York 8th, made the passage from Baracoa
lighthouse to Sandy Hook in 6 days.

any, not

way

__

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Hysteria, Female Weakness,

150

YARMOUTH, June 11—Sid, sch Norman, Reed,
Kennebec river.

NSW, 7th inst,

leaving

SBRING ARRANGEMENT.

Weeks & Potter, Boston, Mass.

SUNDAY. June 11.
Arrived.
Sch Kate Wentworth, Cox, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch T S McLellan, from New York.
Sch Lelia B. (Br) Melansen. Frederickton NB.
Sch Emma G, (Br) Giggy, Frederickton, NB.
Sch Exact, Kimball, North Boothbay.
Sell Exchange, from Wiscasset, with heading.

ers. San Francisco.
Sid lm Newcastle,

points.

Train* leave Boston.
At 8.40 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12.30 p.
At
12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 5.00
m.
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive m Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Car*.
On trains
Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p. m. ana trains leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to al! point* We»t and
Womb may be bad of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Puiiraan Car Ticket* for Sent* e«d
fSertk* sold at Depot Ticket Office.

.

People take nauseating doses for every pain and
aclie, which puts their stomachs out of order, and
then a physician is called to attend to them. This
is all needless, for if the Hop Plaster is used, it is

Cure.

Steamer Woodbury. (US) Abbey, Eastport.
Sch niton Morrison, Orne, New York—coal to S
Rounds.
Sch Nettie Cushing, Itobinson, New York-iron to

supply a family

If Nearly Dead

SIX POINT

A single (lose instantly relieves the most violent
Sneezing or Head Colds, clears the head as by magic, stops v- atery discharges from the nose and eyes,
prevents Itiuging Noises in the head, cures Nervous
Headache and subdues Chills and Fever. In Chronic Catarrh it cleanses the nasal passages of foul mucous, restores the senses of smell, taste and hearing
when affected, frees the head, throat and bronchial
tubes of offensive matter, sweetens and purifies the
breath, stops the cough and arrests the progress of
Catarrh towards Consumption.
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and Sanford's Inhaler, all in one package, of
all druggists for $1. Ask for Sanford’s Radical

Arrived.

fm

Mw&F&w3m

ju2

Complete External and Internal
Treatment, with Inhaler,

Steam Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse to Hen-

by

Me.

No family can safely be without this
invaluable remedy. Its price brings it
within the reach of all.
For sale by all druggists at 25c., 50c.
and $1.01) per bottle.
PERRY DAYIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

Sanford’s Badical Cure

SATURDAY, June 10.

business.
Seh A

varies.

CUT THEM

PORT OF PORTI,A5D.

with

never

ALL WORTH REHEARING.

news.

south

Pure.

_____

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JUNE 12.
Sunrises.4.16 High water, (A u).. 8.22
Sun sots.7.44 Moo& rises. 1.53

ry Fox.
Steamer City of Portland,
via Eastport for Boston.

in.

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p. m. connecting with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern and West-

V

One Dollar.

Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Kennebunk, Kittery, Porta mouth,

ready

p.

CATARRH

FOB

Geo W Clyde.New York..Hayti.June 13

in.

Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
6.30a. m. A special .Sleeping Car will be

DPOKEN.
April 19, lat 39 S, Ion 14 E, ship Freeman Clark,
for New York.
fron
Calcutta
Dwight,

hailing days of steamships.

a.

at

Boston.
Ar at St John, NB, 9th, schs Julia S. McIntyre,
and A C Watson, Peck. Portland.
Cld 9th, sch J W Woodruff, Barbour, New York.

In

A

Biddeford,

Veazie, unc.
At Rangoon Apl 25, ship J B Brown, Keazer, for
Europe.
Cld at Gibraltar May 25, sch Walter L Plummer,
Plummer, Marseilles for Cardenas.
Sid fm Gravesend May 29th, ship Marcia C Day,
Ames, New York.
Sid fm Falmouth May 28, barque P C Merriman,
Yovng, (from Huanillos) for Hamburg.
Ar at St Michaels —, sch Edward Johnson, McDonald, Darien.
At Arroyo May 26, barque Hancock, Richardson,
for Boston next day.
Cld at Windsor, NS, 5th inst, sch Cabot, Bunker,

In Bridgton, May 27, Edw R. Libby and Miss Mildred 1. Stott.
In South Bridgton, May 31, Perley G. Bennett of
Denmark and Miss Lnla P. Fessenden.
In Philadelphia, June G, at St Andrews P. E.
Church, by Rev. D. Paddock, Benjamin Brown usborn of Philadelphia and Alice Waugh, only daughter ol the late Benjamin Stevens of Portland.

ON

—

MOXBAf, DECEMBER 5th, 1881,

Absolutely

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS

Shanghae Apl 20th, barque Florence ;Treat>

At

1H ARBI AGES.

Tabor.

Last Sunday evening a Boston divine suddenly paused somewhat near the close of his
“We would all be glad if
sermon, and said:

best family medicine on earth.

WF&Mcow&w

Bogus Butter.
The decision of the court of appeals in
Missouri, sustaining the legality of restrictions upon tho manufacture and use of oleomargarine, confirms the views which we
have heretofore advanced upon this subject.
The court holds that “the fact that this
substance cannot be sold except by cheating
the ultimate purchasers with the belief that
it is real butter, and defrauding their judgments and their freedom of choosing what
they will or will not eat, stamps the entire
business with fraud,” and makes the prohibition of its sale a reasonable police regulation. The harmlessness of the
bogus
product, the court maintains, does not make
for
the
to
it competent
Legislature
regulate
its sale so as to prevent imposition and
fraud
If any one wants knowingly to buy
and use this rendered grease, either to eat
or to lubricate the axles of his wagon, he
may have the privilege,but it must not be
sold as butter. Wouldn’t it be a good idea
to Qxtend the application of this law to
wines and liquors and other adulterated articles of food aud drink?—Boston Herald.

shore,
Sch Corporal Trim, Staples,
hbls mackerel.
Sch Janet S, (Br) Shaw, Frederickton, NB, with
RR ties to Boston & Maine RR„
Sch Treaty, Blake, Castine,— ore to Smelting
works.
Sch Traverse, Lane, Brooklin—canned lobster to
Wiuslow Panning Co.
Seh Joliet, Richardson, Yarmouth.
who has ever told the truth.—Boston Post.
BELOW—Sells Koret, Herald, and E A Cutting*
from the east, for a harbor.
Cleared.
Healy’s Vegetable Tonic Cordial is a deSch Willis Putnam, Cook, Calais—N Blako.
licious as well as potent Spring Tonic.
Seq
Seh Quoddy, Mahoney, St Andrews, NB. to loud
advertisemento n fourth page.
for Wilmington, Del—J B Dodge.
Sch Carrie L Hix, Hix, Rockland—J Nickerson
Cefhaline is not a drug, but a nutritious
i. & Son.
Nerve Food. It will cure Headache.
Sch Mary Willey, Williams, Bangor—Iiensell &

Liver
Complaint. Those diseases cannot resist the
curative power of Hop Bitters; besides it is the

--

AGRICULTRAL.

Washington’s birthday was enthusiastically
celebrated by Americans this year in Cairo,
Egypt. A man visiting Egypt and having experience with the Egyptians is pretty likely to
have an enthusiastic admiration'for anybody

have

c»a!8i.T

But the bivouac and fierce alarm:
When dangers round about us swell,
As when peace and plenty dwell.
From age and youth and manhood’s prime,
At life’s closing evening time,
In accents soft and low should break
“I pray the Lord my soul to take.”
—AT. Y. Mail-Express.

Maine Cent RK.

Troubles, Bright’s Disease, Diabetes

vr

little childish dream
Should be told this simple theme;
Not alone for quiet and calm,

M^lIRHSTE

_

mail.
Wiggin & Co.,

__

CEPHAUINE.

be

is a valuable addition to our list of medicinal

The suddenness with which fortunes are acquired in this country eclipses the slow comprehension of the average foreigner. It requires a native born intellect to receive with

VEGETABLE TONIC CORDIAL

night,
white,
keeping
as

a

a

ute.

Or the same Formula as a Liquid.
DIME. AUGUSTA HEAUT'

black

snows

[

FOREIGN PORTS,
merchant of brilliant faculties has
been stricken down in career by paralysis of
his nerves, and is left out in the race of life.
Such unfortunates should be treated with Dr.
ResBenson’s Celery and Chamomile Pills.

Many

tric

Belief for all OVERWORKED BRAINS,

proud

When the head slow time is
To the eyes with sorrow weeping,
And vainly tries to call the past,
Slipping from its grasp at last,
Then faintly from the lips shall break,
“If I should die before I wake.”

Y. Commercial Ad-

Sprague, of Khode Island,

now as

When the hair

Our esteemed contemporary the Sun is investigating the cause of bald heads. Never
mind that, but tell us why the orchestra audience at a burlesque performance always looks
like a basket of
vertiser.

now so

Shall with the winter

Not for

is Brown’s Iron Bitters.

A Remarkable Discovery.

When the fornrthat is

Shall w.th age be lowly bowed;

Emma

that does not

ootl

Not alone for childhood fair
Is meant this simple prater,
But even to manly strength and prime
Shall come at last a needful time.
When ’mid life’s battles’ sudden gloom,
He hears the nearer step of doom,
And though strong with Sampson’s power,
He knows the coming of that hour
And repeats in tones more deep,
“I pray the LoiflFfny soul to keep.”

So Houston is well laid
our trade, do you?
out, is she? We will see who is laid out next,”
and he began blowing a police whistle. The
cashier ran up stairs for his shot-gun, while a
junior member of the firm bawled out to the
porter: “John, turn tho bulldog loose: it’s
time to feed him.” These episodes tended to
make my stay in that portion of the city moBeside <, I was afraid that if they
notonous.
kept on, I might become exasperated, so I said:
“Don't let me detain you from your business,”
and adjourned sine die.—Texas Siftings.

Abbie, Cynthia, Betsy, Dora and
each bought a Domestic at 12 Elm St.

Nickerson, Kennebec; Herald. Hodgdon, Kookland;
Ned Sumpter, Snow, Rockland; A H Spofford. Tillson, Rockport; Angola, Dyer, Sullivan; Maggie Elian, Littlejohn, Portland ; Ida Del Torre, Child,
Bath; Frank Maria, Young. Ellsworth; Francis
Coffin, Bellatty, Ellsworth; Martha Weeks, Somes,
Millbridge; Georgietta, Woodward, Sullivan; Sami
Fish, Teel.Thomaston; Cayenne, Simpson, Eastport;
Sarah A Reed, Guptill, Calais.
Old 9th, barque Nellie Brett, Davis, Vera Cruz;
Stephen G Hart, Pierson, Pensacola; G M Davis,
Trefry, Doboy; Penobscot. Eaton, Boston; brigs
Jennie Hulbert, Sparks, New Orleans; sobs Mauna
Loa, Chisholm, Areciho; Coi Milliken, Preble, Jacksonville; John R Fell, Loveland, Fernandina.
Sid 9th. barque E L Mayberry, for Callao; seb
Mauna Loa, for Arecibo.
Passed tho Hate 9th, sobs Am Ohief, from NYork
for Boston; A K Woodward, Ho joken for Bangor;
Velma, Weehawken for Searsport; Pacific, Hoboken for Plymouth; Acara, Weehawken for Lynn;
Oregon, Rondout for Rockland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar Sth, sobs Almeda Wiley, Russell, Apalachicola; Red Rovor, Calais.
NEW LONDON-Passed Little Gull Sth, harquo
Oasis, Lord, from New York for Anjier.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 9th, sob Chas Upton, Buckings, Calais.
Sid 9th, schs Dexalo, Roberts, and Delaware, Sadler, New York.
SOMERSET—Ar j7tb, sch Wm E Barnes, Hodgkins, Bangor.
NEWPORT—Ar 9th, schs George, Kcnniston; S J
Lindsay, Kennedy; Ruth S Hodgdon, Stevens, and
Caroline Knight. Leavitt. Rockland for Now York.
Sid 8tb, brig Castalia, Jackson, i.trom Kennebec)
for Philadelphia.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 8th, sch F F
Coffin, Delano. Providence for New York.
Sailed Sth, schs Mexican, from New Bedford for
Philadelphia; Ida L Ray, St John, NB, for Washngtou; Julia Martha, Providence for New York; City
of Ellsworth, from JJTvertun for New York; Nod
Sumpter. Rockland for do; Connecticut, |from New
Bedford for Ne.v York; T Benedict, Wiscassot for
Bridgeport: Angola, Sullivan for New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar Sth, sch Elbridge Gerry,
Perry, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar Sth, schs Eliza B Coffin, from Shulee, NS, for New York; M I, Newton,
Calais for do; Adam Bowlby, fm Ellsworth for do;
Gardiner for do;
Effort, Bangor for do; Oregon, fm
Olive Elizabeth, and Congress fm Portland for do:
Flyaway, St Geerge for do: Caroline Knight, and
S J Gilimore, Rockland for do; Ruth Hodgdor, do
for do; A Hayford, Rockport for do; Bowdoin, trom
Gardiner for do; E L Leonard, Baugor for Wilmington; Jas Holmes, fm Ellsworth for Rondout; Anna
Frye, Moncton for Greenport; B J Fellows, Hillsboro for Newark.
Sid, schs Cbas Upton, Nile,'A nayiora, ana Eliza
B Coffin.
BUSTON—Ar 9tb, barque Nina Sheldon, Colson,
fljuique; Alta V Cole, Mitchell, Hoboken; Bangor,
Jordan, and Mary Brower, Tolman, fm New York;
Buena Vista, Lane,
Panama. Leach. Ellsworth;
Deer Isle; Alfred Chase, Robinson, Camden.
Cla 9th, steamer Penobscot, (new; Roix, Bangor;
brig Merrlwa. Havener, Cardenas; sobs Charles E
Moody, Cates, Rum Cay; Speedwell, Whitten, for
Baracoa: Garland, Libby, Shulee, NS; Peiro, Kelley, do; Itaska, Wilson, Bootbbay.
Ar lltb, schs Olive Branch, Farwell, Rondout;
Ida Hudson, Bishop, Amboy; O W Dexter, Holmes,
Calais; Boxer, Ingalls, Machias; Ariosto, Elwell,
Kockport.
Cld 11th, barque Ethel, Thompson, Paysandu via
Jordan River, NS; schs Helen Montague, Green,
Brunswick: T A Stuart, Falkingnam, Windsor, NS;
Senator Grimes, Clark, Eastport.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 7th, sch Eliza A Anderson
Rankin, Kennebec, to load for New York; J P Ingraham, Lewis, New York; Joseph G Stover, Arey,
Bucksport.
Ar 8th, sch Paragon, Shute. Hoboken.
Ar 9th, schs Fanny Flint, Warren, fm;Rockland;
May Queen, Joy, Franklin.
Sid 8th, schs Pennsylvania, Hawley, for Bangor;
Frank Herbert, Atwood, Calais; Annie Whitting,
Brophy, Castine.
Ar 9th, sch Geo B Somes, Norwood, Weehawken.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 9th, sch Laura Bridgman, fm
New York.
Sid «th; schs L T Whitmore, Blackington, and
City of Augusta, Johnson, Kennebec.
BANGOR— Ar 10th, sch Harriet, Weymouth,
Portland via Belfast.
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